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PREFACE

The impetus to the writing of the x>resent work came from my
students at the Presidency College, Calcutta, The paucity of

suitable text-books on the subject intended for Degree and Post-

Graduate students of Indian Universities was felt by myself in my
college life, and in writing this book I have always borne in mind

the difficulties which , our students feel in tackling the subject.

The work, therefore, does not pretend to be very ambitious.

In the preparation of the book I have freely consulted the two

monumental works of M. Winternitz and A. B. Keith. To them,

therefore, I am under a deep debt of gratitude. I must also

acknowledge my indebtedness to all those authorities whose

works have been mentioned in the “References’".

In preparing the press copy, my pupil, Professor Sarojendra-

nath Bhanja, Sahityasastri, Kavya-Puranatirtha, M.A., has

rendered invaluable service. Another pupil of mine, Mr. Taraknath

Ghosal, M.A., has prepared the major part of the Index. My ex-

colleagues, Professor Upendranath Ghosal, M.A., Ph.D
,

and

Professor Subodhchandra Sengupta, M.A., P.R S., Ph.D,, had the

kindness, the former, to find out for me a few references, and

the latter, to read a considerable portion of the work while in the

press. My teachers, Mahamahopadhyaya Haranchandra Shastri,

Professor Sadananda Bhaduri, M.A., Ph.D., and Professor Somnath

Maitra, M.A., have helped me much by offering valuable

suggestions from time to time. I must also acknowledge the

advice given so freely by my friend and colleague. Professor

Taraknath Sen, M.A. Lastly, I must mention the deep interest

which was taken by my cousin, Pandit Ashokanath Shastri,

Vedantatirtha, M.A.^, P.R.S., in seeing the work through.

The occasion makes me remember, with deep and reverent



gratitude, those of my teachers at whose feet I had the privilege

of studying the subject—the late Professor Eakhaldas Banerjee,

M.A., of the Benares Hindu University, and Professor Nilmony

Chakravarty. M.A., late Senior Professor of Sanskrit, Presidency

College, Calcutta.

I am thankful to my publishers, the Modern Book Agency,
I

'

Calcutta, and to the authorities of the M. I. Press, Calcutta, for

the kind interest they have taken in the printing and publication

pf my book.

Calcutta,

January, 1943.

Author
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AN INTRODUCTION TO

CLASSICAL SANSKRIT

INTRODUCTORY

A

ORIGIN OF INDIAN WRITING

The iinincmoi'ial practice with stndeiits

of Sanskrit literature has been to com-

mit to memory tlu* various subjects of

their study, and this ])racticeof oral tmdition

has preserved the ancicuit Vedic texts. This

fact has led scholars to surmisii that writiup

was perchance unknown in the earliest period

of Indian civilisation and that the later

forms of the alphabet were not of pure

Indian growth.

The earliest references to writing in

Sanskrit literature are to be found in tlie

DJiarniasutm of Yasistha, which, as Dr.

Bidder thinks, was (‘.omposod about the eighth

century n.c. There are, however, some sidio-

lars who would like to assign a much later

date to the work, viz., the fourth century

B.c, There we obtain clear evidence of the

widely spread use of writing during the Vedic

Introduc-
tion

Evidence of
Vedic and
Sutra
works
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Evidence of
Brahma-
ipiical works

period, and in Ch. XVI. 10, 14-15, mention is

made of written documents as legal evidence.

Further, the Adadhyaijl of Panini contains

such compounds as dipihara' and ddhiJcara'

which evidently mean ‘writer’ [HI. ii. 21].

The date of Panini, however, is not fixed. Pro-

fessor Goldstiicker wants'to place him in tlu'

eighth century n.c., while the general body of

scholars holds that his age is the fourth

century R.c. In addition to the few references

set forth above, it may be said that the later

Vedic works contain some technical terms

such as ‘'liaijda,' ‘‘palala,' ^jranilia'

and the like, which some scholars quote as

evidence of the use of writing. But there

are others who like to differ in their inter-

pretations of these terms.

The aforesaid references do not help

us much in determining the genuine Indian

growth of writing, inasmuch as none of the

works in which they are found can be safely

dated earlier than the period of inscriptions.

In the same way, evidences in the Brahma-

nical works such as the Epics, the Puranas,

the Kavyas and the like, are of little or no

help. Among them, the Epics are by far the

oldest, but it is difficult to prove that every

word of their text goes back to a high anti-
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qiiity. One fact is, however, undeniable, viz.

that the Epics contain some archaic expres-

sions, such as, ‘Zz/Ji,’ HeJcha,' HeJcliaha,'

^lehhana,’ but not ‘lipi,' which, as many
scholars think, is after all a foreign word.

This may suggest that writing was known
in India in the Epic age.

There are two other facts which also

suggest the same thing. It is believed that

the Aryans were in an advanced state of

civilization—there was a high development

of trade and monetary transactions, and that

they carried on minute researches in gram-

mar, phonetics and lexicography. Do not

the above facts presuppose the knowledge

of the art of writing among the ancient

Indians ? Nevertheless, one will have to

adduce positive evidence, without which

nothing can be taken for granted. So we

turn to the Buddhist works.

There are quite a large number of passages

in the Ceylonese TipitaJea, which bear

witness to an acquaintance with writing and

to its extensive use at the time when the

Buddhist canon was composed. ^LeJeha’ and

HeWiaka' are mentioned in the Bhihhhu

PaciUiya 2, ii and in the Bhikhhunl. Pacittiya

49, ii. In the former, writing has been highly

Evidence of
Indian civi-

lization

Evidence of
Buddhist
writings
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PiprawS
vase
inscription

praised. In the Jatakas, constant mention

is made of letters. The Jatakas know of

proclamations. We are also told of a game

named ahmrilid in which the Buddhist monk
is forbidden to participate. This game was

in all probability one of guessing at letters.

In the rules of Vinaya, it has been laid

down that a criminal, whose name has been

written up in the King’s porch, must not be

received into the monastic' order. In the

same work, writing has been mentioned as a

lucrative profession. Jataka No. 125 and

the Malidvagga, I. 49 bear witness to the

existence of elementary schools where the

manner of teaching was the same as in

the indigenous schools of modcirn India.

All these references prove the existence

of the art of writing in pre-Buddhistic

days.

The earliest written record is the Piprawa

vase inscription which was discovered some-

time ago by Colonel Claxton Pcppe. This

inscription is written in Brahmi character

and is in a language which does' not conform

to any of the standard Prakrits. Some of

the case-endings tend towards Magadhi. No
compound consonant has been written.

They have been either simplified or divided
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by epentliesis. No long vowel, oxcoptmg
two s, have been used. The inscription

has been differently interpreted. According

to some scholars
, the relics that were

enshrined were the relics of Bnddha, while

others maintain that the relics were those of

the Sakyas, who were massacred by Virulaka,

son of Prasenajit, King of Kosala. In any

case the inscription belongs to the early part

of the fifth century n.c.

Next in order of antiquity comes the

Sohgaura copper-plate which, as Dr. Smith

thinks, may be dated about half a (century

prior to Asoka.^ The characters of the

dot'ument according to Dr. Smith are those

of the Bralnni of the Maurya period and his

statements, according to Dr. Biihler, arc

iiK'-ontestable as everyone of them is tra(“e-

ablo in the Edicts. About the proper import

^The English translation of Dr. Buhler’s version is

given below :

'

'The order of the great officials of Sruvasti (issued)

from (their camp at) Manavasitikata
—

“These two

store-houses with three partitions (which are situated)

even in famous Vaihsagrama require the storage of

loads (bharaka) of Black Panicum, parched grain,

cummin-seed and Amba for (times of) urgent (need).

One should not take (anything from the grain stored).”

— lA. Vol. XXV, pp. 261—66.

Sohgaura
Copper
plate
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of the inscription none is sure. Dr. Smith

says that he cannot find out any meaning

from it. The value of the inscription rests on

the fact that it is an evidence for the assump-

tion that in the third century b.c., the use of

writing was common in royal offices and that

the knowledge of written characters was

widely spread aniong the people.

The inscriptions of Asoka, are found

almost all over India and are written in two

different scripts, viz., Brahmi and Kharosthi.

Two of these inscriptions—that of Shahbaz-

garhi and Mansehra, are written iji the

latter. The rest are written in Brahmi.

The language of early Indian inscriptions

is not Sanskrit, but vernacular, which

is knowm as Prakrit. In the inscriptions

of Asoka, local varieties are to be found.

Those in the north-western part of India

incline more towards Paisaci, than those

found in the eastern part. It is interesting

to note that all the Indian inscriptions from

the earliest times down to the second century

A.D., are in Prakrit. The earliest inscrip-

tion in Sanskrit is the Nasik Cave No. X
inscription of Nahapana, which was written,

in all probability, in the year 41 of the Saka

era, corresponding to 119 a.d. But there
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are scholars who do not like to call this ins-

cription the earliest in Sanskrit, and in

their opinion the well-known JunSgadh
inscription of Rudradaman, dated 150 A.D.,

heads the list of Sanskrit inscriptions.

Sanskrit gradually encroached upon Prakrit

in the field of epigraphy and it was from

the fifth century a.d., that Prakrit dis-

appeared from the field of inscription.

As for the history of the two scripts,

Brahmi and Kharosthi, mentioned above.

Dr. Biihler thinks that the latter was derived

from the Aramaic or Pluenician (‘character

used by the clerks of the Persian Empire.

The north-western parts of India came under

the Achaunenian or Persian rule about the

sixth century n.c. And it is in those parts

of India that inscriptions and coins in

Kharosthi character have been discovered.

Dr. Biililer has taken sufficient pains to

show how from some borrowed letters the

full alphabet of the Sanskrit language came

into being. There are some scholars who

have gone so far as to suggest a meaning

of the word Kharosthi. Thus it is held

that the name Kharosthi has been derived

from the shape of letters which generally

resemble the lip of an ass. Professor Levi

Kharo^tb
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Brahmi ;

South and
North
Semitic
origin

thinks that the word is derived from the

name of the inventor, Kharostha, an inhabi-

tant of Central Asia.

There are seA^eral theories regarding the

origin of the Brahmi cluiracter. According

to Dr. Ta}'lor and otliers, the BiTdimi cha-

racter vas borrowed from a Sonthciii Arab

tribe. This tinaa’y lias not gamed any

popularity. The theory startl'd by Dr.

Weber and illustrated by Dr. Buhler is ge-

nerally accepted. Dr. Welx'i- was the first

man to discover that some of the old Indian

letters are practically identical with certain

Assyrian letters and si'veral h'tters in some

inscriptions of the ninth and the seventh

centuries jlc., found in Ass_yria. About one-

third of the tiventy-three letters of the North

Semitic alphatx't of that jieriod is identical

with the oldest forms of the corresponding

Indian letters. Another one-third is somewhat

similar, while the rest can with great diffi-

culty be said to correspond to letters of the

Indian alphabet. Dr. Biihler took advantage

of this theory of Dr. Weber, and he next

proceeded to show that as a result of

the prolonged contact between Indian mer-

chants, mostly, Dravidans, and Babylonians

in the eighth and the seventh centuries B.C.,
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the former availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to hrin^ the Assyrian art of writing

over to India, which later on was enlarged to

suit the requirements of the Indian people.

Nearly a thousand years later, this form of

writing {tame to bo styled as NrShmi. It has

been said that originally the letters were

written from right to left, as a single coin

has been discovered in a i)lace named Iran,

on which the legend runs from right to left.

But as the Bivilnuanas heli(‘V(‘d the right-

hand direction to bo sacnal, they changed

the direi'tion and began to writer from left

to- right.

According to Professor Rhys Davids, the

Indian letters were di'veloiied neither from

th(' Northern nor from the Southern Semitic

alphabet, but from the pre-Semitu' form

cairrent in the Euphrates valley. But this

theory is not accepted on the ground that

this supposed pre-S('mitic form of writing

has yet to be explored.

Sir Alexander Cunningham had wanted

to derive each letter from the indigenous

hieroglyphic, but his theory was discarded

on the ground that no such hieroglyphic

could be found in India. But the recent

excavations at Mahen-jo-daro and Harappa

Pre-Scmitic
origin

Hierogly-
phic origin
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Introduc-
tion

have brought to light, an original Indian

hieroglyphic, and a further examination of

the theory once started by Sir A. Cunningham

may be undertaken.

REFERENCES
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B
VEDIC AND CLASSICAL INDIAN

' LANGUAGES—THEIR
"" RELATIONSHIP

Indian tradition knows Sanskrit as the

language of the gods, which has been the
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dominant language of India for a period

covering over four thousand years. Viewed
from its rich heritage of literature, its

fascinating charm of words, its flexibility of

expression in relation to thouglit, Sanskrit

occupies a singular place in the literature

of the world.

The Sanskrit language is generally divi-

ded into Vedic and Classical. In the Vedii;

language was written the entire sacred

literature of the Aryan Indians. Within this

Vedic language several stages may be care-

fully distinguished, and in course of its tran-

sition from the one to the other it gradually

grew modern till it ultimately merged in

Classical Sanskrit. But when we pass on

from the Vedic lyrics to the lyrics of Classical

Sanskrit, we seem to enter a ‘new world’.

Not only are the grammar, vocabulary, metre

and style different, but there is also a marked

distinction in respect of matter and spirit.

Thus the Classical Sanskrit period is marked

by a change of religious outlook and social

conditions. Vedic literature is almost entirely

religious
;
but Classical Sanskrit has a ‘pro-

fane’ aspect as well which is not in any way

inferior to the religious aspect. The religion

in the Epic period has become different from

Vedic andT
Classical .

difference
in mattei^
and spirit
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what it was in the Vedic age. The Vedic

Nature-worship has been superseded by the

eult of Brahma, Visnu and Siva, and it is in

the Epic period that we find for the first

time the incarnations of Visnu who has come

to be looked upon as the Siipreme Deity. New
gods and goddesses unknown to the Vedas

liave arisen, and Vedici gods have either been

forgotten or reduced to a subordinate position.

Indra is, indeed, tin; only god who still main-

tains high status as the lord of heaven. Vedic

literature in its earlier pha^e was marked

by a spirit of nibust optimism
;
but Classi-

cal Sanskrit literature has a note of pessi-

mism owing probably to the influence of the

doctrine of karrnan and transnygration

of soul. The naive simplicity of Vedic

literature is strikingly absent in Classical

Sanskrit where the introduction of the su-

pernatural and the wonderful is full of

exaggeration. So kings are described as

visiting Indra in heaven and a sage creating

a new world by means of his great spiritual

powers. The tribal organization of the state

has lessened much in importance in the Epic

period where we find the rise of many terri-

torial kingdoms.

' In respect of form also Classical Sanskrit
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differs' considerably from Vedic, Thus the

four Vedas and the Brahmanas are marked

with accents {udatta, aniidatta ajid. svarita)

which only can help us in finding out the

meaning of different words. Thus, for

instance, the word ‘'Indrakitrn'’ with one

kind of accent will mean ‘Indra as eiK'niy’,

and the same word with a different kind of

accent will imply ‘enemy of Indra.’ But in

Classical Sanskrit litei-ature, ac(;ent lias no

part to play.

Phonetically Vedic and Classical lan-

guages are identical, but grammatically

they differ. The change in grammar is not

generally due to the introduction of new for-

mations or inflections, but to the loss ol

fonns.^ Ill respect of mood, the diff(‘rence

between Classical and Vedic Sanskrit is spe-

cially very great. In the Vedas the present

tense has besides its indicative infiection,

^ Certain grammatical forms which occur in Vedic

language disappear in Classical. Thus in declension

a number of forms has been dropped . (i) the nomi-

native and accusative dual forms of a stems end-

ing in—a, e.g., nafu, (ii) the nominative plural form of

‘—a' stems ending in— e.g., devUsalj, (iii) the ins-

trumental plural form of —ci stems ending in ebhilj.

e.g., devebhih, etc.

Difference
in form :

(i) accent

(ii) grammar
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a subjunctive (requisition), optative (wish)

and an imperative (command). The same

three moods are found, though with much
loss frequency, as belonging to the perfect

and they are also made from the aorists

'{luh) and the future has no moods. In

Classical Sanskrit, the present tense adds

to its iudicjdiive an optative and an im-

perative. But the subjunctive {let) is lost in

Classical Sanskrit.' In the Vedic period no

less than fifteen forms of infinitive were

used^ of which only one {turn) survives in the

•Classical period. Vedic Sanskrit differs froAi

Classical Sanskrit in respect of the use of pre-

fixes {npasainjas). Thus in Classical Sanskrit

the iipasarga must invariably precede

the root and should form a part of it.. But

the use of upasargan was unrestricted in

Vedic Sanskrit. It was used before the root

and after it and was also sometimes separated

from the root itself.^ Compounds of more

than two words, which are rare in the Vedas

and the Brahmanas, are frequent in Classi-

cal Sanskrit.

^ adya jivana, satafn jivdti saradaf}, etc.;, as found

in the Veda.

4,si. III. iv. 9.

* d hf^iiena rajasd vartamdno, etc.
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The aforesaid changes in respect of forms

were mainly due to the efPorts of grammari-

ans who exercised considerable influence on
the development of the language. The voca-

bulary also underwent many changes. It

was largely extended by derivation, composi-

tion and compilation. Many old words that

<;ould not be found in Vedii*. literature (^ame

to be added in Classical Sanskrit and many
new words were borrowed.

Vedic language again differs from Classi-

cal with regard to the use of metres. Beside

the principal seven metres of the Vedas

{gayain, anndiihh, hrhatl, pahkfl,

trid/iihh and jagati), Classical Sanskrit

presents a limitless variety of metres.

REFERENCES
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Antiquity

Relation of
Sanskrit
to Prakrit

c

PRAKRIT

The beginnings of the Prakrits go back

to a period of great antiquity. Even at the

time when Vedic hymns were composed,

there existed a popular language which

differed from the literary dialect. In the

Vedic; hymns, there are several words which

cannot be phonetically other than Prakrit.

Buddha and Mahavlra jireachcd their doc-

trines in the sixth century n.c., in the language

of the people in order that all might under-

stand them. The language of the Buddhist

texts which were collected during the period

between oOO ]$.c. and 400 ]lc., was Magadhl.

The extant Buddhist texts of Ceylon, Burma

and Siam are in a form of popular language

to which the name Pali has been given.

There is difference of opinion amongst scho-

lars regarding the jilace and cirigin of Pali.

The only inscription, the language of which

is akin to Pali, is the Hati-Gumpha ins-

cription of Khai'avela, dated the 160th

year of the Maurya era.

Patahjali says that Sanskrit was a spoken

language, but it was confined to the cultured

section of the people. The popular dialect.
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of IndicT was known by the general name of

Prakrit. From the distribution of langua-

ges in Sanskrit dramas it appears that the

masses while speaking Prakrit, could under-

stand Sanskrit. It has been said in Bha-
rata’s Ndtya^dstra that Prakrit and

Sanskrit are different branches of one and

the same language. In the earliest known
forms of Prakrit, there are passages which

can be easily translated into Sanskrit by

the application of simple phonetic rules.

According to European scholars, Prakrit,

which represents the Middle Indian period European

of the Indo-Aryan languages, may again be

sub-divided into three stages : (1) Old

Prakrit or Pali, (2) Middle Prakrit, and (3)

late Prakrit or Apabhraih.sa. They would

like to say that if Prakrit had been a langu-

age derived from Sanskrit, lhakrit would

have taken the name Saiiiskrta. Moreover,

there are many words and forms in Prakrit

which cannot be traced in Classical Sanskrit.

If, however, by the word Sanskrit is inclu-

ded the language of the Vedas and all

dialects of the old Indian period, it will be

correct to assume that Prakrit is derived from

Sanskrit. But the word Sanskrit is generally

used to refer to the Panini-Patanjali language.

2
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Orthodox
view

Varieties
Prakri

Indian grammarians, however, would

say that the name Prakrit is derived from

the word praJcrti, which means ‘the basic

form’, viz., Sanskrit. Further, in Prakrit

there are three classes of words, e.g., (i)

Hatsama’’—words which are identical in

form and meaning in both Sanskrit and

Prakrit, e.g., dava, Icamala, (ii) Hadhhava '

—

words that are derived from Sanskrit by

the application of phonetic rules, e.g.,

ajjaiitta < dryaputra, paricumbia < pa-

ricumhya, and (iii) ‘‘^deHn"—words that are of

indigenous origin and the history of

which cannot be accurately traced, e.g.,

chollanti, cahga. A careful examination of

Prakrit vocabulary reveals the fact that the

majority of Prakrit words belong to the

second class
;
words belonging to the other

classes are comparatively small in number.

The derivatives are in most cases the result

of phonetic decay..

The following are the more important

of literary Prakrits :—Maharastri, Sauraseni,

Magadhi are the dramatic Prakrits, while

Ardha-Magadhi, Jaina-Maharastri, Jaina-

Sauraseni are the Prakrits of the

Jaina canon. The last is the Apa-

bhramsa.
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WAS SANSKRIT A SPOKEN
LANGUAGE ?

A section of European scholars would

believe that in spite of the vast extent of

Sanskrit literature, Sanskrit was never used

in actual speech. It was a purely literary

and artificial language and the language

that was spoken even in ancient times was

Prakrit.

But there are evidences to show that to

all intents and purposes, Sanskrit was a

living language and that it was spoken by at

least a large section of the people. Etymolo-

gists and grammarians like Yaska and Panini

describe Classical Sanskrit as Bhdm—the

speech, as distinguished from Vedic Sanskrit,^

and it will not probably be incorrect to suggest

that this description serves to draw out the

^ Nir. I. iv. 5 & 7. II. ii. 6 & 7, A?t. III. ii. 108, etc.

European
view

Orthodox
view
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Extent of
Sanskrit as

a spoken
language

special character of Classical Sanskrit as a

living speech. Moreover, there are many
sutras in the Adadhyayl of Panini which are

meaningless unless they have any reference

to a living speech.^ Yaska, Panini and even

Katyayana have discussed the peculiarities in

the usages of Easterners and Northerners.^

Local variations are also noticed by Katya-

yana, while Patanjali has collected words

occurring in particular districts.^ Patanjali

again tells us that the words of Sanskrit

are of ordinary life and describes an anec-

dote in whicdi a grammarian converses with

a charioteer and the discussion is carried on

in Sanskrit.'*

From all that has been said above, it is

clear that Sanskrit was a living speech in

ancient India. But the question which

still remains to be discussed is whether

Sanskrit was the vernacular of all classes of

people in the society or of any particular

section or sections. Patanjali says that thfr

^ Ad. VIII. iv. 48, etc. Also Gaiiaslltras, Nos. 18,

20, 29.

® Nir. II. ii. 8. Ad. IV. i. 157 & 160.

® Cf. Vurttiha, "sarve desuntare” referred to in the

Paspa§dhnika, MB.
* MB. under Ad. II. iv. 56.
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the language spoken in the days of Panini

could be mastered if it was heard from the

learned Brahmanas of the day (i^ida) who
could speak c.orrect Sanskrit without any
special tuition/ It is gathered from the

Hundarakanda of the Hajnmjaua that the

language spoken by the twice-born castes

was Sanskrit/ It is stated in the KamasUtra
of Vatsyayana that men of taste should speak

both in Sanskrit and the vernacular of the

province, and this means that Sanskrit was

not the spoken language of each and every

section of the people in the society/ Hiuen
Tsang, the Chinese traveller (seventh century

A.D.), tells us that the language in which offi-

cial debates were arranged, was Sanskrit and

not any provincial dialect. The Pancatantra

informs us that the medium of instruction

for the young boj^s of the ruling class was

Sanskrit and not any vernacular.

We may draw from this the conclusion

that Sanskrit was the vernacular of the

educated people but it was understood in

still wider sections. Our conclusions may
find support from the evidence of the

dramatic literature where we observe

^ MB. under A?t. VI. iii. 109.

» KS. iv. 20.

Conclu-
sions

Bam. V. XXX. 18.
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that BrShmanas, kings and ministers

speak Sanskrit while women and all the

common people use Prakrit, except that

nuns and courtesans occasionally converse

in Sanskrit. Uneducated Brahmanas are in-

troduced speaking popular dialects. But it

is highly significant that the dialogues be-

tween Sanskrit-Speaking and Prakrit-speak-

ing persons are very frequent and this

suggests that in real life Sanskrit was under-

stood by those who would not speak it

themselves. This statement may be further

corroborated by the fact that common people

would gather to hear the recital of the

popular Epics in the palaces of kings and in

temples
;
they would not attend such func-

tions unless they could understand the con-

tent of the recital.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE GREA.T EPICS

A
RAMAYANA

The Indian tradition makes Valmiki, the

author of the Ramdyaria, the first poet

(adikavi) who is reported to have been

deeply moved by the piteous wailings of the

female curlew when her husband was killed

by the dart of a forester. Valmiki’s feelings

found an expression through the medium of

metre/ and at the bidding of the divine sage

Narada who brought messages from Brahma
he composed the immortal Rama-Epic which

tells the story of Prince Rama, the

dutiful and devoted son of King Dasaratha

of Ayodhya, who was banished from his

kingdom for fourteen years through the jea-

lousy of his step-mother Kaikeyi who secured

possession of the throne for her son Bharata.

So Rama and Sita, his beloved wife, accom-

panied by the third prince Laksmana went

to the forest. There the adventures of the

bapished prince, Sita’s abduction by Ravana,

King of Lanka, the help given to Rama

^ Bam. I. ii. 15. Also, cf. Bag. XIV. 70.

Origin
and story
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Character

byHanumat, a chief of the monkeys, the

destruction of Ravana and his party, the fire-

ordeal of Sita to prove her chastity—these

and many other incidents have been des-

cribed in all the glowing colours of poetry.

The Hamayana which is essentially a

poetic creation has influenced the thought

and poetry of later centuries in course of

which new matters were added to the

original composition. The work, in its

present form and extent, comprises aeveri

books and contains 24000 versos approxi-

mately. But it must be remembered that

the text of the Epic has been preserved in

three recensions, the West Indian, the

Bengal and the Bombay, and curiously

enough eacfi recension has almost one third

of the verses occurring in neither of the

other two. Of the three, the Bombay recen-

sion is believed to have preserved the oldest

form of the Epic, for here we find a large

number of archaic expressions which are

rare in the Bengal and the West Indian

recensions. According to Professor Jacobi,

the Rama-Epic was first composed in

the Kosala country on the basis of the

ballad poetry recited by the rhap^odkt§. In

course of time there naturally arose differ-
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ence in the tradition of the recitations made
hy professional story-tellers, and this differ-

ence adequately explains the variations in

the three recensions when they had been

assuming their definite forms in the different

parts of the land.

Internal evidence proves almost conclu-

sively that the whole of the Mmnwt/aija as

it is found to-day was not written at one

time. It is said that of the neren books in

the Rdmayana, the last one and portions of

the first are interpolations. In the first

place, there are numerous passages in the

genuine books which either make no refer-

ence to the incidents in the first hook or

contain statements which contradict those

to be found in the first book. Secondly, in

the first and third cantos of the first book

we find two tables of contents, the first of

which does not mention the first and the

seventh books. Thirdly, the style and lan-

guage of the first book do not boar compari-

son with that of the five genuine books (II

—VI). Fourthly, the frequent interruption

of the narrative in the first and the seventh

books and the complete absence of any such

interruption in the other five books cannot

but suggest that the two books were

Spurious
element
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composed by subsequent poets of less

eminence and talent than the author of

the genuine books. Lastly, the character of

the hero as drawn in the first and the

seventh books differs from what we find in

the remaining books. Thus in those two

books Rama is not a mortal hero which he

is in the other five books, but a divine

being worthy of reverence to the nation.

It has been already observed that the ori-

. . .
ginal work of Vahniki assumed different

Antiquity ^
' fonns as with years rhapsodists introduced

into it newer elements. It is, therefore, very

difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to fix

any specified age for the whole poem. Dr.

Winternitz says that the transformation of

Rama from a man to the Universal God
through a semi-divine national hero, can-

not but take a sufficient length of time. It

should be noted, however, that not only the

Raina-legend but the Bamayava of Valmiki

also was known to the Mahahharata which

contains the BamopdJcliyana in the Vana-

parvan, of course, in a condensed form. On
the other hand, the poet or the poets of the

Bamdyaya nowhere refer to the Bhfiratan

story. These facts have led scholars like

Professor Jacobi to presume a very early
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existence of the Bama-Epic^ though it still

remains a disputed point whether it was

earlier than the original story of the Mahd-
hlidrata, the passage in the Vanaparvan

containing the reference to the Bamdyana,
being absent in that very early form of the

Bharatan Epic. Dr. Winternitz believes that

“if the Mahabhdrata had on the whole its

present form in the 4th Century A. D., the

Mdmdyava must have received its final form

at least a century or two earlier.”

From a study of Jataka literature it

would appear that the stories of some of the

Jatakas naturally remind us of the story of

the Udmayana though it must be admitted

that we seldom observe any ‘literal agree-

ment’ between the two. To cite an ins-

tance, the Da,%rat}ia-jdtaJca relates the

story of the Bdmdyaim in a different way,

where Bama and Sita are described as bro-

ther and sister. But it is highly significant

that while the Jfitakas give us innumerable

stories of the demon-world and the animals,

^ Scholars like Jacobi, Schlegel, M. Williams, Jolly

and others point out that the Eamuyana is earlier

than the Mahubharata, because the burning of widows

does not occur in it, but it is mentioned in the

Mahabhdrata.

Relation to
Buddhism
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they never mention the names of Ravana

and Hanumat and the monkeys. It is not,

therefore, improbable that prior to the fourth

or the third centuries B.C., when the Buddhist

TiyUaha is believed to have come into

existence, the lidmdyaya in its Epic form

was not available though ballads dealing

with Rain a were known to exist. Traces of

Buddhism cannot be found in the Udmdyana
and the solitary instance where the Buddha
is mentioned is believed to be an interpola-

tion.^ I)i\^^^WeberjJio^^^^ that

the lidmdyaya is based on an ancient Bud-

dhist legend of Prince Rama. He thinks that

the hero of the lidmdyaya, is essentially a

sage in spirit and not merely a hero of war

and that in Rama we observe the glorifica-

tion of the ideal of Buddhist equanimity. Dr.

Winternitz also approves of the idea of ex-

plaining the extreme mildness and gentleness

of Rama by ‘Buddhistic undercurrents.’ But

we must say that by thinking in this way
Dr. Weber has ignored the fact that a

poet like Valmiki could easily draw his ins-

piration from his own heritage. Our con-

^ Lassen on Weber’s Bamayana (lA. Yol. III).
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elusion, therefore, is that there was no direct

influence of Buddhism on the lidmayaua.-^

It is certain that there is no Greek

influence on the lidinayana iis the oenuiiie

lidmdyava betrays no acquaintance with

the Greeks. Dr. Weber, however, thinks

that the Bdmdyana is based on the Greek

legend of Helen and the Trojan war.

But an examination of the contents of the

Bdmdyayja shows that the expression yavana

occurs twice in the passages of the lidnidyana

which are evidently interpolations.

Professor Lassen was the first scholar to

give an allegorical interpretation of the

lidmdyana. In his opinion the Epic repre-

sented the first attempt of the Aryans to

conquer Southern India. According to

Dr. Weber it was meant to account for the

spread of Aryan civilmation to South India

and Ceylon.

Professor Jacobi gives us a mytho-

logical interpretation and says that there

is no allegory in the Epic. Thus he points

out that in the Jtgoeda, Sita appears as

the field-furrow and invoked as the goddess of

agriculture. In some of the GrhyasQtras

Sita is the genuine daughter of the plough-

field and is a wife of Parjanya or Indra. In

Greek
influence

Allegorical
interpreta-
tion of the
Epic

Mythologi-
cal interpre
tation
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the JRamayava also Sita is represented as

emerging from the plough-field of Janaka.

Rama can he identified with Indra and

Hanumat with the Maruts, the associates of

Indra in his battle with demons. But we
would only add that to read allegory or

mythology in a first rate work of art is with-

out any justification.
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MAHABHARATA

Dr. Winternitz describes the MaJiahha-

raia as a whole literature and does not look General

upon it as one poetic production which the aSd^torJ

Bamayana essentially is. The nucleus of the

Mahahharata is the great war of eighteen

days fought between the Kauravas, the

hundred sons of Dhrtarastra and the Pandavas,

the five sons of Pandu. The poet narrates

.all the circumstances leading up to the war.

In this great Kuruksetra battle were involved

almost all the kings of India joining eithc^r

of the two parties. The result of this war was
the total annihilation of the Kauravas and

their party, and Yudhisthira, the head of the

Pandavas, became the sovereign monarch of

Hastinapiira. But with the progress of years

new matters and episodes, relating to the

various aspects of human life, social, econo-

mic, political, moral and religious as also

fragments of other heroic legends and legends

containing reference to famous kings, came

to be added to the aforesaid nucleus and this

phenomenon probably continued for centuries

till in the early part of the Christian era the

Epic gathered its present shape which is said
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Gits

Three
stages of
the Epic

to contain a hundred thousand verses. It is,

therefore, that the MahabUarata has been

described not only as a heroic poem, but also

as a ‘repertory of the whole of the bard poetry’.

The Epic in its present form is divided into

eighteen books with a supplement called the

HarivaiMa}

The famous Snmad-BhagavadgHd is a

chapter of the Bhlsmaparvan and contains

eighteen sections. The Gltd is a simplifica-

tion in verse of the crude doctrines in Hindu

philosophy and is a book specially meant for

the dwellers of the society rather than for one

v^ho has renounced it. The book is no doubt

One of the finest fruits of Indian philosophy

and has gained world-wide recognition in the

hands of philosophers. The theme of this book

is the advice, given by Sri-Krsna for consol-

ing depressed Arjuna, mainly dwelling on the

doctrines of Jearman, jhdna and bhaJeti.

It is extremely difficult for us to separate

at this distant date the chaff from the real.

However, in the first book of the Mahdbhd-

rata there is a statement that at one time

^ It is not definitely known wliether this division

into eighteen books is purely traditional, there being a

somew'hat different form of division as surmised from

the writings of AlberunL
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the Epic contained 24000 versos while in

another context we find that it consisted of

8800 verses. These statements may defi-

nitely lead one to conclude that the Epic had

undergone three principal stages of develop-

ment before it assumed its present form.

It is impossible to give in one lino

the exact date of the Mnhdbhdraia. To Age of the

determine the date of the Mahdhhdrata we
should determine the date of every part of

this Epic. In the Vedas there is no mention

of the incident of the great Ivuruksetra

battle. In the Brahmanas, however, the lioly

Kuru-field is described as a place of pilgrimage

where gods and mortals celebrated big sacri-

ficial feasts. We also find the names of Jana-

mejaj^a and Bharata in the Brahmanas. So

also the name of Bariksit as a ruler of

Kuru-Iand is found in the Atharvaveda. Wo
find frequent mention of the Kurus and the

Pahcalas in the Yajitrveda. The Kdthaha-

samhitd mentions the name of Dbrtarastra,

son of Vicitravirya. In the Sdhlihydijana-

h'autasatra we find the mention of a

war in Kuru-land which was fatal for the

Kauravas. But the names of the PSnclavas

do not occur therein. The Grhya'sUtra of

Asvalayana gives the names of Bharata and

3
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Literary
and inscrip
tional
evidence

Mahdhhdrata in a list of teachers and books.

Panini gives us the derivation of the words

Yudhisthira, Bhinia and Vidura and the

accent of the compound Mahdhhdrata.

Patahjali is the first to make definite allusions

to the story of the battle between the

Kauravas and the Pandavas. Although the

Buddhist TipUaha docs not mention the

name of the Mahdhhdrata, the Jatakas

betray a slight acquaintance with it.

Moreover, it is proved by literary and

inscriptional evidence that already about

500 A.D., the Mahdhhdrata was no longer an

actual Epic but a sacred book and a religious

discourse. It was ou the whole essentially

different from the Epic as it is found to-day.

K^lmarilabhatta quotes passages from the

Mahdhhdrata and regards it as a Smrti work.

Both Subandhu and Bana knew it as a

great work of art^ and Bana alludes to a re-

cital of the Mahdhhdrata.'^ It must be ad-

mitted ou all hands that though an Epic

Mahdhhdrata did not exist in the time of the

Vedas, single myths, legends and poems

included in the Mahdhhdrata reach back to

the Vedic period. The Mahdhhdrata has also

^ Vds. p. 37 & Ear. p. 2.

^ Kdd. p. 104.
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drawn many moral narratives and stories of

saints from its contemporary ‘ascetic-poetry’.

An Epic Mahdbhdrata^ however, did not exist

in the fourth century r.c., and the transfor-

mation of the Epic Malidhhdrata into our

present compilation probably took place

between the fourth century r.c. and the

fourth century A.i). In the fourth century A.D.,

the work was available in its present extent,

contents and character, though small altera-

tions and additions might have continued

even in later centuries.

To the strictly orthodox Indian mind,

the Iid7ndyatia appears to have been com-

posed earlier than the Mahdhhdrata. Indi-

ans believe that of the two incarnations of

the Lord, Rama and Krsna, the former

was born earlier. Western critics do not

attach any importance to this belief, for it is

argued by them that the hero of the genuine

portion of the Udmdyana which is older,

does not appear as an incarnation but as

an ordinary mortal horo.^ Professor Jacobi

^ There are a few passages in the genuine books,

e.g., the one in Bk. VI. where Sita enters into the pyre,

wherein Rama is described as a divine being. Critics

feel no hesitation in calling such passages interpola-

tions.

Two Epics
which is

earlier ?
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also thinks that of the two poems, the

Bamdyava is the earlier production, and he

bases his theory on the supposition that it

is the influence of the lifwimjana which has

moulded the Mahdhhdrata into a poetic*,

formd Dr. Winternitz does not attach any

real importance to this theory and criticizes

it by saying that the Malidhlidrata, even in

its present form, retains several character-

istics of older poetry while the poem of

Yalmiki reveals such peciuliarities as would

place him nearer to the age of Court-

epics. Thus it has been pointed out

that such expressions like “Bhisma spake”

“Sahjaya spake” which the poet of the

Mahdhhdrata, uses to introduce a character,

are reminiscent of ancient ballad poetry.^

But in the lidmdyaya the speeches are in-

troduced in verses and therefore in a more

polished form. The theory of Professor Jacobi

may be further contested on the ground that

^ According to Mr. Hopkins, the Bumayana as an

art-product is later than the Mahubhurata. (Cf. Cam-

bridge History, I. p. 251.)

^ The mixture of prose with poetry which we

notice in the Malmbhdrata is a fact that proves its

antiquity. This view of Professor Oldenberg is not

accepted by Dr Winternitz.
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from a perusal of the two Epics, the reader

will unmistakably carry the impression that

while the MalidhUarata describes a more

war-like age, the litvmdyaita depicts a com-

paratively refined civilization.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE PURANAS

The origin of the Piiranas must he traced

introduc- to that time of religious revolution when

Buddhism was gaining ground as a formidable

foe of Brahmanic cultiire. Great devotees of

Brahmanic religion were anxious for the pre-

servation of the old relics of Hindu culture,

and Vyasa, the great compiler, the greatest

man of his time, was born to meet the demand
of the age. The most important point to be

remembered in this connection, is that the

entire Vedio culture lies at the back-ground

of the age of Buddhism and the PurSnas.

It was at one time believed by Euro-

Age pean scholars that not one of the eighteen

Puranas is earlier than the eleventh century

A.D. But this belief has been discarded on the

discovery of a manuscript of the Bhandajmra-

va in Nepal written in the sixth century a.d.

Further, Bauabhatta in his HarmcarUa
mentions that he once attended a recitation

of the Vdyupurdva. Kum5.rila (750 a.d.)

regards the Puranas as the sources of law.

Sankara (ninth century a.d.) and Ramanuja

(eleventh century a.d.) refer to the Puranas
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as sacred texts for their dependence on the

Vedas. The famous traveller Alberuni

(1030 A.D.) also gives us a list of the

eighteen Puranas.

/The word Purana means ‘old narrative.’

In Pie Brahmanas, the Upanisads and the

Buddhist texts, the word is found to be used

in connection with Itihasa. Some scholars

hold that the Puranas mentioned in

these places do not refer to tlie works we

have before us. But the references found

in the Dhannasutras of Gautama and Apas-

tainba (works belonging in all probability to

the fifth or tlio fourth centur}^ ]}.c.) suggest

that there were at that early period works

resembling our Puranas. The close relation-

ship between the Mahdhhdraia and the Pura-

nas is another point in support of the anti-

quity of the lattci^The Mahdhhdrata which

calls itself a Purana, has the general charac-

ter of the latter, and it is not highly impro-

bable that some integral parts of the Puranas

are older than the present redaction of the

Mahdhhdrata. The Lalitavistara not only

calls itself a Parana but has^somuch in com-

mon with the Puranas. (The Vdyupurdna

is quoted literally by the HarivarMa. The

genealogical survey of all the Puranas reveals

Antiquity
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Character

the fact that they generally stop with the

accounts of the Andhra Bhrtya and Gnpta

kings and that later kings like Harsa are not

mentioned . So it may be suggested that the

Buranas were written during the rule oTttre

Gupta kiu^^sT^Onthe other hand, the striking

resSihhlance A^^tween the Buddhist Maha-

yaiia texts of the first century a.d., and the

Puranas, suggests the fact that the latter

were written early in the beginnings of the

Christian era. The characteristics of the

Puranas are also found in books like the Had-

dharma'pundarllia and the Mahtivadu. Br.

Winternitz has, however, concluded that the

earlier Puranas must have come into being

before the seventh century a.d.

I According to Indian tradition every Pura-

naSdiould discuss fi-ov topics
;

(i) sarga—
creation, (ii) pratisarga—the periodical

annihilation and renewal of the world,

(iii) vaniAa—genealogy of gods and sages,

(iv) manvantara—the Manu-periods of

time i.e., the great periods each of which

has a Manu (primal ancestor of the human

race) as its ruler, and (v) varMdnucarita—the

history of the dynasties the origin of which

is traced to the Sun and the Moon. But all

these five characteristics are not present in
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every Parana, and tliougli in some they are

partially present, we notice a wide diversity

of topics in theni\ Thus we find many chap-

ters dealing vdtli the duties of the four

castes and of the four a^ranian^ sections on

Prahmanical rites, on particular ceremonies

and feasts and frequently also clurpters on

Sahkhya and Yoga philosophy. But the

most striking peculiarity of all thk Puranas

is their sectarian character as they are

dedicated to the cult of some d{uty who is

treated as the principal God in the book.

So we come across a Parana dgdicatod to

Visnu, another to Siva and so <^n^

Qjnique is the importance of the Puranas

from the standpoint of history and religion.

The genealogical survey of the Puranas is

immensely helpful for the study of political

history in ancient India,^aiid yet it is a task

for the scholar to glean germs of Indian

history, hidden in the Puranas. ,Br. Smith

says that the Vinnupurarja gives us invalu-

able informations about the Maurya dynasty.

The Matsyapur'ana is most dependable in so

far as the Andhra dynasty is concerned, while

the Vayupuraya gives us detailed descrip-

tions about the reign of Candragupta I. As

the object of the Puranas was to popularize

Value
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Name and
number

DevimahSt-
mya

the more difficult and highly philosophical

preaching of the Vedas through the medium

of historical facts and tales, we naturally

find in them Hinduism in a fully developed

form. So the student of religion cannot pass

it by. The Puranas are not also wanting in

literary merit, and they abound in numerous

passages which speak of the highly artistic

talent of their makers.

^he Puranas or the Maha-puranas, as we
have them to-da}-, are eighteen in number,

and there are also minor Puranas (Upa-

puranas) which all again number eighteen.

The eighteen Maha-puranas are ;

—

(1) Brahma, (2) Padma, (3) Vigju^

(4) Siva, (5) Bhdgavata, (0) Narada,

(7) Markandeya, (8) Agni, (0) Bhavi.nja or

Bluivuyat, (10) Brahmavaivarta, (11) Lihga^

(12) Vardha, (13) Bkanda, (14) Vdmana,

(16) Kurma, (10) Matsya, (17) Garnda and

(18) Brahmanda^
The Devrmdhdtmya which is popularly

known as the ‘Canfit or the ‘ 8apta,^atl’

,

is a.

section of the Markaydeyapurana. According

to Dr. Winternitz, its date is not later than

the sixth century a.d. The book which con-

tains thirteen chapters and seven hundred

mantras, is a glorification of the Primal
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Energy {^dya Sahti) who descends amongst

all created beings from time to time to rid

the worlds of their pestilence and killed in

the past the demons Madhu-Kaitabha,

Mahisasura, Snmbha and Nisumbha among
others. The book is recited in many religious

functions of the Hindus.

The eighteen Ilpa-puranas which have

been told by different sages are :

—

(1) Hanathtmara, (2) Narasii'nJia, (3)

Vdyu, (4) SivadJiarnia, (5) Awearya, ((>)

Narada, (7) the two Nandihetivarns, (8)

Uf^anaSy (9) Kapila, (10) Vanina, (11)

Sdmha, (12) Kdlihd, (13) Mahe-^vara, (14)

Kalki, (15) De'o7, (10) PardJiara, (17) 3farlci

and (18) Bhdshara or Surya}
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CHAPTER THREE
THE TANTRAS

The expression Tantra which is a

generic name for works belonging to

‘Agania’, ‘Tantra’ and ‘Saiiihita’, refers

to theologictal treatises discussing the codes

of discipline and worship among different

sects of religion along with their meta-

physical and mystical points of view. A com-

plete Tantra generally consists of four parts,

the themes treated of being (i) knowledge

(jiunta), (ii) meditation {yoga), (iii) action

{kriya) and (iv) conduct (caryd). Though it

is not possible to draw any special line of

demarcation among Agama, Tantra and

Saiiihita, still it is usual to refer to the sac-

red books of the Saivas by the expression

Agama, while Tantra stands for the

sacred literature of the Saktas and Saiii-

hita for that of the Vaisnavas. The Sakta-

Tantras are mainly monistic in character,

while the Vaisnava-Tantras generally advo-

cate dualism, or qualified monism. The

Saiva-Tantras are divided into three schools

of monism, qualified monism and dualism.

The Tantras came to replace the Vedas
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when in later times it was found that per-

formance of a sacrifice according to Y(idic

rites was practically impossible owing to their

rigid orthodoxy. Thus the Taiitras prescribe

easier and less compile,ated methods which

would suit not only the higlnu classes hut

also the Sudras and the feminiue folk of the

society who had no access to Vedic (uu-e-

nionies. Tt would, therefore, not Ixi wise to

think that Tantric literature is opposed to

Vedic literature, and this point would b(‘

made abundantly clear when it is found that

the rigidly orthodox Vedic scholars wiite

original works and commeutarieson Taiitras.

The earliest manuscripts of Taiitras

date from the seventh to the ninth ci'iitury

A.H., and it is probable that the literature

dates back to the fifth or the sixth century

A.D., if not earlier. We do not find any re-

ference to a Tantra in the Mahahharata. The

Chinese pilgrims also do not mention it. It is,

indeed, certain that Tantric doctrine pene-

trated into Buddhism in the seventh and

eighth centuries a.d. The worship of Durga

may be traced back even to the Vedic period.

The home of Agamic literature seems

to be Kashmir, while that of Tantric

literature is Bengal. Saiiihita literature.

Relation tcv

Vedic
literature

Antiquity

Home
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Works on
Agama

Works on
Pratya-
bhijila

Works on
•Sarhhita

as it is known, originated in different parts

of India, in Bengal, South India and the

Siamese country.

Among works belonging to Agamic

literature of Kashmir the most important are

the following :

—

Mdlimoijaya, Soacclianda, Vijndnabhai-

ra im, Ucchnsmahliairava^ Anandahhaimva,

Mrgendra, Matanga, Netra, Nainrasa,

Sodyambhuva and liudraydmala.

Closely associated with Agamic literture-

is Pratyabhijna literature. Some of the

most important works of this literature are :

Sicadrdi of Soniananda (850-900 a.d.)

Fratyabhijndkdrihds of Iltpala (900-950

a.d.) Mdlinfvijayottaraodrttika, Pratya-

bh ijhd VirnarUnl, Tan trdlo lea, Tan trasdra

and Paramdrthasdra of Abhinavagupta

(993-1015 A.D.) and PratyabJiijadlirdaya of

Ksemaraja (pupil of Abhinavagupta).

Among works belonging to Samhita

literature the most important is the Aliir-

bu.dJinyasamhitd which was composed in

Kashmir in the fifth century a.d. Uvara-

sathJiitd, PauskarasaihJiitd, Paramasarhhitd,

Hdttvatasamhitd, Brhadbrahmasamhitd and

Jndndmrtasdrasamhitd are other well-known

works of this branch of Sanskrit literature.
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Among works belonging to Tantra

literature, mention may be made of the Works on
„ Tantra
lollowing :

—

^laJidnirvayja, Kuldrtjava, KulacUda-

mayi, Prapaheasdra (of Sankara), Tantra-

rdja, Kdllvildsa, Jndndrtjava, SdracldtilaJca,

Varivasydrah.asya (of Bhaskara), Ta/drasdra

(of Krsnaiianda) and Prdyatodnl,.
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CHAPTER FOUR

kAvya in inscriptions

Early in the beginnings of Sanskritic

studies in Europe, Professor Max Muller pro-

pounded the theory of the ‘Renaissance of

Sanskrit literature’, which remained highly

popular for a considerable length of time.

This theory, set forth with much profundity,

sought to establish that Brahmanic culture

passed through its dark ago at the time when
India was continuously facing foreign inva-

sions. The earliest revival of this culture is

to bo found in the reign of the Guptas which

is a golden page in the annals of Indian

culture. In spite of all its ingenuity the

theory has been generally discarded by

recent researches and discovery. Evidences

are now at our disposal to prove the falsity

of the assumption and the inscriptions of the

early centuries of the Christian era un-

mistakably show that the study and develop-

ment of Sanskrit Kavya was never impeded.

Thus the inscription of Rudradaman
at Girnar dated 150 a.d., is written in

prose in the full-fledged Kavya style with

conformity to the rules of grammar.
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Though traces of epip licence can bo

found in tlie inscription, still the writer is a

gifted master in the use of figures of speech.

As an example of alliteration may be cited

the phrase 'ahhyastanamno Ihidradamno'.

Though there are long compounds still the

clearness and the lucidity of the style is no-

where forsaken. What is more significant

is that the aiithor is conversant with the

science of poetics and discusses the merits

attributed by Dandin to the Yaidarbha

style.

Still another inscription W'hich is deri-

vable from a record of Siri Pulumayi at Nasik

is written in Prakrit prose. The date of this

inscription is not far removed from the

former. The author who is undoubtedly

familiar with Sanskrit, uses enormous senten-

ces with long compounds. Alliterations and

even mannerisms of later Kavyas are found

in this inscription.

It may be, therefore, concluded that the

works of Afavaghosa, the great Buddhist poet,

are not the earliest specimens of Sanskrit

Kavya. Either those earlier Kavyas are now

lost to us unfortunately, or authors like

Kalidasa have completely eclipsed the glory

of their predecessors. Thus of the three

4

Nasik
inscription

Conclu-
sions
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dramatists referred to by Kalidasa, the

dramas of only one are now known to us.
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CHAPTER FIVE

EARLY BUDDHIST WORKS IN
SANSKRIT

The paucity of authentic landmarks in

the domain of early Indian history is a stu-

pendous stumbling block to the gateway to

the study of the history, of Sanskrit litera-

ture. A colossal darkness that envelops the

period of Sanskrit literature in the beginn-

ings of the Christian era, makes it

extremely difficult, if not hopelessly impossi-

ble, to ascertain the age in which a particu-

lar writer lived and wrote his work. The

chronology of Indian literature is shrouded

in such painful obscurity that oriental scho-

lars were long ignorant of the vast litera-

ture produced in Sanskrit, by Buddhist

writers.

The thought of the Mahayana school of

Buddhism was expressed in a language which

was not Pali, the extraordinarily rich and

extensive religious literature of Ceylon and

Burma, but which was partly Sanskrit and

partly a dialect to which Professor Senart has

given the designation Mid-Sanskrit, or which

Professor Pischel likes to call the Gatha

Introduc-
tion

Buddhist
Sanskrit
literature
includes
MahSySna
and Hina-
ySna works
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MahSvastu

:

its date

dialect.^ This literature of the Mahayana

school is called Buddhist Sanskrit litera-

ture. But it should be mentioned in this con-

nection that Buddhist Sanskrit literature

is not synonymous with the rich literature

of the Mahayana school alone, but it has

a still wider scope including as it does

the literature of the Hinayana scdiool as

well, inasmuch as the Sarvastivadins,

a sect of the Hinaykna school, possess

a canon and a fairly vast literature

in Sanskrit. The Sanskrit canon, however,

is not available in its entirety, but its exis-

tence is proved on the evidence of the seve-

ral quotations from it in such works as the

Mahdvastu, the Divydvaddna and the Lali-

tavistara. This Sanskrit canon shows close

affinity to the Pali canon, and it is suggested

that both of them are but translations of

some original canon in Magadhi, which is

lost to us.

The most important work of the

Hinayana school is the Mahdvastu, the

book of the Great Events. This Mahdvastu,

a book belonging to the school of the Loko-

^It may be observed in this connection that the

Nasik Cave inscription No. X of Nahapana is

written in this dialect.
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tfcaravadins, a sub-division of the Mahasad-

ghikas, shows after the introduction, the fol-

lowing title : Aryamaluisainjliilianarh Lolco-

ttaraiHidinam mad]tyade.u]cd}iani pdijiena vi-

nayapUal'asya malidvadii culi. This may fur-

nish us Avitli a clue to determine the date of

its composition. In order to ascertain this

it is to be found out when the Loko-

ttaravadin sect of the Mahasanghikas sprang

up. Ill this connexion, it would bo necessary

to fix the date of Buddha’s death. Scholars

are divided in their opinions as to the

exact year when Buddha died. Professors

Max Muller and Cunningham make it 477

B.C., vdiile Mr. Clopala Aiyer likes to fix it at

483 ]i.c. But more probable is Dr. Smith’s

theory according to which Buddha died in

487 B.c. It is said that Asoka was coronated

in 269 B.C., and that this coronation took place

some two hundred and eighteen years after

the death of Buddha. But, if theaciioiint of the

Southern Buddhists is to be believed, this

year was either 544 or 543 b.c. Now the open-

ing lines of the fifth chapter of the 3Iahdva)hsa

will throw light on the age when the Maha-

sanghikas came into being.^ There it is

^ Eko ’va theravado so adivassasate ahu I anna-
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stated that during the first century after

the death of Buddha, there was but one

schism among the Theras. Subsequent

to this period, other schisms took place

among the preceptors. From the whole

of those sinful priests, in number ten

thousand, who had been degraded by

the Theras (who had held the second con-

vocation) originated the schism among

the preceptors called the Mahasanghika

heresy. It is described in this coiinextion

that as many, as eighteen schisms rose and

all of them in the course of a couple of

centuries after the death of Buddha. But, the

difficulty is that there is no mention of the

Lokottaravadins in the 3IaUavamm. In the

appendix of the translation of the 3fahd-

varhsa, it has been said that the Lokottara-

vadins do not appear in the tradition of the

Southern Buddhists. They are mentioned

immediately beside the Giokulikas. In Bock

hill 182, the Lokottaravadins are to be found

cariyavada tu tato oraiii ajayisuih || Tehi saiigitika-

rehi therehi dutiyehi te
|
niggahita papabhikkhu sabbe

dasasahassika [[ Akams’acariyavadaru Mahaaanghika-

namakam ||
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just in the place where the Goknlikas are

expected. Moreover, in two other contexts,

the Goknlikas and not the Lokottaravadins

are mentioned. Thus, it is better to identify

the two and in that case, the Lokottaravadins

seem to have sprung up at least in the third

century n.c. That being so, the Mahuvastu,

which has been described to be the first work

of their sect, could not have been written

later than that period.

But a fresh difficulty makes its appear-

ance. The Maltdvadu is not a composite

whole. Different parts of it have been com-

posed at different periods and this accounts

for the unmethodical arrangement of facts

and ideas in the work. Besides, the 3Iahd-

vastu is not a piece of artistic literature.

It has rightly been called ‘a labyrinth in

which we can only with an effort, discover

the thread of a coherent account of the life

of Buddha.’ The contents are not in the

least properly arranged and the reader may

come across the repetition of the same story,

over and over again. But the importance of

the work can never be undervalued in view

of the fact that it has preserved numerous

traditions of respectable antiquity and ver-

sions of texts occurring in the Pali canon.
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Lalitavis-
tara ; its

character

The Mahdvastu has yet another claim to its

importance, for in it the reader discovers a

storehouse of stories. It is a truth that

nearly half of the book is devoted to Jatakas

and stories of like nature. Most of the nar-

ratives remind us of the stories of Puranas

and the history of Brah7nadatta maybe cited

as an instance. To conclude, the MahCira.^fii

,

though a work of the Hinayana school, bet-

rays some aflinity to the Mahayanistic

thought. The mention of a number of Bud-

dhas and the conception of Buddha’s self-

begottenness, are ideas associated with the

Mahayana school.

The literature of the Mahayana school

of Buddhism is extremely rich. Though

originally a work of the Sarvastivadin school

attached to the Hinayana, the Lalitavistara

is believed to be one of the most sacred

Mahayana texts, inasmuch as it is regarded

as a Vaipulyasutra. That the work contains

the Mahayanistic faith may easily be inferred

from the very title of the work which

means ‘the exhaustive narrative of the sport

of the Buddha.’ A critical study of the

work reveals, however, that it is but a

‘redaction of an older Hinayana text ex-

panded and embellished in the sense of
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the Maliayana, a biography of tho Buddha,

representing tlie Sarvastivadin school.’

It is also a fact that the present Be
is not the work of a single author

;
it is

rather ‘an anoiiynious coinpdation in which

both the old and tho young fragnu'nts

have found their places.’ Such being the

oase, it is hardly jiroper to regard tlu' work

as a good old source for tlu' knoA\ ledge of

Buddhism. The reader finds in it the

gradual dovelojunent of the Jhiddha legiuid

ill its earliest beginnings. Hence, then' is

hardly any significance in the statement of

Professor Yallee Poussin when In^ says that

‘the Lalitavistara rc'presents the popular

Buddhism.’ The book, however, is of great

importanoe from the standpoint of literary

history, inasmuch as it has supplied mate-

rials for the monumental epic of Asvaghosa

entitled the Bnddhncarita.

To determine the date of composition of

the work it Avoiild he necessary to hear in

mind that tho work is a Vaipulyastitra.

In the Vaipiilyasutras we find sections in a

redaction of prose followed by one in verse,

the latter being in substance, only a repeti-

tion of the former. The idiom of prose

portions is a kind of Sanskrit
;
while that of

Date of
Lalitavis-
tara. Kern's
view
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verses, Gathas, a veiled Prakrit somewhat

clumsily Sanskritized as much as the exigen-

cies of the metre have permitted. Professor

Kern thinks that the prose passages are im-

doubtedly translations of a Prakrit text into

Sanskrit. The question, therefore, arises

:

why and when has the original idiom been

replaced by Sanskrit ? It is known that in

India it has been the common fate of all

Prakrits that they have becjome obsolete

whilst the study and practice of Sanskrit

have been kept up all over the country, as

the common language of science and litera-

ture, and also as a bond between Aryans

and Dravidians. Now it may be asked, at

what time then might Sanskrit have recon-

quered its ascendancy ? Professor Kern sug-

gests that it was in all probability shortly

before or after the council in the reign of

that great Indo-Scythian King Kaniska.

Mr. G. K. Nariman, in his Literary His-

tory of Sanskrit Buddhism, says that it is an

erroneous conception that the Lalitavistara

was translated into ’-Chinese in the first

Christian era. Moreover, he doubts that the

Chinese biography of Buddha, called the

Phuyau-king, published in 300 A.D., is the

second translation of our present text of the
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Lalitavistara. On the other hand, he says

that a precise rendering of the Sanskrit text

was completed in Tibetan and it was

produced as late as the fifth century a.d.

It may, however, be noted here that Professor

Kern has taken sufficient pains to prove that

there is much that is of respectable antiquity

in the work. Taking this factor into consi-

deration its date may be assigned some time

before the Christian era.

The most outstanding Buddhist wilter

in Sanskrit is Abvaohosa. Bound his dateo

hangs a veil of mystery. Dr. Smith

writes in his History of India : ‘In literature,

the memor}" of Kaniska is associated with

the names of the eminent Buddhist writers

Nagarjuna, Asvaghosa, and Vasuniitra.

Abvaghosa is desiaibed as having been a

poet, musician, scholar, religious controver-

sialist, and zealous Buddhist monk, orthodox

in creed, and a strict observer of discipline.’

Judged from all evidences it may be

concluded that Kaniska flourished in 78

A.D. Hence Asvaghosa who adorned his

court, flourished in the first century of the

Christian era.^

^ In the chronological group generally accepted by

numismatics, the Kaniska group succeeds the Kadphi-

Asvaghosa
his date
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Tlic masterpiece of Asvaghosa is his

BndJliacarita—the life-history of Buddha.

From the account of I-tsing it appears that

the with whi(;h he was acqua-

inted, consisted of twentij-eiglit c.'Miio?,. The

ses group. But even this view has not the unanimous

support of scholars. If, as some scholars hold, the

group of kings comprising Kaniska, Vhsiska, Iluviska

and Vasudeva preceded Kadi)hises I, the coins of the

two princes last named should he found together, as

they are not, and those of Kadphises II and Kaniska

should not be associated^ as they are. Chief supporters

of the view stalled above are I)rs. Fleet, Frank and Mr.

Kennedy. Dr. Frank lays stress on the fact that Cliinese

historians as apart from Buddhist authors make no

mention of Kaniska. But he himself answers the

question when he holds that with the year 125 A.D.,

the source was dried up from which the chronicler

could draw the information regarding the peoples of

Turkesthan. Dr. Fleet connects Kaniska’s accession to

the throne with the traditional Vikrama Saihvat, begin-

ning with the year 57 B.C. This view has been ably

cuntrovertod by Dr. Thomas and discoveries of Profes-

sor Marshall totally belie its truth. Inscriptions, coins

and the records of Hiuen Tsang point out that

Kanii^ka’s dominion included Gandhara. According

to Chinese evidence, Kipin or Kapisa-Gandhara was

not under the Ku^ana kings in the second half of the

first century B.C. Professors Marshall, Sten Konow,

Smith and other scholars think that Kani§ka*s rule

begins about 125 A.D. The evidence of Sue Vihar
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Tibetan translation, too, contains the same
number of cantos. But unluckily the Sanskrit

text comprises seventeen cantos only, of

which, again, the last four are of dubious

origin. It is said that one Amrtaiianda of

inscriptions proves that Kaniska’s empire extended as

far as the Lower Indus valley
;
but the Junngadh

inscription of Kudradnman tells us that the dominions

of the Emperor included Sindhu and Rauvira. It is

known that Rudradaman lived from A.i>. 130 to A 1).

150. Under the circumstances, it is almost impossible

to reconcile the suzerainty of the Kusana King with-

the independence of this poweiful satrap (cf. Svayama-

dhigatafn maliak^att apanuvia)* Prom, Ivaniska’s dates

3—23, Vasiska’s dates 24— 28, Huviska’s dates 31

—

60, and Vasudeva’s dates 74—98 it is almost evident

that Kaniska was the originator of an era. But accord-

ing to our evidence, no new era was in vogue about the

beginning of the second century A D. Dr. R. G.

Mazumdar is of opinion that tlie ora started by

Kaniska was the Kalachuri era of 248-49 A. I) But

Professor Jouveau Dubreuil contends that it is not

likely that Vasudeva’s reign terminated after 100 years

from Kaniska’s date of accession ;
for Mathura where

Vasudeva reigned, came under the Nngas about 350 A.D

It may be further mentioned that for the reason stated

above we can hardly accept the theory of Sir R. G

Bhandarkar who accepts A.D. 278, as the date of

Kaniska’s accession. According to Professors Ferguson,

Oldenberg, Thomas, R, D. Banerjee, Rapson and otliers,

Kaniska started the Saka era commencing from 78 A.D.
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the ninth century a.d. added these four

cantos. Even the manuscript discovered by

MM. Haraprasada Sastrin, reaches down to

the middle of the fourteenth canto.

Professor Dubreuil does not accept the view as well

on the following grounds. First, if the view that

Kujula-kara-Kadphises and Hermaios reigned about 50

A.D. and that Kaniska founded the era in 78 A.D. is

accepted^ there remain only tioenty- eight years for the

end of the reign of Kadphises I and the entire reign of

Kadphises II. But Kadphises II succeeded an octoge-

nerian and it is not impossible that his reign was one of

short duration. Professor Marshall says that Professor

Dubreuil has discovered at Taxila a document which

can be placed in 79 A.D. and the king, it mentions, v/as

certainly not Kaniska. But Professor H. C. Ray

Chaudhuri has shown that the title Devaputra was

applicable to the Kaniska group and not to the earlier

group. The omission of a personal name does not

prove that the first Kusana king was meant. Secondly,

Professor Dubreuil says that Professor Sten Konow

has shown that Tibetan and Chinese documents prove

that Kaniska lived in the second century A.D. But

it is not improbable that this Kanij^ka is the Kaniska of

the Ara inscription of the year 41 which, if referred

to the Saka era, would give a date that would fall in the

second century A.D. Po4hao may be one of the suc-

cessors of Vasudeva I. Professors Banerjee and Smith

recognize the existence of more than one Vasudeva.

Finally, Professor Konow has shown that inscriptions
/

of the Kaniska era and the Saka era are not dated in
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The Buddhacarita is really a work of art.

Unlike the 3fahdvastu find the Lalitavistara,

it shows a systematic treatment of the

subject-matter. Nowhere will the reader

come across a confused or incoherent des-

cription. Throughout the work, the poet is

very cautious about the use of figures of

speech, and this abstinence from the super-

abundant^mploymcnt of figures of speech has

lent special charm to the merit of the work.

Over and above this, the presentment of the

miraculous in the Buddha legend has been

done with equal moderation. Thus, in

short, the work is an artistic creation.

An account of the assemblage of fair and

young ladies watching from gabled windows

of high mansions, the exit of the royal prince

from the capital, is followed by a vivid life-

like description of how he came iii contact

with the hateful spectacle of senility. The

the same manner. The learned scholar shows that the

inscriptions of Kaniska are dated in different fashions.

In the Kharosthi inscriptions, Kaniska follows the

method of his Saka-Pallava predecessors. On the other

hand, in the Brahmi inscriptions he follows the ancient

Indian method. Is it then impossible that he adopted

a third method to suit the local conditions in Western

India ?

A critical

apprecia-
tion
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ladies, when they came to know that the

prince was going out of the city, rushed to

the window, careless of girdles falling off

from their bodies and the poet speaks of

their faces as so many full-blown lotuses

with which the palace was decorated. The

poet shows high artistic craftsmanship in

depicting how the prince overcame the

lures of sweet ladies who made an attempt

to divert his mind from the desire to bid

good-bye to all the joys and comforts of

the world and also in the description of

the famous scene in which the prince, gazing

on the undecked bodies of the ladies, locked

in the sweet embrace of sleep, resolved

to abandon the palace. No less artistically

pathetic is the scene in which the prince

takes leave of his charioteer and the conver-

sation between the two is remarkable for the

spirit of absolute disinterestedness to-

wards worldly happiness, which is displayed

by the prince. The poet is also an adopt in

the description of battles, and no one will

forget the spirited picture of the contest of

Buddha against the demon Mara and his

monstrous hosts. Evidences are also dis-

cernible in the work to show that the poet

was familiar with the doctrine of statecraft.
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Asvaghosa is the author of another

epic, the Haundara-nanda, which has been

discovered and edited by MM. Haraprasada
Sastrin. This work also turns round the

history of Buddha’s life, but the central theme
is the history of the recijirocal love of

Sundarl and Nanda, the half-brother of

Buddha, who is initiated into the order

against his will by the latter.

The third work of the poet is a lyrical

poem, the Gaudintotrayathd, ro(;onstructed

in the Sanskrit original from the Chinese by

A. von Stael-Holstein.

Another work of the poet is the

STitrdlaiihdm,^ which undoubtedly is a later

production than the liiiddhacarita, inasmuch

as the former quotes the latter. It is to bo

regretted that the Sanskrit original is not

yet available
;
what we have is only the

Chinese translation of the work. This

SiUrdlanl-aTa is a collection of pious legends

after the model of Jatakas and Avadanas.

This work, however, has furnished us

with a clue to the existence of dramatic

^ Dr. Winternifcz is of opinion that this work was

written by Kumaralata, a junior contemporary of

Asvaghosa. The work bears the title Kalpandma-

nclitiku or Ealpanalankrtikl,.

5

Saundara*
nanda

Gand^sto-
tragSth^

Sutralan-
kara
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Sariputra-
prakarai^a

MahayiSna-
sraddhot-
padasiitra

literature even at the time Asvaghosa. In

the piece relating to Mara we have the re-

capitulation of a drama.

There is a positive evidence to show

that Asvaghosa was a dramatist as well and

in this connection reference may he made to

the momentous discovery of the concluding

portion of a nine-act drama entitled the

SdriputrapraJcamija which treats of the

conversion of Sariputra and his friend

Maudgalyayana. Among the valuable manus-

cript treasures in palm-leaf recovered from

Turfan there is a fragmentary manuscript in

which Professor Liiders found this drama

which hore tin* name of Asvaghosa as its

author.

One more work attributed to the poet is

the Malua/dnaKraddltotpadai^ntra, a philoso-

phical treatise on the basis of the Mahayaiia

doctrine.^ Herein, as Professor Levi remarks,

the author shows himself as a profound meta-

physician, as an intrepid reviver of a doc-

trine which was intended to regenerate

Buddhism. It is believed that the author

came of a Brahmana family and that ho was

later initiated into the doctrine of Buddhism.

According to Dr. Winternitz this work has been

wrongly ascribed to Asvaghosa.
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At first, he joined the Sarvastivadi a school

and then prepared for the Mahayana. It was
at one time believed that Asvaghosa was a

pioneer in the field of Mahayaiiism
;
but it is

better to suppose that ho was not the first to

write a treatise on that subject, but was a

strong exponent of it. For, it is undeniable

that the Mahayana school developed long-

before Asvaghosa.

Another work attributed to Asvaghosa, is

the VajraHUcl. Here the author takes up the

Brahmanic staudpoiut aud disputes the

authority of sacred texts and the claims of

caste, and advocates the doctrine of equality.

In the Chinese Tipif/ilu Catalogue the

work has been ascribed to Dharmakirti.*

Matreeta is the inystic.al name of a

Ihiddhist-Sanskrit poet who, according to

the Tibetan historian Taranatha, is none

other than Asvagbosa. According to I-tsing,

Matreeta is the author of the Catu.isafa-

knstotra and the HafapancciJidtikandniastotra,

two poems in four hundred and one

hundred aird fifty verses respectively.

Fragments of the Sanskrit original of the

former have been discovered in Central Asia.

Vajrasuci

Matreeta
his works

^ Vide, Bunyiu Nanjio, Catalogue of the Chinese

Translation of the Buddhist Tipitaka, No. 1303.
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Aryacan-
dra :

Maitreyav-
yakarana

Aryasura :

JatakamalS

Saddhar>
niapun<ja-
rika,
Kai ai^<}^'

vyuha,
SukhS-
vativyuha
and
Aksobhya-
vyuha

The poems show some artistic excellence.

Another work attributed to him is the

Mahdraja-Kanihalekha}

Aryacandra belonging probably to the

same period as that of Matrceta, is known

as the author of the MaUreyavydlinrana or

the Maitreyasamiti which is in the form of

a dialogue between Gotama Buddha and

Sariputra. The work, translated into various

languages, seems to have been very popular.

Very well-known is the name of the poet

Aryasura, the author of the popular Jdtaka-

mdld, written after the model of the Hiitrd-

lahkdra. Among the frescoes in the caves

of Ajanta, there are scenes from the Jdtaka-

mdld with inscribed strophes from Aryasura.

The inscriptions belong to the sixth cen-

tury A. I).
;
but as another work of the poet

was translated into Chinese in 434 a.d.,

he must have lived in the fourth century a.d.

The Buddhist Sanskrit literature be-

longing purely to the Mahayana school

has preserved a number of books called

the Mahayanasutras whic;h are mainly

devoted to the glorification of Buddhas and

Bodhisattvas. The most important of

^ F. W. Thomas ; Matrceta and the Maharaja-

Kanikalekha (lA. Vol. XXXII).
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them is the Baddharmainujdarlha written

in the manner of the Puranas. The
book which is a glorification of Buddha
Sakyamnni, contains elements of quite differ-

ent periods
;
for it is believed that Sanskrit

prose and Gathas in mixed Sanskrit could

not have developed at the same time. The

book was translated into Chinese between

‘225 A.D. and 316 a.d. The original, there-

fore, must have been composed not later

than the second century a.d. Some scholars,

however, like to give it an early date. But

even Professor Kern has not been able to

find out iiassages which may show any anci-

ent thought. Another work is the Kamvda-
vynha preserved in two versions and

betraying a theistic tenden(*y. It con-

tains a glorification of the Bodhisattva

Avalokitesvara. It was translated into

Chinese as early as 270 a.d. The Stihhdva-

tivyUJia in which is glorified the Buddha

Amitabh-a, is one more important book in

which the reader may find a longing for

spiritual liberation. The Ahohhyavyiiha

which was translated into Chinese between

385 A.D. and 433 a.d., contains an account

of Buddha Aksobhya.

The philosophical writings of Buddhist
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Philosophi-
cal litera-

ture

Nagarjuna :

his works

poets constitute no mean contribution to

early Sanskrit literature. Among philoso-

phical works belonging to the earliest

Mahayanasutras mention should be made

of the Prajhdpdmmitds which occupy a

unique place from the- j)oint of view of

the history of religion. The Chinese tran-

slation of a Prajhdpdramitd was made as

early as 170 a.d. Other philosophical

Mahayanasutras are the Pudcllidvatamml^a,

the Gatjdavyuha, the Da^ahhlimaha

,

the

Patnaknta, the Pddrapdla, the Lankdvatdra,

the Samddliirdja and the Stivarnaprabh dsa.
The 3Iddhya7niJia]cdriJcd which is a sys-

tematic philosophicial work of the class

with which we are familiar in the Brahmani(r

philosophical literature was written in a

metrical form (in four hundred verses)

by Nagarjuna whose name is associated

with the Kusana King Kaniska.^ Nagarjuna

is also known as the author of the

Alcutohhaya, a commentary on his own
wmrk, which is preserved in a Tibetan tran-

slation. The Yuktifadfkd, the Sunyatd-

saptati, the Pratltyasainutpddahrdaya, the

Mahdydnavim^aka, the VigraJiavydvartanl,

^ Some think that Nagarjuna lived at the close of

the second century A.D.
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the EkaMoTcaMstju, the Pi’ajnddanda and a

few commentaries are his other works.

There is another work the Dharinasanigraha,

which passes as his composition.^

In the Chinese translations (404 a.d.)

of the biographies of Asvaghosa and Nagar-

juna, there occurs the name of one Aryadeva.

His Catii.isataJca is a work on tlie Madhya-

mika system and is a polemic directed

against the Brahmanic ritual. His other

works are the Dvdda.^anil'dyaMsfra and the

GittavUiiddlupraharaita

.

Maitroyanatha, the

real founder of the Yogacara school, is the

author of the AWiimmaydlanJcdrakdrikds,

translated into Chinese probably in the

fourth century a.d. Arya Asahga, the famous

student of Maitroyanatha, wrote the

YogdcdrahhiiviUddra besides a few works all

preserved in Chinese translations. Vasu-

bandhii Asahga, a strong adherent of the

Sarvastivadin school, whom Professor

Takakusu places between 420 a.d. and 500

A.D. and to whom Professor Wogihara

assigns a date between 390 a.d. and 470

A.D., wrote the Ahhidharmahom and the

Paramdrthasaptati to combat the Sahkhya

^ The Suhrllekha is ascribed to Nagarjuna. It

contains no Madhyatnika doctrine.

Aryadeva^
Maitreya-
nStha^
Arya
Asanga
and
Vasuban-
dhu
Asanga :

their works
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DignSga :

his works

Avadana
literature

philosophy. In his later life, when he is

believed to have been converted into Maha-
yana, he wrote the Vijnapfmiairatasiddhi.

Dignaga is the chief of the early philo-

sophers who had niade valuable contribution

through his masterpieces, the Pramdha-
samuccaya and the Nydyaprave-^a. He
lived probably in the fifth century A.]). To
the same century jorobably belonged Sthira-

mati and Dharmapala who wrote valuable

commentaries on the Madhyamika system.^

The vast field of Avadana literature

presents a good and sufficient specimen of

Sanskrit writing by Buddhist poets. The
word avadana signifies a ‘great religious or

moral achievement as well as the history of

a great achievement’. Such a great act

may consist in the sacrifice of one’s own
life, but also maybe confined to the founding

of an institution for the supply of incense,

flowers, gold and jewels to, or the building

of, sanctuaries. Avadana stories are designed

to inculcate that dark (ignoble) deeds bear

^ Later philosophical works, belqnging to definitely

identified schools of Buddhism, e.g., the works of

Yasomitra, Candrakirti, Santideva, Dharmakirti, Dhar-

mottara and others, will be treated in detail in a

subsequent chapter on Philosophy.
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dark (ignoble) fruits while white (noble) acts

beget white (noble) fruits. Thus they are

also tales of l-arman.

The AvaddiiakitaJca heads the list of

works on Avadaiia literature. It consists of

ten decades each having a tbeme of its own.

Another work, the Karmaktiaka, ])reserved

only in the Tibf^tan translation, bears (;lose

affinity to the former. Yet another collec-

tion of stories in Tibetan (translated, of

course, from original Sanskrit) is known in

the world’s literature as ‘Dsanghm.’

A well-known colhection of Avadana

literature is the Diri/dvaddiia. The book

belongs broadly to the Hinayana school
;
but

traces of Mahayaiiistic inffiieiKie may yet bo

discovered. The collection is composed of

many materials and no uniformity of

language is, therefore, possible. But the

language is lucid, and true poetry is not want-

ing. The book has a great importance from

the standpoint of Indian sociology. As re-

gards the time of redaction, it may be said

that as Asoka’s successors down to Pusya-

mitra are mentioned and the word dmdra is

frequently used, a date prior to the second

century a.d., can hardly be assigned to it.

Mention may be made of the Ak)kdva-

AyadSna-
sataka and
Karmasa-
taka

DivySva-
dSna
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Asokava-
dana, Kal-
padruma-
vadanamSla,
RatDavada-
namala,
Dvaviihsa-
tyavadana
and minor
avadanas

dana, the cycle of stories having for its cen-

tral theme the history of Asoka. Historically,

these stories have little or no value. The work

was translated into Chinese as early as the

third century A.D. A passing reference may
be made to the Kalpadriimavadanamald,

the MatncivaddnamaJd and the Dvdvim^afya-

vaddna, the materials of which are drawn

from the Avaddna^atalia. Three more works

the Bliadralialpdvadana, the Vratdvaddna-

mdld and the Vicitral'arnihdvaddna are

known to us in manuscripts only.'
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CHAPTER SIX

COURT-EPICS

A
INTRODUCTION

Authoritative writers on Sanskrit rhetoric

have given an exhaustive list of tlu^ cha,rac-

teristics of epic poems in Classical Sanskrit.

These characteristic's may be divichnl undcm

two heads. Of them the essential character-

istics, the more important, are based on the

conception of the three constituents of

poetry, vi/., the plot (vnsix) the liero (netr)

and the sentiment (rana)} The plot of an

epic must have a historical basis and should

not be fictitious. The hero must be an

accomplished person of high lineage and

should bo of the type technically called

^ Generally the sentiments arc eight in number, viz.,

Sriigara (erotic), hasyci (comic), karuija (pathetic),

robudvd (furious), vlrct (heroic), bhayunakoi (terrible),

bibhatsa (disgustful) and ailbhuta (marvellous). It is

held by some that the fiunta (quietistic) was added later

on by Abhinavagupta, the erudite commentatoi on

Bharata’s Nutyaiastra. This was perhaps added for

representing the spirit of mahaprasthana in the Maha-

bharata. It is even argued that Bharata has enu-

merated the eight sentiments for the drama only, and

not for the epic.

Character-
istics : es-

sential
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‘Character-
istics :

non-essen-
tial

Dhirodatta Delineation of various sentiments

and emotions is the third characteristic.

The non-essential characteristics which

are formal and apply only to technique, are

many in number. They demand (i) that the

epic should begin with a benediction, saluta-

tion or statement of facts, (ii) that chapters or

sections should bear the appellation sarga, (iii)

that the number of cantos should not exceed

tldiiy and should not be less than eight,

(iv) that the number of verses in each canto

should not generally be less than thirty and

should not exceed two hundred, (v) that there

should be descriptions of sunrise and sunset

pools and gardens, amorous sports and

pleasure-trips and the like, (vi) that the de-

velopment of the plot should be natural and

the junctures of the plot {sandhis) should

be well-arranged, and (vii) that the last two

or three stanzas of each canto should be

composed in a different metre or metres.'

^ It is easy to find that these characteristics

are not always present in every epic. The Haravijaya

in fifty cantos, some cantos of the Naisadhiyacarita

containing more than two hundred verses and the

first canto of the Bhattikavya having only twenty-

seven verses, are examples to the point.



B
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF

COURT-EPICS

The name of Abva^hosa has coine down

to us as one of the earliest known epic poets.

An account of his two great epu-s tlie

Buddltacarifa and the Haundaraumida has

already been given in a preceding chapter.

The next great epic poet is Kalidasa

whose age can hardly bo determined with

any amount of precision. It is most di^plo-

rable tliat scholars differ widely in their

opinions in fixing the age of this prince of

Indian poets. The most j^opular theory oi

the day states that the poet flourished

during the reign of Candragupta II (dHf)

A.D.—415 A.D.), that his powers wore at their

highest during the reign of Kuinaragupta I

(415 A.D.—455 A.D.) and that he lived to see

the reign of ftkandagnpta (d55 a.d. 480 A.D.y

^The date of Krdidiisa is one of tlio most perplexing

questions in the history of Sanskrit literature and

the opinions ^f scholars, however ingeniously con-

ceived^ fail to give us definiteness and certainty. It is

a fact to be regretted that India has not preserved the

history of her greatest poet and dramatist. Tradition,

has been busy in weaving round the name of Kiilidasa

many fictitious stories and it is almost impossible ta

Asvaghosa^

Kalidasa :

his age
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iKumara-
sambbava

The Kumdrasamhhava of Kalidasa is an

epic in seventeen cantos of which the first

eight are belived to bo genuine. Mallinatha

writes liis commentary on the first eight

separate at such a distant date the historical fact

from its rich colouring of fables. The traditional

theory makes Kalidasa a contemporary of the

Vikrama Saihvat, the initial year of which is 57 B.C.

Among the chief supporters of this theory are the

late Sir William Jones, Dr. Peterson, Principal S. Roy,

and Mr. I. R. Balasubrahmanyam. Principal Roy has

argued that the Bhita medallion found near Allahabad

by Dr. Marshall in 1909-10 A.D. pictures a scene which

looks exactly like the opening scene of the Sukiintala.
/

The medallion belongs to the Sunga period 185-73 B.C.

Moreover, the diction and style of Kalidasa definitely

establishes him as a predecessor of Asvaghosa who

has made use of the description of Aja's entry to

the capital found in the BaghuvanibCL, and has borrow-

ed Kalidasa’s words and style. But archaeologists

are of opinion that the scene found in the Allahabad

Bhita medallion cannot be definitely proved to be iden-

tical with the scene hi the Sakimtala. Professor Cowell

in his edition of the Buddhacarita remarks that it is

Kalidasa who imitates Asvaghosa and not vice

versa. Mr. Balasubrahmanyam hd^ based his

theory on the internal evidences found in Kalidasa’s

dramas. Thus the epilogue of the Mdlavikdgmmitra

supports that Kalidasa lived in the reign of Agnimitra,

the son of Pusyamitra, of the first century B.C. The

system of^law, specially that of inheritance, as found
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cantos alone. There is also diffc'rence of

opinion regarding the j)ropriety of the theme
of the later cantos. The theme of the epic is

the marriage of Lord Siva and Hina and the

in the SlkuJitala, points to the fact that the i)oet must

have lived before the ])eginning of the Christian era.

Moreover, there was one Vikramaditya in lljjayinrin

the first century B.C., and Kalidasa’s works indirectly

allude to him, as the poet lived in his court.

Dr. Peterson has no particular argument to take

hi s stand upon. lie simply writes, ‘‘Kalidasa stands

near the beginning of the Cliristian era if indeed lie

does not overtop iC’. Sir Wiliam Jones in his introduc-

tion to the Sukuniala advances no argument but

accepts the B.C. theory.

Another theory places Kalidasa in the sixth con-

tury A.B. The late MM. Haraprasada ^’hstrin, one of

the supporters of this theory, lias pointed out tliat

the defeat of Hiiiias by Baghu in course of his world-

conquest, refers to the conquest of Hiinis by Skanda-

gupta (455 A.D.—480 A.B ), And the terms Digna-

ga and Nicula, occurring in the Meghadnia, refer to

the great teachers who lived before Kalidasa. Professor

Max Muller, another adherent of this doctrine, lias

based his theory on the suggestions of Professor

Fergusson who points out that the era of the

Malavas was put back to 56 JLO., and Yasudharma-

deva Vis^uuvardhana Vikramaditya who conquered the

Hunas in 544 A.D., commemorated his victory by start-

ing the Malava era. But in doing so, ho willingly ante-

dated it by 600 years. Fergusson’s theory (known as
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Raghu'
vamsa

birth of Karttikcya who vanquished the

demon Taraka. Scholars are of opinion that

the work is one of the first compositions of

the poet.

The Ragliuvam^a^ which is undoubtedly

a production of a mature hand, deals with

the life-history of the kings of the Iksvaku

falnily in general and of Rama in particular.

the Korur theory), however, has been exploded by Dr.

Fleet who pointed out by his researches that there was

no Vikramiiditya who achieved a victory over the Hunas

in 544 A.D., and furthermore, that there was in exis-

tence an era known as the Mulava era long before 544

A.D. Thus the theory of Professor Max Muller is with-

out any historical value. In this connection, mention

may be made of his once i)opular and now discarded

‘Eenaissance Theory of Classical Sanskrit Literature’,

which states that there was a revival of the Sanskrit

learning and literature in the wake of the Gupta

civilization and culture and that Kalidiisa was the

best flower of this age.

It is, however, generally believed that Kalidasa

flourished in the reign of Candragupta II of the Im-

perial Gupta dynasty (380 A.D.-— 415 A.D.). But it has

been argued that his best works were writen during the

reign of Kumiiragupta I (415 A.D.—455 A.D.). But some

would like to suggest that the poet lived to see the

reign of Skandagupta (455 A.D.—480 A.D.). It should

be noted, however, that both Candragupta and

Skandagupta held the title of ‘Vikramaditya’, while

Kumaragupta had the title of ‘Mahendraditya’.
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The epic which is composed in nineteen

cantos, is the tale of Vahnild retold with the

mastery of a finished poet. It is said that

the work fulfils to a considerable extent the

conditions of Sanskrit epic poetry.

It is not difficult to surmise the date of

Bharavi as his name is mentioned along

with Kalidasa in the famous Aihole ins-

cription of Pulakesin II, dated (>34 a.d.

Bharavi has to his credit only one epic*-,

viz., the Kircitarjuniya which is based on

the Maliahhdrata. The poem describes

how Arjuna obtained the Pasuiiata weapon

from Siva. The work is in nineteen cantos

and is written in an ornate stylo, though

full of dignity of sense {ai'thagaurava)

with occasional jingling of words.

Nowhere in the literature of the world

can be found a single instance where poetry

has been written with the sole object of illus-

trating the rules and principles of grammar.

The HhaitiJcdvya or lideanavadha which

is written in twenty-two cantos, is divided

into four sections, viz., Pralilrnahdnda,

Prasannahdrtda, Alanlcdralcdnda and Tinan-

takdnda. The poem is an epic depicting the

life-history of Rama from his birth up to the

time of Ravana’s death’. The author of this

6

BhSravi
KiratSr-
juniya

Bhatti •

Ravai^a-
vadha
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Kumara
^asa :

Janaki-
harana

epic, Bliatti, must bo distinguished from the

great grammarian-philosopher Bhartrliari,

popularly known as Hari. The author writes

in his own work that he lived in Valabhi

under one Sridharasena. History gives us

four Dharasenas, the last of whom died in

651 A.D. It is, therefore, probable that Bhatti

flourished in the latter half of the sixth and

the first quarter of the seventh century

A.D. It may be mentioned in this connec-

tion that Bhatti lived, before Bhamaha,

the great rhetorician who decries the poetic

excellence of the liCivanavadha} Though

the work is a grammatical poem, still in

more places than one the poet has given

ample proof of his artistic talents. The

second, tenth and twelfth cantos of the

poem may be cited as instances.

Kumaradasa, said to bo the King of

Ceylon from 517 A.D. to 526 A.D., is mentioned

as a poet of remarkable talent by Eajasekhara.

It is maintained by Dr. Keith that the poet

knew tlie Kidihavrtti (650 A.D.), and was

known to Vamana (800 a.d.). The theme of

his poem, the Janalciltararia, in twenty-five

cantos, is taken from the Bamdyana, as the

^ KL. II. 20.
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century a.d. The work is written in twenty-

two cantos. The poet is a scholar of repute

in the different systems of Indian philoso-

phy and has a thorough command over

grammar and lexicon. Though ho does not

show that power of poetical suggestion which

distinguishes the writings of great Indian

poets like Kalidasa, his power of expression

is singularly captivating. What strikes us as

his defect is that he has a special liking for

exaggerated statements in the form of poetic

conceit.

C

LESSER EPIC POEMS

Jumhavatlvijaya
and

Pdtdla^vijaya :

ascribed to Paiiini— according to

some, the two are the names of

the one and the same book— not

, free from grammatical errors

—

the authorship is much disputed.

Vararuca-kavya : lost to us.

Padyacuciamant : ascribed to Buddhaghofja (not later

than the fifth century A.D.).

Kuntesvaradautya : ascribed to Kalidasa by K§emen-

dra.

Hayagrivavadha : a lost work by Bhartrmentha who
flourished under Matrgupta of the sixth cen-

tury A.D.—praised by Eajasekhara.
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Padmapurana : by Eavi^ena of the seventh century

A.D.—containing a glorification of I^sabha, the

first Tirthakara.

N by Bhaumaka—written in

Privanurjimttja tioenty-seven cantos in the
or, . fashion of Bhatti—based on

Arjunardvantya the strife between Kartavirya
'

and Eavana.

IIarivafnsctp2irdua • by Jinasena of the eighth century

A.D.—in stxiy-stx cantos—describing the

story of the Mahuhhurata in a Jinistic setting.

Kapphandhhyudaya . by Sivasvarnin, a Kashmirian

Buddhist, during the reign of Avantivarman of

the ninth century A.D.—written in twenty

cantos—based on a tale in the Avadunasataka.

Tlaravijaya : by Eatnakara, a Kashmirian of the

ninth century A D.—based on the slaying of

the demon Andhaka by Hiva—written in fifty

cantos—influenced by Bana and Mngha.

Bughavapandaviya : by Kavinija—mentioned by EiTja-

sekhara—probably of the ninth century A.D.

—giving us the two stories of the Bumayana

and the Mahdhhdrata simultaneously through

double entendre.

Mahdpurdna : by Jinasena and Gunabhadra of the

ninth century A D.—containing two parts, the

Adipuruna and the Uttarupurdna.

Pdrsvabhyudaya : by Jinasena of the ninth century

A.D. who has incorporated the entire Megha-

duta while relating the story of Parsvanatha.

Kddambarlkathdsdra : by Abhinanda, son of the logi-

cian Jayantabhatta of the tenth century A.D.
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Ya§odharacarita : by Vadiraja of the first quarter of

the tenth century A.D. —written in four cantos.

Kavtrahasya : by Halayudha of the tenth century

A.D.—containing an eulogy of King Kyijna III

—written after the style of Bhatti.
/

Bdmacarita : by Abhinanda, son of Satananda of

unknown date.

BdmdyanamaTtjarl ) ^
by I^semendra of the eleventh

and BhdratamaTijari )
‘ century A D.

Yasodharacaritra : ‘by Manikyasuri of the eleventh

century A.D.

Harivilasa : by Lolimbaraja of the eleventh century

A.D.

Snkanthacariia : by Mahkha—a Kashmirian and a

pupil of Euyyaka of the twelfth century A.D.

—written in twenty-five cantos—based on the

tale of the destruction of the demon Tripura

by Siva.

^atruvjayamdhutmya : by Dhanesvara of the twelfth

century A.D.—written in fourteen cantos

—

containing a glorification of the sacred moun-
f

tain Satrunjaya.

Tri^a^isaldkdpuru^acariia : by Hemacandra of 1088-

1172 A.D.—a highly important work, its

seventh book being called the Jaina-Bdmd-

yana, the tenth ettfe^led the Mdhuviracaritay

containing the life-story of Mahavira, and its

appendix-section, the Pari§i,^taparvan, being a

mine of fairy tales and stories. .

Dharma§armdbhyudaya : by Haricandra of unknown

date—written in twenty-one cantos.
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Neminirvana : by Vagbhata of the twelfth century

A.D.—in fifteen cantos—dealing with Nemina-

tha*s life.

Bdlabharata : by Amaracandra of the thirteenth

century A.D.

Pd nfavacantra and\
.
by Devaprabhasfiri of the

Mrgavatlcarlira j ' thirteenth century A.D.

Pdrsvandthacarita : by Bhavadevasuri of the thir>

teenth century A.D.

Ilarivanisa : by Sakalakirti and his pupil Jinadiisa

of the fifteenth century A.D.

Basikunjana : by Ramacandra of the sixteenth

century A.D.—describing the two sentiments

of love and asceticism through dotible entejidre,

Pdiidavapuruna : by fSubhacandra of the sixteenth

century A.D.—also called the Jaina-Mahd-

bhdrata.

Bughavanai^adhlya : by Haradattasuri of unknown

date.

Bdghavapuiidavlyayddaviya : by Cidambara of un-

known date.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
DRAMA

A
ORIGIN OF SANSKRIT DRAMA

The origin of Sanskrit drama is a most

interesting study in the history of Sanskrit

literature and divergent views are found

amongst scholars which can hardly be re-

conciled. It is an undeniable fact that

Bharata’s NdUja^dstra is the earliest known

book on Sanskrit dramaturgy. The third cen-

tury A.D. is the generally accepted date of the

Ndlyai^dstm, and some scholars hold that the

book is a compilation on the basis of an

original work of the Sutra-type. According

to a legend found in this book, Brahma
created drama by taking passages for recita-

tion from the Jigveda, songs from the Sdma-

veda, gestures from the Yajurveda and emo-

tions from the Atharvaveda. Thus a drama is

known as the fifth Yeda. From Siva am
Parvati, Tandava and Lasya dances were

obtained and Visnu gave the Riti. The same

book also informs us that the dramas were

enacted during the Indradhvaja festival where

the sons and disciples of the sage Bharata to-

gether with Gandharvas and Apsarases took
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part in the play. The first two plays enacted

were the Amrtamanthana and the Tripn-

raddha both written by Brabina himself
There was a time when the theory of the

Greek-origin of Indian drama found its

adherents amongst scholars.’ The chief

exponent was Professor Windiscb (1882)

who found many striking similarities between

Greek and Sanskrit plays and basial bis

theory on the ground that ludiaus were in

touch with Greeks for a considerable pt'riod

after the invasion of Alexander and that

none of the extant Sanskrit plays belongs

to a pre-Christian date. Thus to bim the very

classification into acts, the prologues and

the epilogues, the way in which the actors

make their entrance and exit, the term

yavaniJcd, the theme and its manipulation,

the variety of stage-direction^,, the typical

characters like the Vidusaka, Pratinayaka,

etc.,—all smell of Greek origin. This theory

was further corroborated by the discovery in

the Sitabenga cave, of the Greek theatre in

its Indian imitation.^ But this theory has

^ The suggestion came from Professor Weber, bub

Professor Pischel vehemently repudiated it.

® On the antiquities of Ramgarh Hill, District of

Sarguja—lA. Vol. II.

Theory
Greek
Origin
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Origin of
Sanskrit
drama
connected
with
vernal
festivities

been rejected as the points of contrast are far

too many. The absence of the three unities of

Time, Space and Action in a Sanskrit drama

brings it nearer to an Elizabethan drama

than to a Greek drama where the three

unities are essential. The difference in time

between two acts in a Sanskrit drama may
be several years (e. g ,

the Uftarardmacarita

of Bhavabhiiti where twelve years intervene

between the incidents of the first two acts).

Moreover, it is only in a particular act of

a .Sanskrit drama that the actions which

happen in a single place are usually repre-

sented. Thus while the sixth act of the Sahun-

tala represents the scene at King Dusyanta’s

palace, the seventh act shows the scene at

sage Marica’s hermitage on the top of the

Himalayas and the first part of it represents

the king’s aerial journey. As for the term

yavanihd, most scholars think that it is of

later introduction and it refers to Persian

tapestries and not to anything Greek.

On the other hand, there are some scho-

lars who want to determine the origin of

Sanskrit dramas in the same manner in which

Western scholars seek to explain the origin of

European plays. So it has been argued

that as the first Sanskrit play is stated
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to have been produced at the Indradbvaja

festival (which has a parallel in the May-pole

dance in Europe), the origin of Sanskrit

dramas is to be connected with the festivities

of the spring after the passing away of the

winter. But this theory is rejected as MM.
Haraprasada Sastrin has pointed out that the

aforesaid Indradbvaja festival comes off at

the end of the rains.

Professor Kidgeway has connected the

origin of Indian drama with the wor-

shipping of dead ancestors. But the theory

is inapplicable to the case of Indian

Aryans whose ritual of the disposing of the

dead has the minimum ostentation.

The Krsna-worship is thought by some

scholars to be the origin of Sanskrit plays.

Thus the role which the Sauraseui Prakrit

plays in a Sanskrit drama is easily explained.

But this theory involves anachronism, as it

remains to be proved that Krsna dramas

are the earliest Sanskrit dramas.'

Professor Pischel has set forth the theory

that Sanskrit drama in its origin was a

puppet-play. The stage-manager in a Sans-

^ It may be proved in the same way that the

theories of the Vi^uu-cult, Siva-cult or Rama-cult

origin of Indian drama cannot be accepted.

Ridgeway’s
theory

Kr§na-cult
origin

Fischers
thcfOTy
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Origin to
be traced to
the Vedic
period

krit drama is called Siitradhara (the holder of

the string) and his assistant Sthapaka is to

enter immediately after the stage-manager

and is expected to place in proper position,

the plot, the hero or the germ of the play.

The puppets also are frequently mentioned

in Sanskrit literature
;
they could be made to

dance or move about and they could even

be made to talk. Such a talking puppet, im-

personating Sita, is found in one of Raja-

sekhara’s plays. The episode of the Shadow-

Sita in Bhavabhuti’s Uttarardmacarita is

reminiscent of the old shadow-play in ancient

India. But this theory cannot furnish

sufficient explanation of Sanskrit drama

in all its bearings, such as, the mixture of

prose and verse in a Sanskrit play, as also

the varieties of languages and the like.’

Another theory on this subject states that

the origin of Sanskrit drama should be

sought in the Saiiivada-hymns of the Jigveda.

These ballad hymns which are nearly twenty

in number, are marked by a dramatic spirit.^

^ Professor HillebralMt'hlfe argued that professor

Pischel’s theory cannot be accepted as the puppet-

play assumes the pre-existence of the drama.

* BV.l. 165. 170 and 179, III. 33, IV. 18, VII.

33, VIII. 100, X. 11, 28, 51—53, 86, 95 and 108, etc.
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There are no specific ritualistic applications

accompanying those Sainvada-hymns and
they seem to have been recited between the

intervals of long sacrificial sessions (pari-

plava) for the satisfaction of the patrons of

sacrifices. But whether the hymns were

treated as ballads (as Professors Pischcl and

Geldncr thought)
;
or as regular ritualistic

dramas with actual sta^ie-directions and

action including singing and dancing (as held

by Professor von Schroeder)
;
or, finally as

narrative stories with an admixture of prose

to connect the poems into one whole, with

a preponderance of dialogue (as maintained

by Professor Oldenbcrg)—is still keenly

disputed amongst scholars.^

It has been universally found that the

growth of drama is intimately connected

with royal patronage. And India is no ex-

ception. Bearing in our mind the existence

of the ritualistic drama which marks the

early beginnings of Indian plays we can

boldly assert that Sanskrit drama is a

product of the Indian mind which viewed

life in all its various aspects and passed

through many stages of development, being

^ Professor Hertel has found a full drama in the

Supariiadhyaya.

Conclu-
sion
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influenced by Jainism and Buddhism in its

allegorical sphere or by any other foreign

factor and yet maintaining its own peculia-

rity. No one theory, therefore, can adequately

explain all its features and as such one

should refrain from making a choice of any

one of them.

B

CHARACTERISTICS OF SANSKRIT
DRAMA -

According to Indian thinkers, the

host of poets is a dramatist. Sanskrit

drama evolved in all its aspects in a

particularly Indian atmosphere. Sanskrit

dramatists with their inherent aesthetic

sense gave more importance to the portrayal

of the sentiment than to the character or

the plot. Sanskrit dramas were, therefore,

highly idealistic and romantic in their

character. Though the best of Sanskrit

dramas glow with occasional touches of

realism, still the fact cannot be denied

that the poetic value has never been sacri-

ficed for direct delineation of action or

character. Nevertheless we cannot say that
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Sanskrit dramatists were totally indifferent

to the action of a drama, and it has been

said clearly that a drama must have five

critical junctures of plot {mndhi), viz., imil'lia

{opening or protasis), pratininlia (progression

or epitasis), garhlia (development or cafasta-

sis), vimar^a (pause ox peripeteia) and nirra-

Jiaya (conclusion or catastrophe). It has

been the usual convention with Sanskrit

poets that they select the Erotic, the Hi'roie

or the Quietistic as the principal sentniK'nt

in a Nataka (the type, of major dramas)

which is assisted by every other sentiment

a(‘{‘ording to ])roprioty. It needs to be added

here that in the opinion of some thinkius,

the aforesaid convention should not com-

mand any respec^t and any one of the nine

sentiments may be the predominant senti-

ment in a Nataka.

A charge is often levelled by critics that

Sanskrit drama is marked by an absence of

tragedy
;
but it may be answered by saying

that what is known as VipralamhJia-h'ngdra

(love-in-separation) more than comjiensates

for the comparatively rare Pathetic which

is the prominent sentiment in only one class

of minor dramas. But it is a fact that

Sanskrit dramas have never a tragic oatas-

Absence of
tragedy
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Hero

Morality
and drama

trophe, and the reason is to bo found in the

conception that it mars the sentiment.

Hence the representation of death, murder,

war, revolution and anything indecorous

which is a hiatus in aesthetic pleasure, has

been prohibited on the stage.

As the main interest in Sanskrit

drama lies in the creation of the sentiment,

it is convenient for a dramatist to take a

plot with a popular theme. The hero of the

drama must be an accomplished person of

high lineage and should belong to the I)hi-

rodatta type. He must be a hero either of

the earth or of heaven, and sometimes even

we find in Sanskrit drama gods side by

side with mortal men, and thus is given

ample scope to the dramatist’s imagination tO'

create the appropriate romantic atmosphere.

Like every other branch of Indian litera-

ture, Sanskrit drama has also a religious

basis and nothing violating the moral and

religious code has been represented in

Sanskrit drama.



c
CLASSIFICATION OF SANSKRIT

DRAMAS
It must be said at the outset that the

Sanskrit synonym for drama is Kupaka and

not Nataka, the latter being a variety of the uparapaka

former which has a more comprehensive

import. Authors on Sanskrit dramaturgy

have classified Sanskrit dramas into iwo

types : (1) the major (Rupaka) and (-2) the

minor (UparQpaka). The varieties of eacdi

type differ according to different authoi'ities.

The following is the list given by Visvanatha

in his Bahityadarpana of the varieties of the

two types of Sanskrit dramas :

1, The major type : (i) Nataka (e.g.,

AhhijTiaiia^ahiDitala of Kalidasa) (ii) Pra-

karana (e.g., 3Idd(itluiadJuiva of Bhavabhuti)

(iii) BhS.na (e.g., Kary)itr(icarita of Vatsaraja)

(iv) Vyayoga (e.g., Madliycivia-vya/yoyci of

Bhasa) (v) Samavakara (e.g., Saniiidrafua-

thana of Vatsaraja) (vi) Pima (e.g., Tripu-

radaha of Vatsaraja) (vii) Ihamrga (e.g.,

TtuJcmiyT'hdTdyci of Vatsaraja) (viii) Afika or

UtsrstikS.hka {e.g., SaTmidhayayati) {ix) Vithi

JIalavikd) and (x) Prahasana (e.g.,

Mattavildsa of Mahendravikramavarman).

7
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2. The minor type : (i) Natika (e.g.,

Ratnavall of Sri-Harsa) (ii) Trotaka (e.g.,

Yikramorva^l of Kalidasa) (iii) Gosthi (e.g.,

HaivatawadaiiiJca) (iv) Sattaka (e.g., Kar-

pUramahjarl. of Rajasekhara) (v) Natyara-

saka (e.g., Vildsavatl) (vi) Prasthana (e.g.,
/

Srhgaratilalca) (vii) Ullapya (e.g., Devlma-

hadeva) (viii) Kavya(e.g., Yadavodaya) (ix)

Prehkhana (e.g., Vdlivadha) (x) Rasaka (e.g.,

3Ienahdhita) (xi) Samlapaka (e.g., IfdyuJcd-

pdli/ca). (xii) Srigadita (e.g., Krlddrasdtala)

(xiii) Silpaka (e.g., Kanakavatlmddhaoa)

(xiv) Vilasika (no work mentioned in HD.)

(xv) Purinallika (e.g., Hindu mail) (xvi) Pra-

karanika (no work mentioned in HD.) (xvii)

Hallisa (e.g., Kcliraloataka) and (xviii)

Bhanika (e.g., KdmadatUi).^

^ The works, against which authors are mentioned,

have now been published and are all available. The

other works are only mentioned by the author of the

Sahityadarpana and are not actually known to exist

at present.



D

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SANSKRIT DRAMA

The Indian drama can be traced to tlie

fifth or the fourtli century u.c. Panini refers , ,

to dramatic aphorisms' and the Artliakaatra

of Kautilya, which is a book of the fourth

c'ontury n.c., contains referen(‘-e to the term

Kn.^l/dra, which may have an allusion to

the twin sons of Eama or to the proverbially

bad characitcr of actors. The Mahablumja,

beside its reference to the dramas,

Kaimavadlia and Balihandlia, speaks of the

painting of actors and of the three kinds of

artists. In the Bdtnayana we find the

mention of Nataka and the lA^cilidhlifircitci

refers to a wooden feminine figure.^ In

the Harivath.^CL, however, we find unmistaka-

ble reference to a full-fledged drama acted by

Krsna’s descendants. But Dr. Keith looks
• • •

upon all these evidences as mere references

to pantomimes and not to pure dramas. He,

however, admits that the dramas of Asva-

ghosa and Bhasa, the first extant dramas.

^ A^t IV. iii. 110. Mbh. III. XXX. 23.
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Bh§sa :

age and
authorship

are not the earliest specimens of Indian

plays, inasmuch as they show much polish

and exquisite finish.^ The earliest extant

Sanskrit drama according to European

scholars is the SariputrapralmTava of

Asvaghosa which was discovered sometime

ago in Turfan in Central Asia.

The Bhasa-problem has in recent years

been a most interesting topic for discaission

in the history of Sanskrit drama. It has

drawn the attention of many scliolars widely

differing in their opinions on the authenticity

and authorship of the plays of Bbasa. Credit

goes to MM. Gfanapati Sastrin who first pub-

lished the thirteen plays of Bhasa in 1912.

But for his editorship, the plays of Bhasa

would have remained mere fictitious names.

Bhasa is mentioned by Kalidasa, Bana, Baja-

sekhara and others. MM. G. Sastrin, the

editor, fixed the third century b.c. or earlier

as the date for Bhasa
;

but European

scholars would not agree on the evidence of

Prakrit. They would like to place the author

of these plays in the third century a.d.

Bhasa’s myriad-mindedness is well

^Asvaghosa has followed the rules of Sanskrit

dramaturgy
;
the higher characters use Sanskrit, while

others speak Prakrit.
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reflected in the number of his plays and
the variety of their themes. The style of

Bhasa is simple, at the same time forceful,

and conforms to what is known as the

Vaidarbha style. The initial cliaracteristic

of the dramas of Bhasa. is action which

has never been sacrificed for poetry

and poetic charm. Tn fact, the plays of

Bhasa are really of dramatic value and qua-

lities of a very high order. On the other

hand, there are scholars who hold that

the dramas in their present forms are not

the composition of one and the same poet,

but they are the composite product of the

plagiarism of many scribes. Some scholars

have gone so far even as to surmise the

existence of a genuine Bhasa of whose works

the extant plays are mere abridgement by

the traditional players of Southern India

(especially Kerala).

The thirteen plays of Bhasa may be

arranged under three heads according to the

sources from which the plots have been

taken :—(a) plots taken from the Bamayana,

(b) plots taken from the Mahahharata, the

Harivam,^a and the Puranas, and (c) plots

taken probably from the BrhatTcatha of

Gunadhya and other popular sources.

Apprccia^
tion

Classifica-
tion of
BhSsa's
dramas
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RSmSyaQa-
plays

MahSbhS-
rata-plays

The Pratima (Nataka) which is the most

popular of the jBa/?iayaya-plays, is written in

seven acts. The story starts from the death

of King Dasaratha and ends with Rama’s

return to Ayodhya from Lanka. The

second play, based on the Pdmayarja, is

the Ahhiselia (Nataka) in six acts. The

subject-matter is the coronation of Rama.

The Madhyama-vydijaga deserves mention

first amongst the Jiu7m&7iaraj^a-plays. This

drama (Vyayoga) in one act amply testifies

to the skill of the dramatist in depicting

characters. The play is based on the tale

of Hidimba’s love for Bhima. The DUta-

ghatotkaca is also a drama (Vyayoga) in 07ie

act which describes Ghatotkaca appear-

ing before the Kauravas immediately after

the death of Abhimanyu, with the news

that Arjuna is preparing for their punish-

ment. The Karnabhdra (Vyayoga) also

contains one act, the story being how the

armour and ear-rings of Karna are stolen

by Indra. The story of Uruhhaiiga (probably

of the Ahka type) in o)ie act depicts

the fight between Bhima and Duryodhana

ending in the breaking of the latter’s thigh.

The DutavdJcya is also a drama (Vy&goga)

in o\ie act where Krsna appears as an
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ambassador to bring about reconciliation

between the contending parties, the Kauravas

and the Pandavas, and is ill-ti’cated by

Duryodhana who tries to entrap hhn without

success. The Fancardtm is a play (Sania-

vakara) in three acts. There the story

is how Drona undertakes a sacrifice

for Duryodhana and sec^ks as foe the

grant of half the kingdom to the Pandavas

and Duryodhana promises on the condition

that the Pandavas who were living

should be found out within five nights. The

Balacarita is a drama (Nataka) in acts

depicting the various incidents in the early

life of Krsna up to the death of Kaihsa. Its

plot seems to be derived from the IlarivatMa

and the Puranas descjribing Krsna’s life.

Indian critics claim Hvapnavdsavaclatta

to be the best of Bhasa’s dramas where the

poet has displayed his skill of characteriza-

tion and the fine manipulation of the plot

which has made the drama interesting up

to the last. The play (Nataka) contains

six acts. The theme of the play is the

marriage between Vatsaraja Udayana and

Padmavati, the sister of King Darsaka,

which was effected by Yaugandharayana,

Udayana’ s minister, to serve a political

Brhatkathli*
plays
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Sudraka :

age and
authorship

purpose. To gain the end in view, Yaugan-

dharayana spread the rumour that Vasava-

dattathe former queen of Udayana, had been

burnt in a conflagration
;
but he actually

kept her as a deposit to Padmavati. The

Pratijuayaugandliarayana (Nataka) in fovr

acts is the prelude to Srapnavdsavadatta

which depicts Yaugaudharayana coming

to Ujjayini and causing Vasavadatta to

escape with Udayana who was taken

captive by Pradyota Mahasena while the

former was out a-hunting. The Cdrudatta

is an incomplete drama (Prakarana) in four

acts on which Sudraka seems ,to have

based his MrcchahafiTca. The theme is

the love-story of Brahmana Carudatta

and courtezan Vasantasena. The material

for this drama was taken from popular

stories. The AvirndraJea is a play (Nataka)

in six acts, having for its theme the

union of Princess Kurahgi with Prince

Visnusena alias Avimaraka. The plots

of all the four dramas are said to have

been taken from the BrJiatkathd. and they

can be traced to the Katlidsariisdgara.

The date and authorship of the Mrccha-

hatika (Prakarana) in ten acts is still a

disputed point in the history of Sanskrit
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literature.’ According to some scholars,

the drama was written by the poet Dandin

who quotes a verse of the Ilrcchalcatika in

his KavyadciHa? But the recent discovery

of the dramas of Bliasa shows that the

verse is found in the Garndatta and the

Bdlacm'ita also, and it is highly ])robahle that

the drama was written just after the Gdru-

datta, nearly about the first century a.d. It

is a point to be noted that though Kalidasa

mentions Bhasa, Saumilla and Kaviputra,

he does not say a word about Sudraka.

In the prologue of the 31rcchaJcal.il'

a

the

royal author has been described as master of

various Sastras. He performed a horse-

sacrifice and in the one hundred and tenth

year of his life entered into fire having

made over the kingdom to his son. From

this it is evident that cither this portion

of the text is an interpolation or that the

real author was some one else. The name

^ Vamana is the earliest known writer to quote

from the drama of Sudraka.

® Professor Pischel first aScrihes this play to

Bhasa and next to Dandin. According to the orthodox

tradition, Dandin is the author of three works, the

•other two being, the Karvyadarsa ayd the Da&a-

kumdracarita.
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of King Sudralia is found in the Bajatarah-

giUh the Eathdsaritsagara and the Skanda-

purdJia. In some of the manuscripts, Sudraka

has been described as a minister of Saliva-

hana who subsequently became the ruler of

Pratisthana. According to Professor

Konow, Sudraka is to be identified with the

Abhira prince,. Sivadatta. According to Dr.

Fleet, Sudraka’s son Kvarasena defeated the

Andhras and established the Cedi era of

248-40 A.D. The play is a Prakarana in ten

acts having the love-story of Carudatta and

Vasantasena for its theme. It is a social

drama with magnificient touches of realism.

The characterization is of a high standard.

The drama is highly suggestive on account

of its simple and dignified style.

Kalidasa is acclaimed to be the best of

Indian dramatists, whom Goethe has

praised in the most fascinating terms.

Superb characterization, study of human

nature and wonderful mastery over the

Sanskrit language have placed him in the

forefront of Indian dramatists. Kalidasa

is not verbose like later Sanskrit dramatists,

economy being the most remarkable' feature

of his technique. Though Kalidasa is pre-

eminently a poet of love, he- can rise occa-
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sionally to a tragic elevation. Everj^ character

of Kalidasa’s dramas has a core of persona-

lity which is sharply individualized. Though
it is said that the dramas of Kalidasa lacks

action to some extent, yet they have a

moral purity and a peculiar charm unsur-

passed by any other Indian dramatist.

The Malavlliagnimiira (Nataka), un-

doubtedly an earlier writing of the dramatist,

is written in five acts. It describes the love-

story of Malavika and Agnimitra, King of

Vidisa and founder of the Suhga dynasty.

This drama, unlike the two others, is charac-

terized by quick action. The jester is a

veritable rogue and is far more intelligent
/

than the jester in the Sdkimtala. The female

characters and the dancing masters are all

productions of really great merit.

The second drama, the Vikmmorva^lya
shows remarkable development over the

former in the manipulation of the plot, cha-

racterization and language, and there are

scholars who think that it is the last of

the three dramatic compositions of the poet.

T^he materials for this drama, preserved in

two recensions, northern and southern, have

been taken from a Saiiivada-hynin of the

Bgveda. This drama (Trotaka) which is

MslnvikSg-
nimitra

Vikramor-
vasiya
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Sskuntala

Har^a

written in five acts, has for its theme the

union of the earthly king Pururavas and

the celestial nymph Urvasi. The fourth

act of this drama which is a soliloquy of the

love-stricken and frenzied Pururavas, is a

novel conception of the dramatist.

The Ahliijhana^ahintala or SdJcuntala is

the production of Kalidasa’s maturer hand,

which has gained world-wide recognition

and the play has been translated into many
European languages. The drama (Nataka)

which is in seveii acts, describes the union of

Dusyanta and Sakuntala. The plot of this

drama has been taken from the Malid-

bhdrata, but the dramatist has intro-

duced many noble iimoyations. The story

is also to bo found in the Padmapurdva

and the Pali Jataka collections. There are

four different recensions of this drama, viz.,

Bengal, North-western, Kashmirian and

South Indian. According to Professor

Pischel, the Bengal recension fully repre-

sents the original.

Three dramas are .ascribed to Harsa, King

of Kanyakubja, who reigned fropi 606 a.d.

to 647 A.D.* He was the reputed patron of

^ It is believed by some scholars that the author
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Banabhatta who has glorified him in his

Harsacarita. Harsa’s style is not strictly

classical, but his arrangement of plot is fairly

satisfactory.

The Matndvall is a drama (Natika) in

four acts which deals with the story of the

union of King Udayana and Ratnavali,

daughter of the King of Ceylon.

The PriyaclavHkd is also a drama

(Natika) in four acts having for its theme

the union of Udayana and Priyadarsika,

daughter of King Drclhavarman. In both

these dramas we have not only a similarity

of subject-matter and form but also a

reminiscence of Kalidasa’s J/a/ftrfAar/nmwY'm.

The Nagdnauda is a drama (Nataka)

in five a(;ts which describes the self-sacrifice

of Jimutavahana, Prince of Vidyadharas.

Mahendravikraina flourished in the first

quarter of the seventh century a.d. His

Mattaoildsa is a farce (Prahasana) which

describes the moral degradations of the

dramatist’s contemporary society.

Bhavabhuti is the next great name

of these plays was Bana and not Harsa. Thus Pro-

fessor Weber attributes Batndvalt to Banabhatta

while Professors Konow, Wintemitz, L6vi and others

accept Har^a’s authorship.

Ratnavali

Priyadar-
sika

Nagananda

Mahendra-
vikrama
MattavilSsa
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after Kalidasa who is mentioned by Kalhana

in his Hajataraiigim as a poet in the court

of Yasovarman, King of Kanyakubja whose

probable date is 736 a.d. Vakpati also refers

to Bhavabhuti in his Gaudavaha. As is evi-

dent from the prologue of the Malatlma-

dlbava, Bhavabhuti could not enjoy any po-

pularity in his life-time. Nevertheless, Bha-

vabhuti displays a masterly skill in characteri-

z;ation, and his language is forceful. Though

he is pre-emimently a poet of the Pathetic

sentiment, he has excelled his great prede-

cessor in the delineation of the Heroic and

the Wonderful. Bhavabhuti is a follower of

the Cxauda stylo, while Kalidasa is an

advocate of the Vaidarbha. Bhavabhuti am-

plifies his theme, while Kalidasa suggests it.

Three dramas are ascribed to Bhavabhuti

of which the 3IahdvJracarita is the earliest.

The drama (Nataka) is written in seven

acts, depicting the heroic achievements of

Rama’s early life. The plot is based on the

Bdmdyaria, but the dramatist has intro-

duced several significant innovations.

The MdlatlmddJiava is a Prakarana in

ten acts which deals with the love-story

of Malati and Madhava. According to some

scholars, it is the latest of all his dramas.
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The Uttararamacarita is regarded as the

best product of Bhavabhuti’s virile pen,

where the dramatist has shown his wonder-

ful skill in delineating genuine pathos and

describing the sublime and awful aspects of

nature. The plot of this drama (Nfilaka),

which is written in seven acts, c.overs the

later life of Hama, beginning from the

banishment of Sita and ending in their

happy re-union.

The date of Visakhadatta may be placed

somewhere about HbO a.D., as the lunar ec-

lipse mentioned in his drama Mudravaksasa

refers to the phenomenon of that date. The

drama (Nataka) is written in seve?i acts. The

theme is a political intrigue between Haksasa,

the minister of tlie Nandas and Canakya,

the great politician, who succeeded in over-

throwing the Nandas and winning Haksasa

to the side of Candragupta. The style of

Visakhadatta marks a distinct falling off

from the lucid diction of Kalidasa and

the grandeur of Bhavabhuti. In fact, the

style of Visakhadatta is highly artificial.

Vamana and Anandavardhana quote

from the work of Bhattanarayana who pro-

bably flourished in the eighth century a.d.

His only drama (Nataka) Venisamhara,

Uttararfi-
macarita

Visakha-
datta .

MudrS-
rSk^asa

rSyai^a :

Vci^isa-
inhSra
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Anargha-
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written in six acts, is based on the story of

the Mahdbkdrata. Bhima kills Dahsasana

and ties the braid of Draiipadi with his blood.

Ultimately ho succeeds in killing Diiryo-

dhana also. Bhattanarayana is undoubtedly

a remarkable craftsman among later Sanskrit

dramatists
;
he is particularly adept in des-

cribing the Heroic sentiment. The first three

acts of the Venlsanihdra are full of action,

and the predominant emotion is enthusiasm

(utsdha). The poet has also very successfully

illustrated the manifold technicalities of

Sanskrit dramaturgy in his drama.

No other later dramatist was able to

dramatize successfully the Bama-episode,

after Bhavabhuti had written his master-

pieces. Murari who is not an exception to

this rule, wrote his A?iarghardgJiava some-

time about the beginning of the ninth cen-

tury A.D. The drama (Nataka) is written in

seven acts, and the style is clear.

Kajasekhara was the reputed teacher of

King Mahendrapala of Kanauj (893-907 a.d.)

Among his many works, Kajasekhara has

written four dramas. The Bdlardmdyava is

a drama (Nataka) in ten acts, dealing with

the life-history of Rama. The Bdlabhdrata is

an incomplete drama (Nataka) of which tivo
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acts only are available. The Ka'i'puranianjarl,

a play (Sattaka) in four acts, is written in

Prakrit. The Vid(lha,^dlah/iaTijikd is also a

drama (Natika) in four acts. Kajasekhara’s

style is highly artiticial, hnt the dramatist

himself claims to he a great poet.

The CaudakattUlka of Ksemisvara is a

drama (Nataka) hi five acts. The author wrote

this play for King Alahipala of Kananj whose

accession to the throne took plac.e in 914

A.D. The iilot of this drama is the famous

story of King Hariseandra and sage Visva-

mitra. The style of this drama also is highly

artificial.

Damodaramisra wrote his Malumdiaha

or Hamimaiindtaka in the eleventh century

A.D. The drama is found in three recensions

separately containing nine, ten and fourteeyi

acts. The plot is based on the Bdmdyaua,

and the dramatist shows considerable skill

in versification.

The date of the Prahodliacayidrodaya, an

allegorical drama, written by Krsnamisra is

the fourteenth century a.d. The characters

of this drama are represented by such charac-

ters as Viveka, Manas, Buddhi, etc. This

drama is a solitary instance where the

Quietistic sentiment has been represented on

8

vara :

kausika

DSmodara-
misra :

Mahd>
nS^aka

Kr$Qa-
misra :

Prabodha-
candrodaya
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the stage. The drama (Nataka) contains six

acts, and the style is simple.

E

LESS IMPORTANT DRAMAS

Bhagavadajjuklya : by Bodhayanakavi—sometime

between the first and the fourth

century A.D.—written with the

purpose of throwing a fling

against Buddhism—a Prahasana

in two acts.

Tdpasavatsara.jacarita : by Anafigaharsa Matraraja

—

‘Dr. Keith fixes the age of the

Batndvali as the upper limit of

the work—based on a variation

of the theme of Vatsaraja,

Padmavati and Vasavadatta.

: ascribed to Candra or Candraka(?)

who is identified with Candra-

gomin, the grammarian, of the

seventh century A.D.

: by Mayuraja who appears to

have known Bhavabhuti and is

referred to by Rajasekhara.

: by Bhimata—mentioned by Raja-

sekhara.

DhaTTYiabhyudaya : by Meghaprabhacarya—a shadow

-drama of unknown date.

Karnasundarl : by Bilhana of the eleventh cen-

tury A.D.—a Natika.

Jjohananda

Vdattamghava

Svapnada^anana
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Citrabhdrata : by Ksemendra of the eleventh

century A.D.—a lost drama.

Prabuddharanhineya : by Eamabhadra Muni of the

twelfth century A.D.—in six acts.

Kaumudlmitrananda : by Ramacandra of the twelfth

century A.D.—a Prakarana in te^i

acts.

Latakamelaka : by Sahkhadhara Kaviraja of the

twelfth century A.D.—a Praha-

sana.

Mudritakumudacandra : by Yasascandra of the twelfth

century A.D.^—a Jinistic drama.

Nirbhayabhlmavydyoga : by Ramacandra, a prolific

Jaina dramatist, belonging to the

twelfth century A.D.

Kirdtdrjicnlya, \ by Vatsarlija of the twelfth cen-

Bukminlharaiia, tury A.D.—the first, a Vyliyoga;

Tripuradaha 1 .
the second, an Ihamvga in/ow

Samtidramathana
'

acts
;
the third, a T)ima in four

Karpuracarita & acts
;
the fourth, a Sarnava-

Hdsyacuiidmani / kara in three acts, the fifth, a

Bhana and the sixth, a farce

(Prahasana) one act.

Pdrthapardkrama : by Prahladanadeva of the twelfth

century A.D.—a Vyayoga.

Prasannardghava : by Jayadeva (of Berar) of the

twelfth century A.D.—based on

the Rdmdyana—a Nataka in

seven acts.

Harakelindtaka : by Visaladeva Vigraharaja of the

twelfth century A.D.—partiallj

preserved in stone.

Kiindamdla : ascribed to Dignaga—but accord-

ing to some, written by Dhi-
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ranaga—quoted in the Sahtiya-

darpaiia—not later than the thir-

teenth century A.D.

DTitdfigacla : by Subhata of the thirteenth cen-

tury A.D.—a shadow-play.

Ilammlramadamardana : by Jayasiihha of the thir-

teenth century A.D.—in five acts.

by Yasalipala of the thirteenth

century A.D.—an allegorical

drama in five acts.

by Hastimalla of the thirteenth

i

: century A.D.—in six and five

] acts respectively.

attributed to Baiia, but alloted to

to Vamana Bhatta Baiia of the

fourteenth century A.D.

: by Visvanatha of the fourteenth

century A.D—a Vyayoga.

by Kavisekhara of the fifteenth

century A.D.—a Prahasana.

Caitanyacandrodaya : by Kavikaraapura of the six-

teenth century A.D.

Tr*7 \ by Rupagosvamin of the six-Vzdagdiaw^dhava\.^^
century A.D.-dealing

a t ama lava J attractive Kr^na legend

—in seven and ten acts respec-

tively.

: by Sesakr^na of the seventeenth

century A.D.—in seven acts,

by Rlimabhadra Dikfjita of the

seventeenth century A.D.

: by Uddandin of the seventeenth

century A.D.—a Prakarana.

Moharajaparajaya

Vtkrantakaurava
& Maithil'ikalyana

Pdrvatiparinaya

Saugandhikaharana

Dhiirtasamagama

Kafnsavadha

Janaktparinaya

MalhkamariUa
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: by Mahadeva, contemporal y of

Eamabhadra—in ten acts,

by Jagadisvara of unknown
date—a Prahasana.

: by OopinJltha of unknown date

—a Prahasana.

: by P)haskara of unknown date

—

an Alika.

] ,

by Nrtyagopala Kaviratna of

)

' the ninteenth century A 1).

by Pancanana Tarkaratna of the

latter half of the ninteenth cen-

tury A.D. and tlie first half of tlie

twentieth century A.D.—in eKflii

acts.
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CHAPTER SIX

LYRIC POETRY

A

INTRODUCTION

Classical Sanskrit literature is highly

rich in lyrical poetry. Though it is a fact

that Classical lyric poetry has not produced

many works of respectable length and size,

yet none would deny that its merit is usually

of a high order. Lyrical poets have often

been successful in depicting the amorous

feeling with a few artistic strokes, and their

compositions can very well stand comparison

with those of foreign poets. The range of

lyrical literature in Sanskrit is very wide.

It is not confined to the theme of love and

amorous feeling only. It includes secular,

religious, gnomic and didactic poems and

thus offers a variety which is sufficient to

remove monotony.

In all lyrical poems dealing with love.

Nature plays a very important part. The

intimate relation between Nature and Man
has not in all probability found a more

charming expression in any other branch of

Extent of
Sanskrit
lyrics

Nature in
Sanskrit
lyrics
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Prakrit
lyrics

Meghadata

literature. The lotus and tiK; lily, the Cakora

the Cakravaka and the Cataka, all are inse-

parably connected with human life and Jove

in its different phases.

It is further to be noted that Prakrit lite-

rature is also highly rich in lyrical poetry.

The Hattasai or Gaihdaaptakitl attributed

to Satavahana is an outstanding work of

this type. The book is a collection of seven

huiulred verses in Prakrit dealing with vari-

ous phases of the sentiment of love. Bana re-

fers to this work in his Harmcarita. Professor

Macdonell wants to place it before 1000 a.d.

If, on the other hand, Hala or Satavahana,

to whom the workTs attributed, is taken as a

king of that name of the Andhra dynasty,

the work must be placed early in the

Christian era.

B

GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT OF
LYRIC POETRY

The name of Kalidasa stands high in

the realm of Sanskrit lyrical poetry. There

is no gainsaying the fact that his MeghaMta

which has been unsuccessfully imitated
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times without number by later poets, ^ is the

finest flower of Classical lyric poetry.

The lyric has inspired poets like Goethe and

Rabindranath who have lavishly bestowed

their praise upon this magic personality in

literature. Fancifully the poet makes a cloud

the messenger of the message of love and

admiration to the beloved of a banished

Yaksa, who had been pining for him
during the rainy season at Alaka. The work

is divided into two sections known as the

Parva7}iegha and the Uttara7negha. The
poem is written in Mandakranta metre of

gorgeous rhythm like the roar of a July cloud

weary under the burden of its water. This is

also (|uite in keeping with the sublime con-

ception of love which, tinged with the burn-

ing colour of separation, resembles a black

cloud with a silver lining. The stanzas con-

taining the words of message are the most

poignant and beautiful in literature and the

lyric will ever stand impressed on our memory'

like a rainbow springing from the earth.

^ Vedantadesika’s Hai‘nsasande§a {of the thirteenth

century A.D.) EiTpagosvamin’s Hafnsaduta (of the

fifteenth century A.D.) Kr^nananda’s Paddnkaduta

(of the seventeenth century A.D.) are some of the

iinore well-known Dutakavyas.
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The book has been translated into various

European languages and Schiller’s Maria

Stuart owes its origin to it.

The Rtnsamhara is the second lyric of

Kalidasa. It is a short poem in six cantos

describing all the six seasons of the year. It

is undoubtedly an earlier production of the

poet and though Kalidasa’s authorship of

this poem is doubted by many scholars/ still

we can find in it the aspirations of a budding

poet.^

Tradition makes (Ihatakarpara one of

the nine gems in the court of King Vikra-

maditya. The Ghatakarpara-kavya after the

name of the poet is written in twenty-two

stanzas. It describes how a young wife in

the beginning of the rains sends a cloud-

messenger to her absent husband. The poem

abounds in Yamakas (figure of speech) for

which the author feels proud.

Bhartrhari has to his credit the three

Satakas (collection of a hundred verses),

viz., (a) the, Sriigara^ataha (b) the NHUataka

^ Professors Kielhorn, Biihler, Macdonell, Schroeder

and others accept the authorship of Kalidasa while^

other scholars entertain a different view.

^ See, Aurobinda Ghosh, Kalidasa
;
Gajendragadkar

Rtusaiiihara.
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and (c) the Vairagya^aiaka. The single

authorship of these three poems is doubted

by some scholars, but Indian tradition accepts

Bhartrhari to bo their author. Bhartrhari is

said to have died in 651 A.n.h All the three

poems are written in a very lucid style, and

they have the greatest interest to them for

whom they are intended.

Mayura was a contemporary of Bana-

bhatta of the seventh century a.d., and repor-

ted to be his father-in-law. His Slirya^ataka^

is a religious lyric in one hundred verses

writteju in honour of the Sun. Tradition says

that the poet was cured of leprosy by

composing this eulogy of the Sun.^

It is impossible to ascertain the date of

Amaru. Vamana (800 a.d.) is the earliest

writer who quotes three verses from the

Amaru,Pataka, a lyrical poem in one hundred

^
It is yet to be decided whether the author of the

Satakas is the same person as the famous grammarian

of that name who wrote the Vakyapadxya.

® There are other Surya§atakas by different poets

which do not deserve any special mention.

® Vajradatta, a Buddhist poet of the ninth century

A.D. composed his Loke§varaiataka and was cured of

leprosy.

Mayura :

Suryasataka

Amaru :

Amaru-
sataka
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Bilhana :

Caurapafi-
casika

Jayadeva :

<^ftagovinda

stanzas* describing the (ionditions of women
at different stages of life and love. The poet

is really gifted and his delineation of senti-

ments and emotions, especially of love, is

superb in character. His style is difficult,

but C('rtainly gracafful. Amaru’s poem has

found tin' widest I'ecogmtion in the hands

of Sanskrit rhetoricians and ho is ((noted by

great thinkers on poetry like Anandavar-

dhana. The poem has bec'ii commented on

by more than a dozen writers including

Arjunavarman (1215 a.d.).

The CaurapahcaHlia of Bilhana^ is a

lover’s recollections of the sweet company
of his beloved. The poem contains fifty

stanzas. The date of the poet is 107(5 a.d.

—

1127 A.D. Bharatacandra, a Bengali poet of

the ('ighteenth century a.d., drew the inspi-

ration of his popular poem ^Vidydsnndara'

from this work of Bilhana.

The Kr.sna-leg(md found a poetical inter-

preter in Jayadeva, the last great name in

Sanskrit poetry, who flourished in Bengal

dnring the reign of King Laksmanasena of

the twelfth century a.d. He was the son of

Bhojadeva of Kendubilva. His poem, the

^ The text of the poem has come down to us in four

recensions which vary widely among themselves.
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Gltagovinda, ranks high amongst Sanskrit

lyrics, and the poet is a gifted master of

poetry. According to Professor Mac-.donell the

poem marks a transitional period between

pure lyric and pure drama.’ Sir William

Jones calls it a small pastoral drama while

Professor Lass('n regards it as a lyri(;al drama.

Leopold von Schroeder would look upon it

as a refined Yatra. Both Professors Pischel

and Levi place it in the category between

song and drama. Some Indian scholars

maintain that the poem is a court-epic.

Dhoyi, a contemporary of Jayadeva,

graced the court of King Laksanasena. Like

other Dutakavyas, his poem, the Pavana-

dnta, is written in imitation of the

31’eghad'nfa.

C

LESSER LYRIC POEMS AND
ANTHOLOGIES

^rrigaratilaka : attributed to Kalidasa—containing

attractive pictures of love in

tiuenty-three stanzas.

Bhaktamarastotra : by Manatunga, probably a con-

temporary of Bana or earlier

—

^It is probable that the poet took as his model

popular plays representing incidents from the life of

Kvsua as the modern Yatriis in Bengal still do.

Dhoyi :

Pavanadutai
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written in honour of the Jaina

saint IJ^abha in forty-four verses.

Kalydnamaridirastotra : by Siddhasena DivFikara, pro-

bably of the seventh century A.D.

--written in imitation of Mana-

tuhga—containing forty-four stan-

zas.

)
by King Harsavardhana

Suprabhdtastotra and I

.
—the first being a morn-

A*^tamahd^ricaityastotra .

‘ ing hymn in twenty-four
I verses in praise of Bud-

dha aTnd the second, a

hymn in five verses in

praise of the eight great

shrines.

'CanciHataha : by Banabhatta of the seventh

century A.D.—a collection of one

hundred and two verses written in

honour of the goddess Parvati.

Sragdhardstotra : by Sarvajnamitra, a Buddhist of

the eighth century A.D.— dedicat-

ed to Tara, the Buddhist goddess

—

containing thirty-seven stanzas.

Kuttanimata : by Dlimodaragupta, minister of

King Jayapida of Kashmir of

772 A D.

—

813 A.D.—an erotic

poem.

Anandalaharl
j

^

x)r Saundaryala-
.
attributed to Sankara, the great

hart & Mohamud- [

’ teacher of monistic Vedanta.

gara }

.Devl^ataka : by Anandavardhana, the famous

rhet'orician of the ninth century

A.D.
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Bhallata-SataJca : by Bhallat^i, a junior contemporary

of Anandavardbana—a gnomic

poem.

Mahimnahstotra : by Puspadanta, not later than the

ninth century A. D.—a religious

lyric.

Subhd^itaratnasancloha
)

by Amitagati of the tenth

Dharmaparlksd & * century A.D.—all didactic

Yogasdra ) poems.

Kpsnakarudmrta
.
by Bilvamahgala or Lilasuka of

& Vfnddvanastut ‘ the eleventh century A.D.

—

highly popular and of graceful style.

Samayamdtrkdy \

Kaldvildsa, Darpadalana^ by Ksemendra of Kash-
Sevyasevakopadesa, h : mir— all didactic poems.
Caturvargasafngraha &

j

Cdrucarydsataka /

Kavtndravacanasamuccaya : an anthology— of the

eleventh century A.D.
/

Anyoktzmuktalatdsataka : by Sambhu who wrote

under Harsa of Kashmir (1089

A.D —1101 A.D.)—a gnomic poem.

Arydsapta^att : by Govardhana, a contemporary of

Jayadeva—containing seveii hundred

erotic stanzas—written after the

Sattasaz of Hala.

Yogasdstra 1 by ^Hemacandra of the
Vitardgastotra &

[

: twelfth century A.D.—very
Mahdvirastotra ) good didactic lyric poems,

sometimes reminding us
of the poems of Bhartrhari.

Saduktikarnumrta : an anthology by Sridhara of the

twelfth century A.D.
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^ /

Sdnt'isataka : by Silhaiia, of Kashmir who lived

before 1205 A.D.—written in the style

of Bhartrhari’s poems.

Bhaktif,ataka : by Eamacandra of Bengal who
came to Ceylon with King Para-

kramabahu (thirteenth century

A.D.)

Sfhguravatrug yataraiigt HI : by Somaprabha of the

thirteenth century A.D.— a didac-

tic poem in forty^six stanzas

written in perfect Kayya style.

Suhlia^tiamukidvalt : an anthology by Jalhana of the

thirteenth century A.D.

Sarangadharapaddhxiti : an anthology by Sarahgadhara

of the fourteenth century

A.D.
f

Subhd^itdvali : an anthology by Srivara of the

fifteenth century A.D.

BJutminlvildsa )
.
by Jagannatha, the famous rheto-

& Gangdlahart )
‘ rician of the seventeenth century

A.D.

[N. B. Names of some lyrical poetesses and their

stray verses are found in some anthologies. The

more important among them are Silabhatt-arika,.

Vijjaka, Vikatanitamba, Priyaihvada etc., etc.]
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CHAPTER SEVEN
HISTORICAL WRITINGS

A
INTRODUCTION

Nobody denies the antiquity and great-

ness of Indian civilization but it is rather

unfortunate that in the wide range of early

or medieval Sanskrit literature, one seldom

comes across a useful work of history. The
paucity of authoritative historical books

bewilders all students of Classical Sanskrit

literature, and it is a pity that India has

failed to produce even one outstanding

historian noted for his critical insight and

scientific presentation of facts. It is, how-

ever, admitted on all hands that Kalhana

is the most successful of all Indian historians

and that the history of Kashmir would have

remained obscure without his immortal

work, the Rajatarahgim. But even

Kalhana’ s writings are not without exaggera-

ted and confusing statements, and poetic

fancy has often been allowed to dominate

the genuine spirit of a historian. The causes

of the paucity of historical works may be

traced to the peculiarities of Indian psycho-

9

Paucity of
Historical
works ;

causes
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Vfikpati :

Gau^avaho
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logy aided by environment and the course

of events. The popular Indian view on

worldly life and the teachings of Indian

philosophical and religious works ai’o surely

responsible for fostering a feeling of apathy

towards making any serious attempt at recor-

ding facts and dwelling on them.

The beginnings of Indian history are to

be traced to the Puranas which (contain

amidst vast masses of religious and social

matters, accounts of genealogies which are

the very germs of history.

In Prakrit, however, there is a very im-

portant historical work called the Gandavalio

which was written by Vakpati. It celebrates

the defeat of one Gauda king by Yasovar-

man, King of Kanaiij, the poet’s patron, who

was again overthrown by Lalitaditya Muk-

tapida. King of Kashmir. Vakpati is a

follower of the Gauda style and uses long

compounds. His date has approximately

been fixed in the eighth century a.d., and

he is mentioned along with Bhavabhuti.

B
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF

HISTORICAL WORKS
Padmagupta also known as Parimala,

wrote his Navasdhasankacarita in 1050
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A.i). The book contains eighteen cantos and

describes the winning of Princess Sasipra-

bha and also alludes to the history of Sin-

dhuraja Navasahasahka of Malava.

Sandhyakaranandin’s Itamapalacarifa

describes through donhle entendre the story

of Rama and also the history of King

Kamapala of Bengal who recovered his an-

cestral home from Bhlma, a Xaivarta chief,

and coiKjuered Mithila. Sandhyakaranandin

flourished during 1057 a.d.—1087 a.d.

Bilhana’s patron was Vikramaditya VI,

a Calukya king of Kalyana who flourished

during 1070 A.D.—1127 a.d. Bilhana glorified

his patron by writing his Vikrammiliadeva-

carlta in eighteen cantos. Bilhana was more

a poet than a historian and his work

abounds in numerous imaginary and fanciful

descriptions.

Kalhana is the best of Indian histo-

rians. He wrote hi^IidjatarangiM in 1100

A.D. Kalhana has derived materials for his

book from older sources including the NUa-

matapnrdija. The Hdjatarahginl is the

only reliable book on the history of Kashmir

after the death of King Harsa when the coun-

try passed through stormy bloody days.

Though a historian, Kalhana has the rare

Padma-
gupta :

Navasaha-
sankacarita

Sandhya-
karanan'
din : R§ma-
palacarita

Bilhapa :

Vikraman-
kadeva>
carita

Kalhapa .

Rajataran<
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Hema-
candra *

Kumdra-
palacarita

PrthvirSja-
vijaya

gifts of a poet, and liis book is a wonderful

admixture of poetic fancy and historical

facts. According to European scholars, it is

the only work in Sanskrit literature which

approaches history to a certain extent.

Heniacandra who flourished during 1088

A.D.—1172 A. I), wrote his Kinndrapdlacarita

or DvydArayahdvya in honour of Kuniara-

pala, King of the Calukyas.

The anonymous Prtlivlrdjavijaya cele-

brates the victories of King Prthviraja

over Shihab-ud-din Ghori in 1101 a.d.

C

MINOR HISTORICAL WORKS

Prabhdvakacaritra : by Prabhacandra and revised by

Pradyumnasuri (1277 A.D.)

—

regar-

ded as a continuation of Hema-

candra’s Pan^isia-parvarf—con-

taining the life-history of twenty-

two Jaina teachers—a semi-histo-

rical work.
/

Bajendrakarnajmra : by 8ambhu who wrote in honour

of Harf^adeva of Kashmir (1089

A.D.—1101 A.D.)

Ktrtthaumudl ) ^
by Somesvaradatta (1179 A.D.

—

& Surathotsava )
‘ 1262 A.D.)—more in the form of

panegyrics—the latter, written in

fifteen cantos-
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Suhrtasanklrtana : by Arisirhha of the thirteenth

century A.D.—a panegyric in

eleven cantos.

Jagaducarita : by Sarvananda of unknown date

—

a panegyric of a Jaina who ren-

dered help to his townsfolk at the

time of the famine of 1256-8 A.D.

in Gujarat.

Prabandliacintamani : by Merutuhga of the fourteenth

century A.D.—a quasi-historical-

biographical work.

Prabandhakosa : by Rajasekhara of the fourteenth

century A.D.—containing the life-

stories of Jaina teachers, poets,

kings and other personages.

Klrtilatd : by Vidyapati of the fourteenth

century A.D.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

PROSE LITERATURE

A

INTRODUCTION

History of
Sanskrit
Prose
literature

In matters of expression the Indian

mind has always preferred poetry to prose.

Commentaries and lexicons were written in

verse, and sometimes conversation even was

carried on in metre. The major portion of

Vedic literature is in metre. So the

peculiarity of the Indian mind is the (‘.ause

of the dearth of prose literature in Sanskrit.

In the Kr.v]a-Yajurveda, however, we come

across the earliest specimen of prose-writing.

The prose of the Atliarvaveda should also " be

considered in connection with the study of

the history and development of prose-writ-

ings in ancient India. The prose of the Brah-

manas is simple yet elegant, and the prose of

the Sukta literature is more or less in the form

of a message we usually send in a telegram.

All these, however, cannot give us any stan-

dard of writing which may be imitated with

profit. The prose portions of the Mahahharatay

and of the Puranas such as, the Vi^nu and the
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BJidgavata, and of the medical compilations

of Caraka and Susruta should also be men-

tioned. The earliest standard of prose-writing

is to be found in Patanjali’s Mahdhhdsya

which is noted for its grace, vigour and ele-

gance, and in it we find a perfection of

Brahmanical prose. The prose of explanatory

treatises or commentaries offers a good

specimen of Sanskrit composition. Thus the

writings of Sabarasvamin on the Mimdms-

dsUtras, of VSitsyayana on the NydyasUtras

the commentaries of Sankara on the Brah-

maslitras and the Upanisads and the ex-

planatory work of Medhatithi on Ifanu-

smrti are instances to the point. Besides all

these, there is the prose of the early dra-

matic literature which should necessarily

demand a careful study. In fact, the extent

of prose-writing is not very small, but when

it is said that it is insignificant, the greater

extent of poetic compositions is considered.

Though the beginnings of Sanskrit prose-

writings may be traced to a very dim

antiquity, the extant works on prose litera-

ture are of a comparatively late date. The

.extant prose literature may be divided into

two broad classes :—romance and fable.

It appears that itr early Classical Sans-

Romance t

Fable
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AkbySyikS
& Katha

Origin of
Fable
literature

age 8l home

krit there were numerous types of prose

romances, the two most important among
them being Akhyayika and Katha. But as

early as the seventh century a.d., Dandin

writes in his KavyadaHa that there is no

vital point of difference in the nature of

these two types of prose compositions and

he regards them as the different names of

one and the same species. Amarasimha,

the lexicographer, however, distinguishes

between the two, Akhj-ayika having a histo-

rical basis and Katha being a purely poetic

creation.

The origin of Indian fable literature

must be traced back to the earliest times in

the life of Vedic Indians. The tales cur-

rent among the people were later on used

for a definite purpose, and the didactic fable

became a mode of inculcating useful know-

ledge.

B

ROMANCE

There is a great difference of opinion

amongst scholars regarding the age of

Dandin. It is held on the evidence of the
• •

EavyadaHa, a well-known work on rhetorical
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canons by the poet, that he flourished

after Pravarasena. Acciordinf? to the Bajata-

rahginl, Pravarasena ruled Kashrair in

the sixth century a.t). This Pravarasena

was probably the author of the poem
Sehibandha. The relation between Dandin

and BbS-inaba, another rhetorician, has

created a great controversy. Some scholars

are inclined to believe that Dandin has

criticized the views of Bhamaha while

others entertain the opposite view. There is

some controversy again with regard to the

relation of Dandin to Bhatti, the grammarian-

poet. Some scholars are definitely of opinion

that Dandin used the Bhattikavya. It is,

however, presumed that he flourished in the

seventh century a.d. From the internal

evidence furnished by both the Ba^a-

kumdracarita and the Kavyadar.^a, it

appears that Dandin was an inhabitant of

South India. He was fairly acquainted

with the Kaveri, the Andhras and the Colas.

Dandin’s Da^akumdracarita, a work of

the AkhySyika type, describes the exploits of

eight princes, Rajavahana and others. As

the name of the work implies, it should have

contained accounts of ten princes. The

stories of the other two princes are given in

Da^akum^
racarita :

contents I

character
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the prelude [Purvaplfliiha), and the incom-

plete story of one of the princes (Visruta)*

has been incorporated in the sequel (Uttara-

plthikd), which two chapters seem to be the

work of a different hand. The romance

reflects admirably the social conditions in

which the author lived and where the stan-

dard of morality was markedly poor. Dandin’s

writings usually (;onform to the Vaidarbha

style.

Subandhu appears to have been earlier

than Banabhatta who has referred to the

former’s Vasavadatta in his introduction to

the Kddamhari.In a passage in the Vdsava-

dattd Subandhu laments over the death of

Vikramaditya. This has led scholars to

surmise that after the death of Candragupta.

II of the Cxupta dynasty, who assumed the

title of Vikramaditya, there was a civil war

in the country, and Subandhu was aggrieved

by upholding the losing cause. This theory,,

however, is not generally accepted. From-

two passages in the Vasavadatta, European

scholars find references to Uddyotakara, the

great writer on Nyfiya, and the Bauddhasan-

gatyalaiikdra of Dharmakirti. If the allusions-

are correct, Subandhu may be placed in the-

beginning of the seventh century a.d.
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The theme of Subandhu’s Vasavadatta is

the love-story of Prince Kandarpaketu and

Princess Vasavadatta. The playful imagina-

tion of the poet conceives how on one night,

the prince dreams about a beautiful princess

and starts in quest of her. Meanwhile, the

princess having dreamt of Prince Kandar-

paketu sends one of her personal attendants

in search of him. Kandarpaketu in course of

of his travels comes to learn about

Vasavadatta from the conversation of a pair

of birds^ He arrives at Pataliputra and is

united with Vasavadatta. But the king,

Vasavadatta’s father, wants to give her

away to another prince. Thereupon the two'

leave the palace on a magic steed and go to-

the Vindhyas. One night they fall asleep but.

in the morning the prince gets up and is

surprised not to find Vasavadatta by his side.

He commences a vigorous search and at last

discovers her in the hermitage of the sage.

She is turned into a stone, and the prince

revives her by his touch.

The poet is a master of a style which is

marked by a preponderant use of allitera-

tion.

Banabhatta is undoubtedly the greatest

of Indian prose-writers. Fortunately, the

Story of
Vasavadatta

Style
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date of Bana is one of the surest planks in the

tottering edifice of ancient Indian chronology.

Bana has to his credit the Harmcarita

and the KadamharJ which are respectively

an Akhvayika and a Katha.

In his Hariacarita, Bana glorifies his

patron, King Harsa who flourished during

606 a.I).-()47 a. I). In the first and second

chapters of this incomplete book Bana gives

an account of his genealogy and early life

whi(*h reveals him as a great traveller.

Bana makes lavish use of his poetic ima-

gination in relating the story of Kadambarl

which also he could not complete. The theme

of this book is the fascinating love-story of

Candrapida and Kadambari in their several

births. Running parallel with the main

story we also find the love-episode of Pun-

darika and Mahasveta. The romance relates

how the Moon-god being cursed by Pundarika

who was pining for Mahasveta, was born on

earth as Candrapida and fell in love with

Kadambari, the Giindharva princess. Punda-

rika also cursed by the Moon-god was born

on earth as Vaisampayana, the friend of

Candrapida. In this birth also both

Candrapida and Vaisampayana gave up

their lives and were again born as King
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Sudraka and the parrot respectively. Happily

ill this birth they were all reunited.

Much has been said of Bana’s style.

Western critics describe it as a big forest

where all access is prohibited because of the

luxuriant undergrowth of words. But Indian

scholars have the highest admiration for

Bana and his style, and it would not be an

exaggeration to say that his style has been

regarded by Indian scholars as the standard

style of prose. Superb is Bana’s power of

description and he wields the language with

the greatest ease.

C

FABLE

The short stories in Indian literature

may be classed under three different heads,

vi>5., the popular tales, the beast-fables and

the fairy tales. The popular tales again may
be broadly spb-divided into Buddhistic and

non- Buddhistic.

'

The Buddhist popular tales are the Pali

Jatakas which were current among the

^ The fable literature of the Jainas is extremely

rich. But only a few works are written in pure

Sanskrit.

Style

Classifica-
tion of
fables

Buddhist
popular
tales
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Buddhists from the earliest times. Apart

from these Jataka stories there are some

Buddhist Sanskrit works on popular stories

(already referred to in a previous chapter).

Guuadhya’s Brliatkatha is an out-

standing work among non-Buddhistic

popular tales. The work was written in

Baisaci Prakrit, a dialect siioken in the

north western parts of India. The work is

now unfortunately lost to us, but the

story has been preserved in thi'ee

Sanskrit works, viz., (1) Budhasvamin’s

Slohasanujraha (composed between the

eighth and the ninth century A.i>.), (2)

Ksemendra’s Br]mtkathamaiijar7 (1037 a.d.)

.and (3) Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara

i(10()3-81 A.D.). According to ])r. Keith the

Slokanafngralia (which is found only in a

iragment of twenty-eight chapters and some

4539 verses) is a genuine translation of

‘Gunadhya’s work and he holds that

both Soinadeva’s Katliamritsagara (contain-

ing 21,388 verses) and Ksemendra’s BrJiat-

kathamahjan about 7500 verses)

are not from the original Brliatkatha. Never-

theless, the Brlmtkatlia is mentioned as early

.as the seventh century a.d. in Dandin’s

.Kavyadar^a, and Dr, Biihler has placed the
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work in the first or the second centnry a.d.

Dr. Keith suggests that it was written not

later than the fourth (^cntnry a.d. The inij)or-

tance of the BrliatkatJi.d ('an nevtu’ be over-

estimated. As a perpetual source of inspira-

tion the BrJiatkat/id occupies in ancient

Indian literature, a place next only to that

of tlu' two Great Epics, the lidmdyaha and

th(' Malidhlidrata

.

Jdie Bahcatantra by Visnnsarman is an

important work on the beast-fable literature

and it is said that the book has a]i earlier sarman :

basis called the TantrdTihydyikd now lost to
.

tantra

US. The work is written in five books in clear

lucid st^^e with an admixture of prose and

verse. It alludes to Canakya and follows

Kautilya’s Arthattdstra

.

The importance of

this work may be judged from the fact that

it was translated into Pahlavi and Syriac in

the sixth century a.d., into Arabic in the

eighth century a.d., into Hebrew in the

•eleventh century a.d., into Spanish in the

•thirteenth century A.D., and into Latin and

English in the sixteenth century a.d.

The Hitopadeiia is another work on beast-

fable literature written by one Narayana

Pan(iita. The author imitates the style of

Visnu sarman and the method of arrange-
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merit is entirely the same in both the works.

Tire author lived in the court of King

Dhavalacandra of whom we know little. A
manuscript of this work is dated the four-

teenth century a.d. According to Dr. Keith

its date cannot be earlier than the eleventh

century a.d., as a v(‘rse of Kudrabhatta is

cited in the book. Moreover a Jaina scholar

made use of it in 1199 a.d. in order to pro-

duce a new version.

Another work of the beast-fable class is

Srivara’s Kathakaiduha written in the

fifteenth century a.d.

Under the fairy-tale literature we may
class the following three books of unknown

date. The VetalapancavitMati attributed

to Sivadasa and the SinihdsajiadvatrirhHka

are probably of the Buddhist origin. Both

the books are based on the character of a

fictitious king named Vikrama. The Suka-

saptati of unknown! origin and date is a

collection of seventy tales which the parrot

narrates to the mistress who was about to

play false to her husband.
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T>

LESSER PROSE TALES

Upamitibhavaprapa’ri.cu, katha : by Siddha oi' Siddha-

r§i, a Jaina monk, of 906 A.r>.

—

written in prose interspersed with
verses—a didactic tale.

Katharuava ; by Sivadasa— containing thirty -five

tales chiefly of fools and thieves

—

of unknown date but appearing as

a late work.

Pttruf^aparik^^u : by Vidyapati belonging to the latter

part of the fourteenth century

A.B.—containing forty -four stories^

Bhojaprabandha : by Ballalasena of the sixteenth

century A.D.—containing legends

of the court of King Bhoja.

Gampaka^re^thtkathdnaka \ .
by Jinakirti of the

& Palagopdlakathdnaka j * fifteenth century A.I>.

Kathakosa : of unknown date—written in bad Sanskrit.

Samyaktvakaiimudi : by an unknown author—pro-

bably of a later date.
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CHAPTER NINE

CAMPU LITERATURE

A

INTRODUCTION

Composition in mixed prose and verse in

Sanskrit is called Campu. Though the

admixture of prose and verse can !)e traced

even in Vedic literature, specially in the

Brahmanas, still the origin of Campu is

to be sought in its immediate predecessors,

the fables and the romances. Already in the

writings of Subandhu and Bana and in some

inscriptions we find stray verses, until very

lately the mingling of prose and verse

became a singular characteristic of a differ-

ent section of literature. But it is a curious

fact that no Campu older than the tenth

century A.D. is extant, though Professor

Oldenberg has discovered something like

Campu in the Jatakamdld of Aryasura.

B

SOME IMPORTANT WORKS

Nalacampu & I
.
by Trivikramabhatta of the tenth

MadalasdcampU )
‘ century A.D.
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Ya^astilaha ; by Somadeva, a Digatnbara Jaina, of

the middle of the tenth century

A.D.^—describing the conversion of

King Mliridatta.

TilakamaTtjarl : by Dhanapala, a Jaina, who wrote

about 970 A.D.

Jlvmulharacampu : by Haricandra, not earlier than

900 A.D.

Bumayauacampu : attributed to Bhojaruja and

Laksanabhatta.

BharatacampU : by Ananta of unknown date.

Udayastmdarlkatha : by Soddhala of 1040 A.D.

—

highly influenced by Bana.

Oopalacampu : by Jivagosvamin of the sixteenth

century A.D.

Svdhdsudhdkaracampu : by Narayana of the seven-

teenth century A.D.

&ahkaracetovildsacampu : by Sankara—a very late

work.
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of Sanskrit
grammar

GRAMMAR

A

INTRODUCTION

Grammar is one of the most important

branches of Sanskrit literature. From very

early times till most recently, grammar has

held a unique place, and its study has been

continued through centuries with deepest

reverence and consummate application.

Patahjali, the author of the Vyaharana-

maJiabhasya, has dwelt at length on the

various uses of the study of grammar. It is

a fact that grammar as a branch of literature

had a peculiar appeal to the early Indians,

and it is worthy of notice that it is in India

alone that the study of grammar has ulti-

mately led to the discovery of a system of

philosophy.^

^ The high degree of popularity enjoyed by Sanskrit

grammar is corroborated by the existence of nearly a

dozen schools of grammar each of which is represented

by writers of established reputation and following.

Indra is, however, mentioned in the Taittirlyasafnhita

as the first of grammarians. The Kaihcisaritsdgnra
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The most popular of all the schools of

grammar is that of Panini who has men-

tioned no less than sixty-four names of

previous grammarians among which Kasya-

pa, Apisali, Gargya, Galava, Sakatayana,

Senaka and Sphotayana may be cited.

B.

PANINI SCHOOL

Scholars vary widely among themselves

in determining the age of Panini. Professor

Ooldstiicker places him in the eighth century

li.c., while Professors Max Miiller and Weber

are of opinion that he belonged to the fourth

century n.c. His grammar, the Adadhijdyt,

is a work in eight chapters each of which

contains four sections. The arrangement of

the rules is highly scientific, economy being

the most outstanding characteristic.

informs us that the Aindra school was supplanted by

Panini, the author of the Af^iadJiyayt

.

This has led

Dr. Burnell to conclude that the Aindra school of

grammar is the oldest in India. It should be noted,

however, that neither Panini nor Patanjali mentions

Indra as a grammarian. It is, therefore, argued by

some that the Aindra school is post-Paniniya in date,

though pre-Paniniya in substance.

P&nini Sl

his prede>
cessors

PdQini :

A^t^dlfySyf
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KatySyana who is known as the VSrtti-

kakara came after Panini and his age is

usually assigned to tine third century b.c.

The Varttikas are undoubtedly ‘supplemen-

tary rules’ which were framed by Katyayana

to justify certain new forms which crept

into the language after Panini had written

his Sutras. But Katyayana did not only

supplement the rules of Panini but also

rejected some of them which were deemed

unnecessary. In some cases again he im-

proved upon the text of the Adadhyayl to-

to meet the demands of a living language.

Patahjali who is regarded as the last of

the ‘three great sages’, lived during the reign

of King Pusyamitra (or Puspamitra) of the

Suhga dynasty. His date is one of the few

definite landmarks in the whole range of

early Indian literature. Patahjali earned

for himself a rare reputation and his views

were referrred to by later schools of rival

philosophers with utmost respect and rever-

ence. Patahjali resorted to some technical

devices whereby he could effectively extend

the scope of the original Sutras of Panini

and did not on that account venture any

addition like Katyayana. It must, however,

be said that he, too, rejected quite a good
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number of the Sutras of Panini. The prose

of Patahjali’s Mahabhmya, is inimitable and

marked by the qualities of grace, brevity

and perspicuity.

Next after the three great sages men-

tioned above, one must remember the name
of Bhartrhari who is often wrongly

identified with Bhatti, the grammarian-poet,

and who is in all probability referred to by

I-tsing when he says that a great gram-

marian died in 651 A.i). Bhartrhari is

known as the author of the VdJcyapadiya

(in two chapters), the Praldrna and a com-

mentary on Patahjali’s Mahdhhdsya, frag-

ments of which are preserved in the

Berlin library. It may be proved on the

strength of the internal evidence furnished

by the VdJcyapadl.ya that the grammarian

lived earlier than the seventh century a.d.

The opening chapter of the VdJcyapadiya

discusses the philosophy of Sanskrit gram-

mar. In the second chapter and the

Prakirna, he discusses various topics of

Sanskrit grammar.

Vamana and Jayaditya are the two

Buddhist writers who wrote the KdAikd,

a commentary on the Sutras of Panini.

I-tsing informs us that Jayaditya died about

Bhartrhari
Vskya-
padiya and
other works

VSmana dc

JaySditya :

KS^ikS
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660 A.D. The object of Vamana and

Jayaditya was to incorporate in the system

of Panini all the improvements made by

Candragomin. The KaAika is usually known

as the Vrtti.

Jinendrabuddhi, a Bengali Buddhist,

wrote an excellent and exhaustive commen-

tary called the Nyasa or the KaAikavivarana-

pafijika, on the KaHha of Vamana and

Jayaditya. Jinendrabuddhi is referred to

by Bhamaha, the rhetorician, and as such

he cannot be later than the eighth century

A.D.

Kaiyata is one of the most authoritative

writers affiliated to the school of Panini. His

commentary, the Pradiipa, on the Maha-

hhdsya of Patanjali, is an invaluable treatise.

It is believed that Kaiyata wrote in the

eleventh century A.D.

Haradatta, the author of the Pada-

manjarl, a commentary of the KoAikd, is

well-known for his independent views which

more often than not contradict the state-

ments of Patanjali. Haradatta is quoted by

Mallinatha while he himself quotes Magha.

It is assumed that Haradatta flourished in

the twelfth century a.d.

The As^adhyayl of Panini was remoulded
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by later grammarians belonging to the

school of Panini who arranged the Sutras of

Panini according to the topics selected for

discussion. E§,niacandra who flourished in

the first half of the fifteenth century A.D.,

wrote his PrahriyaJeaumudi. which is sup-

posed to be the model for Bhattoji’s Sid-

dliantakaumudi. The most famous commen-

tary, the Prasada, on the Prahriyakaumudl

was written by Vitthalacarya in tbe first

half of the sixteenth century a.D.

The Siddhantakaumudj, of Bhattoji is a

recast of the Sutras of Pfinini in the

topical method. Bhattoji flourished in

seventeenth century a.d. Bhattoji himself

wrote a commentary on his Siddhanta-

kaumiidl which is called the Praudha-

manorama. His Sahdakaustuhha is an

authoritative commentary on Panini’s

A?iadhydyl. It is true that Bhattoji’s reputa-

tion as an authority on Sanskrit grammar is

enviable. The most famous commentary

on the Siddhantakaumudl, is the Tattva-

hodhinl by Jnanendra Sarasvati of the

eighteenth centtiry a.d. The Balamanoramd

of Vfisudeva is an easy commentary on the

.Siddhantakaumudl.

NSgesabhatta was a versatile genius of the

RSma-
candra :

PrakriyS-
kaumudf

Bhattoji :

Siddhanta-
kaumudi St

other works
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eighteenth century a.d, who wrote treatises

not only on grammar but also on Yoga,

Alahkara and other subjects. Among his

important works in grammar are the

Uddyota, a commentary on Kaiyata’s

Pradlpa, the Bi'hacchahdendukPliara and

the Laghii^ahdendu,^elhara (both commeji-

taries on Bhattoji’s Hidddianial-mimudi) and

the Parihlimendii^el'liara, a collection of

Paribhasas in connection with Panini’s

grammar. The VaiyaJiara>jasidd,hdiita-

viaujUm (Brhat and Laghu) is another

outstanding work which has discussed

various topics of Sanskrit grammar.'

VaradarSja, a very recent writer popula-

rized his name by making abridgements

of the Siddhantakaumudl. His two books,

the Laghnsiddhantaliaumud'i and the

Madhyasi(tdhdntakaumud,i are widely read

by all beginners of Sanskrit grammar.

C
OTHER IMPORTANT SCHOOLS OF

GRAMMAR
Candragomin flourished in the middle

of the fifth century a.d. Bhartrhari in his
^ According to the tradition which we have been

privileged to inherit and which comes down uninter-

ruptedly from Nagesabhatta, the ParamalaghumaTiju^a

is not the work of Nagesa.
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VdhjapadJya refers to the Candra school Csndia

of graiiiTnarians. The object of Candra-

gomiii was to rearrange with marked brevity

the system of Panini. The Candra grammar,

however, gained much popularity and was

widely commented upon. The commen-
taries are now preserved mostly in Tibetan

translations.

According to Professor Pathak Jainendra

flourished in the latter ])art of the fifth

century a.d. Jainendra lacks originality Jainendra-
school

inasmuch as he condenses Panini and

the Varttikas. Two main commentaries on

this grammar have been preserved—one

by Abhayanandi (750 a.d.) and another

called Sahdarnavacandril'd hy Sornadeva.

Sakatayana, the founder of a school after

his name, should not be confused with

the aiKiient Sakatayana mentioned by fchool^*”*

Panini. Sakatayana v^YotQ.hi^ Sahdanu^asana

in the first quarter of the ninth century a.d.

Aynogliavrtti is another work of this author.

Sakatayana has based his work upon Panini,

Katyayana and Jinendra. Sakatayana is also

credited with the authorship of (i) the

ParibJiamsiitras (ii) the Gayapatha (iii)

the Dhdiupdtha (iv) the Unddisiitras and

(v) the Lingdnu^dsana.
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Hemacandra, the prolific Jaina writer,
/

wrote his Sahdanu-^asana in the eleventh

century a.d. The book consists of more

than four thousand Sutras, and is a com-

pilation rather than an original y^ork.

Hemacandra himself wrote a commentary

of his book known as Sahdanu^dsana-

hrhadvrtti.

Sarvavarman is the author of the

Kdtantrasatras otherwise known as the

Kaumara and the Kalapa. The beginnings of

this school go to the early centuries of the

Christian ora. There are, however, evidences

of later interpolations in the Katantra-

sUtras. Sarvavarman’s views are in many
places different from those of Panini. Durga-

siiiiha wrote his famous Vrttl on this

grammar not later than the ninth century

A.D. Durgasiiiiha’s Vrtti was commented by

Vardhamaiia in the eleventh century a.d.

Prthvidhara wrote a sub-commentary on

Vardhamana’s work. The Katantra school

has been highly popular in Bengal and

Kashmir.

Anubhutisvarupacarya is the author of

the Sarasvataprakriyd, who flourished in

the middle of the fourteenth century a.d.

Brevity of expression is a characteristic of
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this school. Some of the many commen-
tators on the Sm'asvatapralo'iyd, are Puhja-

raja, Amrtabharati, Ksemendra and others.

Vopadeva wrote his Mugdhahodha in the

thirteenth century a.d. Vopadeva’s style

is brief and simple. His technical terms in

many places differ from those of Panini.

Rama Tarkavagisa is the most celebrated

commentator of this grammar.

Kramadisvara wrote his Samknptasdra in

the thirteenth century a.d. The work has

eight sections and the illustrations have been

taken from the Bhatlihdvya. The Sahihdp-

tasdra underwent a thorough revision in the

hand of Jumaranandin who wrote a com-

mentary called the liasavatl. This grammar

is widely read in Western Bengal.

The author of the Hupadma is Padmana-

bha who flourished in the fourteenth cen-

tury A.D. This system of grammar, like many
other systems, is based on Panini. Padmana-

bha himself wrote a commentary known as

the Supadmapahjihd.

D
SECTARIAN SCHOOLS OF GRAMMAR

In recent centuries there flourished some

grammarians who wanted to make grammar

Mugdha-
bodha
school

Jaumara
school

Saupadma
school
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HarinS-
mSmtta &
CaitanyS-
jmrta

the vehicle of religion. This tendency was

already present in Vopadeva. Eupagosvaniin

wrote his Harindmamrta in the fifteenth

century A.D. The names of Krsna and

Eadha are used as actual technical terms of

grammar. Jivagosvamin wrote a grammar

of the same name. A third Vaisnava

grammar named Gaitanydmrta if| men-

tioned by Professor Colebrooke.

E

SOME IMPORTANT WORKS
ON CRAMMER

/

Dicrghatavrtti : by Saranadeva—a Bengali Buddhist

of the twelfth century A D.—deal-

ing with derivations of difficult

words.

Bhasavrttz : by Purusottamadeva of the twelfth

century A.D.—a commentary on

the Asindhyayi (sections on Vedic

accent are left out).

‘Ganaratnamahodadhi : by Vardhamana in 1140 A.D.

Paribhd^dvftti : by Siradeva—a collection of pan-

bhd^ds with their explanation.

Dhdtupradipa : by Maitreyaraksita who is later than

Hemacandra—containing a list of

roots and their uses.

DhJdtuvTtti : by Madhava, son of Sayana—written

after the model of the Dhdtupra-

dJpa,
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Vatyakarauabhusaua &
Vaiyakaranabhusaua^ara

by Kaundabhatta, ne-

phew of Bhattoji— deal-

: ing with philosophical

and other points of

Sanskrit grammar.

Sabdaratna : by Haridiksita, grandson of Bhattoji

and teacher of Niigesa—a commen-

tary on the Praudhamanorama.

Fraudhamanoramakucamardml : by Paiiditara]

a

Jagannatha, the great rhetorician

— a criticism of the Praudha-

manoramd.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
POETICS AND DRAMATURGY

A
INTRODUCTION

The literature on poetics and dramaturgy

is conspicuously rich in Classical Sanskrit.

Many able thinkers have written impor-

tant works both on poetics and dramaturgy,

and it is also a fact that one and the

same author has written on both these

subjects of kindred nature. Bharata’s

Natya-^dstra is the earliest known treatise on

poetics and dramaturgy. The date of this

moiiumental composition has been variously

assigned by scholars to the period between

the second century B.c. and third century

A.D. The Nd(ya,^dstra shows unmistakable

proofs of a systematic tradition which has

preceded it by at least a century. Bharata

has been held in high esteem by all later

writers on poetics and his work has conti-

nued to be a source of inspiration to them.

With the progress of years there arose

four main schools of poetics which maintain

different views with regard to the essential

characteristics of poetry. Thus from time
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to time, Alankara (Figure), Riti (Style), Rasa

(Aesthetic pleasure) and Dhvani (Suggestion)

have been declared to be the essential factors

of poetry. The Dhvani school, however,

has grown to be the most important of all

other schools of Alankara literature.

Anandavardhana. the author of the DJiva-

nydlolca is known to be the pioneer of this

school and it has been for his commentator

Abhinavagupta to bring out the importance

of the doctrine of Dhvani through his lasting

contributions.'

Bhamaha is one of the earliest rhetori-

cians to take up a systematic discussion of

poetic embellishments after Bharata’s treat-

ment of figures. Bhamaha flourished in all

probability in the seventh century a.d. His

only work, the Kdvydlahhdra, contains

six chapters. In his definition of poetry

Bhamaha has accorded equal status to

‘word’ and ‘import’, though he has devoted

more attention to the former.

Udbhata wrote his Alahkdrasamgralia in

According to modern scholars, a compara- /

tively late work on Indian poetics is the Agnipumiia

where in as many as eleven ch-ipters, a comprehensive

and authoritative information about the various

schools of poetics known to the author is available.

11

(i) Alaii-

kSra school

BbSiaaha :

KSvySlah-
kSca
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Udbhata :

AiankSra-
saiiigraha

Rudra^ia :

KSv^Sian-
kgra

(ii) Riti
school

DaQidin
KSvyadarsa

the latter half of the eighth century a.d.

The work is a collection of verses defining

forty-one figures and contains six chapters.

In his treatment of figures Udbhata has

followed in the line of Bhamaha.*

Rudrata wrote his Kdvyatari Jcdra in the

first quarter of the ninth century a.d. The

work which is in sixteen chapters, deals

mainly with figures of poetry. In his treat-

ment of figures Rudrata seems to have been

the follower of a tradition different from

that of Bhamaha and Udbhata. Of the

three commentators of Rudrata, NamisSdhu

appears to be the most important.

Dandin, the author of the Kdvyddar,^a,

is the precursor to the Riti school which

was developed by Vaniana. Though Dandin

is usually assigned to the seventh century

A.D., still the mutual priority of Bhamaha

and Dandin is a disputed point in the his-

tory of Sanskrit poetics. Dandin appears

to have been greatly influenced by the

Alankara school. His most outstanding con-

^ Though Udbhata belongs to the Alafikara school,

his well-known conamentator Pratiharenduraja, a

pupil of Mukulabhatta, is a follower of the Easa

school. Pratiharenduraja is assigned to the first half

of the tenth century a.d.
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tribution to poetics is the concept of Giina.

In his definition of poetry Dandin gives

more importance to the word-element than

to the sense-element. The most authorita-

tive commentator of the KavyadaHa is

Tarunavacaspati.

Vamaiia who flourished in the latter half

of the eighth century A.D., wrote his Ecioyd-

lankdrasutra in jive chapters and twelve

sections in which he boldly asserted that

Riti is the soul of poetry. The ten Gunas

are important in so far as they constitute

Riti. The Kamadhenu, a late work by

Gopendra Tippa Bhupala, is a lucid com-

mentary on the KdvydlanhdrasUtra.

The Rasa school originated from the

interpretations by different commentators of

Bharata’s aphorism on Rasa. Lollata who

is known to be the earliest interpreter,

flourished in the eighth century a.d. The

work of Lollata is unfortunately lost to us,

though a review of his opinion is found in

the AhhinavahhdraU of Abhinavagupta and

the Kdvya'prahw^a of Mammata.

Another interpreter is ^ri-^ankuka who

has criticized the view’s of Lollata. The work

of Sri-Sahkuka also is lost to us. He is be-

lieved to be a junior contemporary of Lollata

VSmana :

KSvySlan*
kSrSsutra

(iii) Rasa
school

Lollaf;a

!§ri-§aiikuka
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nSycika ;

Hrdaya-
darpai^a

Uv) Dhvani
school

Anandavar-
dbana :

DhvanyS-
loka

Bhattanayaka is the most celebrated

commentator of the Rasa school. He is

said to have flourished between the last

quarter of the ninth (;enturv A.n. and the

beginning of the tenth century A.n. His

work, the Hrdayadarpaija, is unfortunately

lost to us. Bhattana3^aka has rejected the

views of Lollata and Sri-Sahkuka. It is

interesting to note that Bhattanayaka has

recognized two additional powers of word,

viz., the power of generalization ( bJidva-

Jcatva ) by which tin' meaning is made
intelligible to the audience and the power

of hhojahatva which enables the audi-

ence to relish the enjoyment of the

poem.

The doctrine of Dhvani according to

which ‘suggestion’ is held to be the essence

of poetry, was formulated by Ananda-

vardhana in his Dhvanydloha in the middle

of the ninth century" A.n. Anandavardhana

informs us that the doctrine of Dhvani is

very old, the dim beginnings of which are

lost in oblivion. According to Ananda-

vardhana, word is not only endowed with

the two powers of denotation and

implication (lakfa\’d) but also of suggestion

{vyanjand). Through the power of sugges-
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tion, either a subject, or a figure or a senti-

ment is revealed.

The views of Anandavardhana found a

large and definite shape in the writings

of his erudite (commentator Abhinavagupta

who flourished at the end of the tenth and

the beginning of the eleventh century a.d.

Abhinavagupta has to his credit two im-

portant commentaries on poetics which may
he looked upon as independent treatises and

these are the Loccma on the DlivamjaXolca of

Anandavardhaiia and the Ahliijtavahharatl

on the Nahja^aaira of Bharata. Abhinava-

gupta thinks that all suggestion must be of

sentiment, for the suggestion of subject or

that of figuremay bo ultimately reduced to

the suggestion of sentiment.

B

WORKS ON POETICS & DRAMATURGY

AbhidhavflhmutfJca : by Mukulabhatta who is gene-

rally assigned to the period be-

tween the end of the ninth and the

beginning of the tenth century

A. D.— a grammatico-rhetorical

work.

Kdvyamimainsd : by Eajasekhara of the tenth

century A.l).—written in eighteen

Abhinava-
gupta :

Locana &
Abhinava-
bhSratl
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chapters— a practical hapd-book

for poets.

Vakroktijivita : by Kuntala or Kuntaka who flourished

in the middle of the tenth century

A.D. and belonged to a reaction-

ary school to Dhvani—upholding

Vakrokti (figurative speech) as the

essence of poetry. (The Vakrokti

school is an off-shoot of the older

Alahkara school).

Dat>arupaka : by Dhananjaya of the tenth century

A.D.

—

containing also a section

on dramaturgy besides sections on

Rasa and allied topics—commented

on by Dhanika, a contemporary of

of Dhananjaya in his Avaloka,

1

Aucityavicara and
[

Kaiikanthdbharaiia
(

J

by K^emendra of the eleventh

century A.D.—the firsts dis-

cussing propriety as essential

to sentiment and the second,

discussing such topics as the

possibility of becoming a poet,

the issue of borrowing, etc., etc.

Sarasvatikanthabharana
and ^fiigarapiUkasa

Vyaktiviveka

r'

by Bhoja of the first half

of the eleventh century
A.D.—the first, an
enclyclopaedic work con-

taining information about
different schools uf poetics

and the second, a supple-

ment to the first and con-

taining a section on dra-

maturgy.

by Mahimabhatta of the second half

of the eleventh century A.D. who

belonged to the reactionary school
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to Dhvani—containing discussions

on the possibility of including

Dhvani under inference.

Kavyaprakasa : by Mammata of the eleventh century

A.D.—highly influenced by the

writings of Anandavardliana and

Abhinavagupta—discussing Rasa

as the soul of poetry—commented

on by Rucaka ( identified with

Ruyyaka, author of the Alahkara-

sarvasva), Miinikyacandra, Sri-

dhara, Candidasa, Visvanatha and

Govinda, besides a number of minor

commentators.
/

Bhavap/aka4ana : by Saradatanaya who flourished in

the first half of the twelfth century

A.D. and was one of the later

writers on Rasa—highly influenced

by the works of Bhoja-- dealing

with topics of drama.

Alankarasarvasva : by Ruyyaka of the latter half of

the twelfth century A D.—written

in the line of XJdbhata— discussing

the importance of Dhvani in so far

as it embellishes the expressed

meaning—commented on by Jaya-

ratha, Vidyacakravartin and others.

Kavydnu§asana : by Hemacandra, belonging to the

twelfth century A.D. who has

borrowed from the writings of

Abhinavagupta, Mammata, Kun-

tala and others.
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Vagbhatalaiikara : by Vagbhata of the twelfth century

A.D.— a work in verses.

Candraloka : by Jayadeva who was not earlier than

the twelfth century A.D.—

a

convenient manual of figures of

speech with happy illustrations.

I

by Bhanudatta who was not

earlier than the twelfth century
A.D.—the two works treating of

Rasa and allied topics.

Natyadarpana : by Eamacandra and Gunacandra of

the twelfth century A.D.—a work

on dramaturgy differing widely from

the Natya^dstra of Bharata.

Kdvydnu^dsana : by Vagbhata of the thirteenth

century A.D who has followed

Hemacandra.

by Arisiihha and his pupil Amara-
Kavi tarahasya or : candra, two Svetambara Jainas,

Kdvyakalpalaid belonging to the thirteenth cen-

; tury A.D.

Kavikalpalaid : by Devesvara, a Jaina writer, pro-

bably belonging to the thirteenth

century A.D.

Ndtakalaksanaratnakosa : by Sagaranandin of the

thirteenth century A.D.—a work

on dramaturgy—strictly following

the Ndtyasdstra.

Ekdvali : by Vidyadhara of the fourteenth century

A.D.—written for King Narasimha

of Orissa—belonging to the Dhvani

school—commented on by Malli-

natha in his Taiald.
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Prataparndraya^obhusatia : by Vidyaniitlia of the

fourteenth century A.D.—written

for King Prataparudra of Warangal

—a voluminous treatise containing

various informations about poetics

and dramaturgy.

Sdhityadarpaya : by Visvanatha of the fourteenth

century A.D.— treating in the

manner of Mammata, Rasa as the

soul of poetry, though fully ac-

knowledging the importance of

Dhvani—containing discussions on

both x>oetics and dramaturgy— cri-

ticizing Mammata and in turn criti-

cized by Govinda and Jagannatha.

Ujjvalamlamani : by Rupagosvamin of the sixteenth

century A.D. who regards the

Erotic as only a different name of

the Devotional (Bhakti)—commen-

ted on by Jivagosvamin who
flourislied after him in the same

century, in his Locanarocanl.

Alankara^ekhara : by Kesavamisra of the sixteenth

century A.D.—a short treatise

on poetics, the Karikas of which

according to the author are the
/

composition of Sauddhodani.

by Appayyadiksita of the seven-

teenth century A.D., who is noted

for his critical insight and origi-

VitramimMfiisa and
f

: nality of appreciation - the first

Kuvalayananda has been criticized by Jagan-

natha and the second is based
^ on the Candrdloka of Jayadeva.
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Basagaiigadhara : by Jagannatha of the seventeenth

century A.D. who is the last of

the Titans in Indian poetics and

evinces a superb power of criticism

and presentation—an important

work on the dialectics of Indian

poetics in particular.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
METRICS

A

INTRODUCTION

In the Brahmanas we find discussions on

metrical matters and it may be presumed^ Metrics :

that at that time the study of metrics was a Ved5iig»

deemed essential as one of six Vedahgas.

Pihgala is, however, the earliest known

author on prosody. In his work which is of Pinuaia
^

.
his Sutra

the Sutra-type, we find for the first time

the use of algebraic symbols. The book

discusses both Vedic and Classical metres.

Scholars opine that Pihgala’s work is surely

earlier than the chapters on metre (chs.

XIV, XV) in the NaiyaMstra and the

metrical section of the Aynipurdya. The

text attributed to this author on Prakrit

metres {Prdhrta-Paingala) is undoubtedly a

later w^ork.

B
WORKS ON METRICS

Srutabodha : ascribed to Kalidasa and often attributed

to Vararuci—a manual of Classi-

cal metres.
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Suvfttatilaha : by Ksemendra of the eleventh century

A.D.— containing a variety of

Classical metres.

Chando mi^asana ; by Hemacandra of the twelfth

century A.D.—a compilation and

not an original work.

Vfttarainakara : by Kedarabhatta ( earlier than the

fifteenth century A.D. )—a bulky

book dealing with one hundred and

thirty-six metres.

Vrtlaratnakara : by Narayana of the sixteenth century

A.D.

^handomanjaii : by Gaiigadasa—a late and yet popu-

lar work on prosody.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

LEXICOCIRAPHY

A

INTRODUCTION

Yaska’s Nirulda is the oldest extant

lexicographic wo^ which contains a collec-

tion of Yedic terms. The lexicons of Classi-

cal Sanskrit literature are in many respects

different from the Nirulda. One of the

salient points of differen(;e is that the Classi-

cal dictionaries treat of nouns and indecli-

nables while the Nighantus contain both

nominal and verbal forms. Almost all the

lexicographical works of Classical Sanskrit

are written in verse.

The Ndmalihganiddsaua or the Aniara-

lio^a is one of the earliest lexicographical

works in Classical Sanskrit. Amarasiiiiha,

the author, probably flourished in the seventh

centur>^ a.d. He is, however, believed to

have been one of the ‘nine gems’ in the

court of the famous Vikramaditya. Of the

many commentators of this work, Ksirasva-

min, Sarvananda, Bhanuji and Mahesvara

are well-known.

Yaska .

Nirukta

Amara-
siiiiha :

Amaiakosa^
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B

LESS IMPORTANT LEXICONS

Tnkandase'ja &
Haravail

I
by Puruftottama—both early lexi-

r : cons, containing a collection of

) many rare words.

Anekarthasavmccaya : by Hasvata, a contemporary of

Amarasiihha.

Abhidhimaratnamalu : by Halayudha of the tenth

century A.D.

Vaiiayantl : by Yadava of the eleventh century A.D.

Abhtdhanacintamau i

Anekarthasafngraha

by Hemacandra of the twelfth

century A.D.—both contain-

ing a rich variety of words.

Visvaprakasa : by Mehesvara of the twelfth century A.D.

, Anekartha^abdako^a : by Medinikara of the four-

teenth century A.D.

Vacaspatya : by Taranatha Tarkavacaspati of the

nineteenth century A.D.— an en-

cyclopaedic work of outstanding

merit.
' • • •

Sahdakalpadruma : an encyclopaedic compilation

made by a batch of Sanskrit

Pandits in the nineteenth century

A.D., under the patronage of Raja

Sir Eadhakanta Deva.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

CIVIL AND RELIGIOUS LAW

A

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF
LEGAL WORKS

Besides tlie Srautasutras and the Grliya-

sutras there were in ancient times a number
of Dharmasutras whi(ih may he viewed as

rudimentary texts on civil and religious law.

Among these Dharmasutras mention must

be made of the DharmasTitras of Gautama,

Harita, Vasistha, Bodhayana, Apastamba,

Hiranyakesin and others. It is not definitely

known when these Sutras were composed

but it is generally believed that their age

would approximately be the fifth or the

fourth century n.c. Two other Dharmasutras,

the Vaw avadharmasUtra and the VaiJchd-

nasadharmaslitra were written at a later

period, the former being assigned to the

third century a.d.

The most outstanding and popular work

on Brahmanical laws is the Mdnavadha-

rmoAdstra or the Manusmrti. Though the

author of this work is generally known to be

Early
Dharma-
sutras
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Mann, still the present text is said to have

been the work of Bhrgii. Again, from certain

authorship reiereiices it becomes evident that the

present version of the Manusmrti was narra-

ted by one student of Bhrgu and not by

Bhrgn himself even. J)r. Biihler suggests

that the MdnavadharmaMistra or the

Manusmrti is a recast and versification of

one original work of the type of Sutra works

known as the MdnavasUtraJcarara, a sub-

division of the Maitrayaniya school which

adheres to a redaction of the Krsua-Yajur-

oeda.

It has been argued that the present text

of the Manusmrti contains various facts

Age about the supremacy of the Brahmanas over

other castes. The presumption, therefore,

is that the work was written at a time when

the Brahmanas were kijigs of India and had

great power in their hands. History tells

us that there were Brahmana kings in India

after the fall of the Suhgas. It is known that

the Kanvas ruled in ancient India for forty-

five years in the first century b.c. It is

suggested that the ^present text of the

Manusmrti was prepared during the reign of

the Kanvas.

The Manusmrti is written in lucid
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Sanskrit verse which comprises 2684 couplets

arranged in twelve chapters. The work has

been commented on hy numerous scholars

including Medhatithi, G-ovindaraja,Narayana,

Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana.

B

IMPORTANT WORKS ON LAW
Naradasmrti : Presumably a late work which has its

individual merits but cannot stand

comparison with the work of

Manu—usually regarded as the

legal supplement to the ManusmrU.

BirliaspaUsmrti : A supplementary work to the Mami-

smrti—telonging to the sixth or

the seventh century A.D.

YajTiavalkyasmrti : An important work in the style

of the Maniismrti—containing a

methodical and highly satisfactory

treatment with stamps of in-

dividuality—not earlier than the

third century A.D.—commented

on by Vijnanesvara of the eleventh

century A.D. in his Mitdkf^ara.

Tautdtifamatatilaka, I by Bhavadevabhatta (ele-

Safnskdrapaddhnti h . venth century AD.), the

& Prdyascittaprakarana) famous minister of King
Harivarraan of south Ben-
gal.

Smrtikalpataru : by Laksmidhara, minister of

Govindacandra of Kanauj (twelfth

century A.D.)

Contents &
commen-
tators

12
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ParasarasmYti : The author of this work is not the

same person quoted as an autho-

rity by Yajhavalkya—commented

on by Madhava, of the fourteenth

century A.D., in his Para§ara-

madhava.

Brahmanasarvasva : by Halayudha, of the twelfth

century A.D.—written for King

Laksmanasena of Bengal.

Dasakarmapaddhati : by Pasupati of the twelfth

century A.D.

Pttrdayita : by Aniruddha of the twelfth century A.D.

Caturvargacintdmani : by Hemadri of the thirteenth

century A.D.—a voluminous work.

Dharmaratna : by Jimutavahana of the fourteenth

century A.D.—an important work

containing the famous Ddyabhdga

which dominates the views of

Bengal on inheritance.
/•

DipakaUhd : by Sulapani of the fourteenth century

A.D.—a commentary on the

Ydjnavalkyasmfti.

Madanaparijata : by Visvesvara of the fourteenth

century A.D.— a work on religious

laws.

Vivddaratndkara, \ by Candesvara, grand-uncle of

Smftiratndkara Vidyapati, minister of Hari-

and other r : sirnha of the fourteenth cen-

Batndkaras tury A.D.—very important law
^ books.

Baghunandanasmptis : by Kaghunandana of the six-

teenth century A.D.—twenty-eight

in number—all bearing the appella-
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tion of 'Tattva\ e.g., Tithitattva,

Udvdhatattva^ etc.—highly autho-

ritative, specially in Bengal.

\ by Vacaspati who wrote for

Yivddacintdmam,
|

Bhairavasiiiiha (Harinara-
Vyavaharacintamani 1

,
yana) and Ramabhadra

and other ‘ (Eupanarayana) of Mithila
Gintdmanis (fifteenth century A.D.)

—

/ highly important law books.

Viramitrodaya : by Mitramisra of the seventeenth

century A.D.—a voluminous work.

Nirnayasindhu : by Kamalakarabhatta of the seven-

teenth century A.D.
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Kau^ilya
Artha-
sSstra

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
POLITICS

A
INTRODUCTION

Of the four objects of life the science of

politics deals with the aim and achievement

of the second (artJia) and Kautilya’s Artlia-

.^astra amply proves the existence of the

study of political science and practical life

in ancient India. The Artha,^dstra is an

outstanding work in the field of Indian

politics and is claimed by some modern

scholars to have been composed sometime in

the third century! A. D., though traditionally

the author is believed to have been

none other than Canakya or Visnugupta, the

able minister of Maurya Candragupta (fourth

century n.c,), who has been unanimously re-

cognized all scholars as the Machiavelli

of India. The Arthafidstra, however, men-

tions Brhaspati, Bdhudaritipntra, Vii^dlaJcm

and Unanas as authorities. The book is a

perfect manual for the conduct of kings in

their political existence. Later works on

this science are mainly based on the

Artha^dstra.
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B

MINOR WORKS ON POLITICS

Nltisara : by Kamandaka—written in verso with tlie

character of a Kavya—not later

than the eighth century A.D.

Nuivakyamrta : by Somadeva, the author of Yasas-

tilaka the details of war and

kindred topics are meagrely dealt

with and the author appears to be

a great moral teacher.

Laghu Arnanniti : by the great Jaina writer Hema-
candra (1088 A.D.—1172 A.D.)

—

written in verse—an abbreviation

of another bigger work of the

author writen in Prakrit.

Yuktikalpataru : ascribed to Bhoja.

Nitiratnakara : by Candesvara, a jurist—grand-

uncle of Vidyapati.

Sukranlti : of unknown authorship—a work of a

very late date, mentioning the use

of gunpowder.
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VstsySyana;
KSmasutra

Ya^odhara :

Jaya-
tnaiigalS

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

EROTICS

A

INTRODUCTION

Erotics or the science of love was

specially studied in ancient India. The
most outstanding work on the subject is the

KamasUtra of Vatsyayana who is placed

sometime in the third century a.d. The

work is divided into seven parts and is

written in prose interspersed with stray

verses. The work does not claim to have

been the first to be written on that subject.

The work is a mine of informations on

matters relating to the social order and

customs of the day.

Yasodhara of the thirteenth century a.d.,

wrote a commentary, the Jayaman gala, on

the Kamasfdra of Vatsyayana. Credit is due

to this commentator who has explained

many technical terms used by Vatsyayana.

B
MINOR WORKS ON EROTICS

Paflcasdyaka : by Jyotirisvara—later than Kgemendra.

Batirahasya : by Kokkoka—prior to 1200 A.D.
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SatimaVijari : by one Jayadeva of unknown date

—

sometimes identified with the

poet of the Gitagovinda.

Anahgaraiiga : by Kalyaiiamalla of the sixteenth

century A.D.

BahSdstra * by Nagarjuna of unknown date—often

wrongly identified with the great

Buddhist thinker.

REFERENCE
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Introduc-
tion

Caraka

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

MEDICINE

A

HISTORY OF MEDICAL WORKS

A study of Vedic literature will reveal

that Anatomy, Embryology and Hygiene

were known to Vedic Indians. The science

of Ayurveda was also looked upon as one of

the auxiliary sciences to the Vedas. There

are references in early literature to ancient

sages who delivered instruction on the

science of medicine. Atreya is one of these

sages who is usually held to be the founder

of the science while Canakya is said to have

written on medicine. According to Buddhist

tradition, Jivaka, a student of Atreya, was

a specialist in the diseases of children.

The earliest extant literature on medicine

is the Carakasarhhita. Caraka, according to

Professor Levi, was a contemporary of King

Kaniska. ‘
.
It is, however, known that the

present text of Caraka was revised by one

Drdhabala, a Kashmirian, who lived as late

as the eighth or the ninth century a.d.

Susruta is another great teacher of Indian

medicine whose name occurs in the famous
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Bower Manuscript and who is mentioned as

the son of Visvamitra in the Mahdhhdrata.

As early as the ninth and the tenth centuries

his reputation travelled far beyond India.

Among his commentators, mention must be

made of Cakrapanidatta (eleventh century

A.D ), besides Jaiyyata, Gayadasa and

Dallana.

Bhcla is another authority who is said

to have written a Smhliitd which, in the

opinion of some scholars, is earlier than

the work of Caraka.

B

LATER MEDICAL WORKS

A^tuhqasafngraha and
Aslangah rdayasafnhz td

Basarainahara

by Yagbhata, the next

: great authority after

Susriita—often identified

with the medical authority

referred to by I-tsing.

by Nagarjuna, probably of the

seventh or the eighth century A.D.

—containing a section on the

practical application of mercury.

Nidcina : by Madhavakara of the eighth or the

ninth century A.D.—an important

treatise on Pathology.

'{JikitscLSiXvciSCLfiigTCihcb : by Cakrapanidatta : a work

on Therapeutics.

Susruta &
his com-
mentators

Bhela
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CikitsalcaldM . V Tvi^ata of tlio fourteenth c'nturv

A.P.

BJuivaprah'^a . by Bhavamisra of the sixteentli

century A. I).

Vatdyafivana : by Lolimbaraja of the seventeenth

century A.D.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICS AND
ASTROLOGY

A

HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY

It is not definitely known whether Astro-

nomy was systematically studied as a

science in Vedic times. It is as late as the

sixth century a.d. when in the Panca-

siddhantiha^jol Varahamihira we get the

information about the contents of five

Siddhantas of an earlier date. It is, how-

ever, a fact that the lunar mansions were

known to Yedic Indians. Dr. Weber says

that the names of some asterisms occur in

the ilgveda, the Sata'pathahrahmana, the

Taittirlyasamhita and the Atliarvaveda.

It is presumed that with the discovery of

planets, the science of Astronomy made a

significant advance. Planets are mentioned

in the Taittirlyaranyaha the two Great

Epios^ and the Law-books of Manu. It

still remains an open question, however,

whether the ancient Indians discovered the

planets independently of others or whether

Astronomy:
an early
science
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the knowledge came to them from a foreign

source. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied

that Indian Astronomy thrived well under

Greek influence.

B

WORKS ON ASTRONOMY

Aryabha|;a :

his works

Aryabhata :

Arya-
siddhSnta

Brahma-
gupta : his

works

Before the discovery of the FaTica-

siddhanWiCi, Aryabhata was regarded

as the only authority on Indian Astro-

nomy. Aryabhata wrote towards the

close of the fifth century a.D. Three of his

works now available to us are the ^rya-

bhapya, in ten stanzas, the Da^ayltihdsUtra

and the Aryada,^ata in which there is a

section on Mathematics.

Aryabhata is to be carefully distin-

guished from another author of the same

name who wrote the Aryasiddhanta in

the tenth (jcntury a.d. and was known to

Alberuni.

Brahmagupta is another great name
in Indian Astronomy who in the seventh

century a.d. wrote two important works,

the Brahmasphutasiddhanta and the

Klia }jda TihddyaJca.
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Lalla who is later than Brahmagupta,

has to his (iredit one work the Suyadhfvr-

ddhitantra.

To the eleventh century belong two

writers Bhoja and Satananda whose

works are respective! the Bajamrcjanla

and the Bhasvail.

Bhaskaracarya ot 1159 A.n. wrote Ins

masterpiece, the 8iddhdnta>iiroma)ji, which

is divided into /owr sections. A second work

of his is the Karan altiitUliala

.

C

WORKS ON MATHEMATICS

In the field of Indian Mathematics, there

are only a few names. Aryabhata was the

first to include in his work a section on

Mathematics. Brahmagupta has discussed

the principles of ordinary Arithmetic in a

brief manner. In the ninth century A.n.

Mahaviracarya wrote an elementary but

comprehensive work on Indian Mathematics.

In the tenth century A.n. he wrote his

Tri^at^ which discusses quadratic equations.

It was Bhaskaracarya who in the two

sections viz., Ltldvatl and Bljaganita of

his work, the Hiddhanta-^iromani, made

Lalla .

Si^yadhlvr-
ddhitantra

Bhoja &
SatSnanda ;

their works-

BhSskara :

his works

Aryabhata,
Brahma-
gupta,
Mahdvira &
Bhaskara
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Early
works :

Eater works

some lasting contributions to Indian

Mathematics.

D

WORKS ON ASTROLOGY

In India Astrology has been studied as a

science from very ancient times. The works

of Varahamihira, of course, eclipsed the fame

of earlier authorities whose writings are now
lost to us. Fragments of one Yrddliagarga-

sarhhita are still available. Varahamihira

classified Astrology into the three branches

of Ta7itra—the astronomical and mathe-

matical foundations, Hard—that dealing

with horoscope and Sathhitd—that discuss-

ing natural Astrology. The most outstanding

contribution of Varahamihira is the Brhat-

samhitd which was commented on by

Bhattotpala. On the Hard section Varaha-

mihira wrote two works, the BrhajjdtaTca

and the Laghujdtaha. Besides the works

of Varahamihira, we find a reference to one

YavanajdtaJca of dubious authorship.

Among later works on Astrology, men-

tion may be made of the Hord,^atapancd,Hkd

by Prthuyasas, son of Varahamihira, the

HordAdstra by Bhattotpala, the Vidyd-
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madhavlya (before 1350 a.d.) the Vrddha-

vdJfidJiasarhhita of unknown authorship, the

JyotisasdroddJiara of Harsakirti, the

Jyotirvidyabharana of unknown authorship

(not later than the sixteenth century a.d.)

and the Tdjihd in two parts (the Sarhjnd-

ta?itra and the Varmtantra) of Nilakantha

(sixteenth century a.d.)^
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^ Closely associated with works on Astrology are

treatises on omens and prognostications. Among such

treatises are the Adblmtasdgara (twelfth century A.D.)

and the Sarmidratilalca (twelfth century A.D.) by

DurlabharSja and Jagaddeva. The Bamalarahasya

of Bhayabhanjanasarman is a work on geomancy and

under the style of the Pdsakakevali, preserved in the

Bower Manuscript, are the two treatises on

cubomancy.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCES

Archery

Sciences of
elephants &
horses

Architec
ture

It is a pity that though the Indians

specialized in almost every branch of

Sanskrit literature, the literature on quite a

good number of minor sciences is little

known to us. Thus there are no extant

works on Archery. Among the authoritative

writers on Archery the names of Vikrama-

ditya, Sadasiva and Sarahgadatta have

reached us.

On the sciences of elephants and horses

which are associated with the names of two
y

ancient sages Palakapya and Salihotra

respectively, a few works are available. The

Hastyayiirveda of uncertain date and the

MataiigaUld of Narayana are the two known

works on the science of elephants. The

Afivdyurveda of Oana, the Ativavaidyaka

of Jayadatta and of Dipahkara, the Yoga-

mahjari of Vardhamana and the Ahiacikitsd

of Nakula are extant works on the science

of horses.

The literature on Architecture is repre-

sented by the Vastuvidya, the Manusydlaya-

candrikd in seveti chapters, the Mayamata
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in thirty-four chapters, the Yuhtikalpataru
in twenty-three chapters, the Samarahgaya-
slitradhara of Bhoja, tlie VUvakarina-
2>rakd.^a and some sections of the Brhatsarii-

hita, the Matsyajpurana, the Ag7tvpuraija,

the Garudapurd/ja, the Yii.Nudhai'mottara,

the KdAyapasahihitd, the Silpaj’atna of

Srikumara and such other works.

The science of jewels has been discussed

in such works as the Agasthnata, the

Batnaparlkm of Buddhabhatta and the

Navaratnaparlkm of Narayanapandita.

Mention ma,y be made of the Safimukha-

kalpa, a treatise on the science of stealing.

Mention should also be made of the

Nalapdka which treats of the art of cooking.

On music there have been many
important works besides the NdtyaMstra.

Among the more important works on this

subject, mention may be made of the

Sahgitaniakara7ida, the 8a7'igltasndar,^ana

of Sudarsana, the Sahgita7’at7idka7'a of

Sarangadeva, the Sa7'ig7tada/paija of Damo-
dara and the Bagacihodha of Somanatha.

On dancing the literature is not very

extensive. Besides the Ndt7ya,4dst7'a, we
have the AhhinayadarpaTia of Nandikesvara,

13

Science of
Jewels

Science of
Stealing

Science of
Cooking

Science of
Music

Science of
Dancing
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Science of
Painting

the Srlliastamuktavall^ the Nartanamrnaya

and a few other works.

On painting the Vimudliarmottara, of

uncertain date, contains a chapter.
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CHAPTER TWENTY
PHILOSOPHY

A

ORTHODOX SYSTEMS

The Nyaya system which represents the

analytic type of philosophy like the Vaise-

sika system, has a long history that extends

over the vast period of twenty centuries.

Indian tradition has assigned a unique

status to this system and it has been uni-

versally held in high esteem and reverence.

There are two^ .well-known solrools of the

Ny^'a system and they are the old and the

new. The earliest known literature of the

old school are the Nimi/asiitras^ Gautama
which are divided into books. It is be-

lieved that the NT/dyasTitras are as old

as the third century n.c.^ V5.tsyayana’s

^ Dr. S. 0. Vidyubhusjana believes that Gautama

wrote only the first chapter of the work, and was a

contemporary of Buddha. He further thinks that this

Gautama is the same as the author of the Dharma-

sutras, who lived in Mithila in the sixth century B.O.

He suggests that Gautama’s original views are con-

tained in the Carakasafnhita {Vimanasthdna). But

the Carakasafnhita itself has suffered considerable re-

I
Nyfiya

Introduc-
tion

Works on
NySya :

(a) Old
school
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Nydyabhdsya is the most important com-

mentary on the NydyasTitras of Gautama
and it is presumed that the work was

written before 400 a.d. Vatsyayana’s

vdews were veliemently .criticized by

Dignaga, the famous Buddhist logician,

whose probable date is not later than the

fifth century a.d. Uddyotakara wrote his

Nydyavdrttiha in the « sixth century a.d.

with the sole object of defcaiding Vatsyayana

against the (triticisms of DignSga. It was

Dharmakirti, another noted Buddhist logi-

cian, who took up the (;ause of Dignaga and

wrote his Nydyahiiidu in the latter part of

the sixth century .\.d. Probably Uddyota-

kara and Dharmakirti were contemporaries

fashioning and its date is uncertain. Professor Jacobi

believes that the Nyayasutras and the Nydyabhany

a

belong to about the same time perhaps separated by a

generation. He places them between the second cen-
/

tury A.D. when the doctrine of Sunya developed, and

the fifth century A.D. when the doctrine of Vijuana

’Was systematized. Professor Suali also supports Pro>

lessor Jacobi and refers the work to 300 A.D. Accord-

ing to Professor Garbe the date is 100 A.D. MM.
Haraprasada Hastrin believes that the work has under-

gone several redactions. Professor Eadhakrishnan

places it (though not in the ])resent form) in the

fourth century B.C.
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who mutually referred to each other. A
commentary on the Nyayabmdu was written

in the ninth century by the Buddhist logi-

cian Dharmottara. It was in the first half

of the ninth century a.j>. that Vacaspati, a

versatile genius and most prolific writer,

came to write his Nydyavdrttikatai'parya-

flkd, a super-commentary on the Nydya-

vdrttika of llddyotakara and gave a suffici-

ent stimulus to the ortliodox line of thought

by writing his NydyasUclnihandha (841 a.i>.)

and NyayasUtroddhara. Udayana who is

noted for his trenchant logic*, and convincing

presentation of facts, wrote a commentary

on V§,caspati’s Nydyai’drttihatdtparyapkd,

known as the NydyavdrtUkatdtparyapari-

^uddhi in the last part of the tenth century

(984 A.D.). The Nydyahusuimmjaliy the

^tmatattcaviveka, the Kimndvali and the

NydyaparUida are four other well-known

works of Udayana. Jayanta is the next

great name after Udayana and he wrote

the Nydyarnanjarl in the tenth century a.d.

He is admitted to have been a Bengali by

origin. Bhasarvajha’s Nydyasdra is a sur-

vey of Indian logic. The author was a

Kashmir Saivite of tlie tenth century a.d.

Gahgesa is the father of the new school
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Works on
NySya :

<b )New
achool

of the Nyaya system (Navyanyaya) which

flourished mainly in Bengal. His Tattva-

cintamani is a magmim opus which was

written in the last quarter of the twelfth

century a.d. The work discusses primarily

the fotir means of knowledge admitted

in the Nyaya system. His son Vardha-

mana (1225 a.d.) continued the tradition

by writing commentaries on the treatises

of Udayana and Gahgesa. Jayadeva

(sometimes identified witli Paksadhara

Misra) of Mithila wrote his Alolca on the

Tattvacintamaiyi in the latter part of the

thirteenth century a.d. Vasudeva Sarva-

bhauma, a Bengali Brahmana, wrote his

Tattoacintamamvyakhya—the first great

work of the Navadvipa (Nadia) school. He
had at least three distinguished pupils :

Sri-Caitanya Mahaprabhu, the famous

Vaisnava saint and founder of the Claudiya

Vaisnava school, Raghunatha Siromani,

the great logician and Krsnananda Agama-

vagisa, the author of the Tantrasam. Raghu-

natha wrote two outstanding works, viz, the

DldhUi and the Padarthakhandana in the

fifteenth century a.d. Jagadisa (end of the

sixteenth century a.d). and Gadadhara

(seventeenth century a.d.) are reputed
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thinkers of the modern school, who wrote

beside many commentaries, the Sahda^ahti-

yrahoAika and the VyaptApaUcaka respec-

tively. Visvaiiatha’s NyayasIitravrUi (1634

A.D.) is another important work.

The logicians of the old school recognize

sixteen c;ategories while those of the

modern school who have been greatly

influenced by the Vaisesika system, reduce

them to severi onlv. The logicians of both

schools accept four means of proof, viz.,

perception (pratyaksa) inference {anumana)

analogy {upajnana) and verbal testimony

(fabda). They do not admit of the self-

manifestation of a cognition. Like the

Vaisesika, the Nyaya regards the world as

a composite of external, unchangeable

and causeless atoms. The soul in the Nyaya

system is a ‘real substantive being’ which

has certain qualities. The God (Isvara) is the

Supreme Spirit or the Universal Soul who

acts as the Creator of the universe in the

capacity of an efficient cause (nimittakdraim),

while the atoms are the material cause

{updddnakaraya). A true knowledge {tattva-

jndna) of the categories leads to the

liberation (mukti) of the soul in bondage,

and the liberated soul is essentially conscious.

Funda-
mental
concepts
of NySya
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The Vaisesika system which is also

called the Auliikya philosophy, is closely

akiu to the Nyaya system. It is, however,

presumed that the earliest extant literature

of this system is older than what is

available in the Nyaya system. Thus while

the VaUe-sikaaUiras of Kanada (Kanabhaksa,

Kanabhuk or Kasyapa) and the Padd^tha-

dliarmamnujralia of Prasastapada, evince no

influence of the Nyaya system, the Nyaya-

sUtras of Gautama and the Bhd^ya of Vat-

syayana betray the fact that they have been

greatly influenced by the views of the

Vaisesika system.

The VaUedkasittms of Kanada which

are of unknown date but are generally

assigned to a date which is later than 300

B.C., received additions from time to time.

They are divided into ieji books. The work

of Prasastapada which is generally regarded

as a commentary on the VaUedkasutras

may be viewed as an original contribution

to the Vaisesika system. Prasastapada is

usually assigned to the end of the fourth

century A.D., though Dr. Keith makes him

later than Dignaga, but earlier than Uddyota-

kara. There are four noted commentaries on

the work of Prasastapada and they are
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(I) the Vyomavatl by Vyomasivacarya alias

Vyomasekhara or Sivaditya (of unknown
date, probably of the ninth century A.D.),

(2) the Nyayahandali by Sridhara (last part

of the tenth century a.D.), (3) the. Kiran avail.

and the LaJcmydvali by Ildayana (last part

of the tenth century a.d.) and (4) the

Nydyallldvatl by Srivatsa or Vallabha

(probably towards the end of the tenth or

the beginning of the eleventh century A.D.).

Sankara’s Upashdra (latter half of the

fifteenth century A.n.) is one important com-

mentary on the VaUedl'asTitras of KanSda.

LaugSksi Bhaskara’s TarliaTcaumudi is

another work based on Prasastapada’s

treatise.

Among manuals belonging to both

Nyaya and Vaisesika systems of Indian

philosophy, may he mentioned Sivaditya’s

Haptapadarthl (eleventh century a.d.)

Varadaraja’s TdrMJtarakm, Kesavarnisra’s

TarlcahJia.sd (thirteenth or fourteenth cen-

tury A.D.), Annambhatta’s Tarlmsamgraha

and DipiJcd (sixteenth or seventeenth century

A.D.), Jagadisa’s Tarhdmrta (1635 a.d.) and

Visvifnatha’s Bhdmpariccheda or Kdrikdvall

(seventeenth century A.D.) and its famous

'Commentary Siddhdntamuhtdvall by him-

Manuals of
NySya &
Vaisei^ika
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self. JayanarSyana’s (seventeenth century

A.D.) Vivrti is another important compen*

dium of the Vaisesika school.

The Vaisesika systeui which in broader

details agrees with the Kyaya, accepts six

categories to which a seventh was added

later on. It recognizes only two means of

knowledge, viz., perception and inference.

It does not accept verbal testimony as

an independent means of proof, but as one

included in inference. Both the Vaisesika and

the Nai}'ayika are advocates of what is known

in philosophical terms as Asatkaryavada

(the doctrine of the creation of the non-

existent effect) and Arambhavada (the

doctrine of initiation which makes the

universe an effect newly produced from the'

eternal atoms). In the state of liberation,,

the soul in Vaisesika conception retains

no consciousness (jnana), while in the

Nyaya view the released soul is conscious.

The Sahkhya system is universally

believed to be the oldest of the existing

systems of Indian philosophy. The

Sahkhya views are found in the Upanisads,

in the Mahabharata, in the Law-books of

Manu and in the medical works of Caraka

and others. Indian tradition ascribes the
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authorship of the system to the sage Kapila,

an in(‘,arnatioii of Tjord Visnu. The
successors of Kapila were Asuri, Pailica-

sikha, Gargya and TOuka. Professor Garbe

makes Pancasikha a coiitcmiporary of the

great Miman'isist Sabarasvamin (sometime

between 100 a.d. and 300 A.n.). Chinese tradi-

tion ascribes the authorshi]) of the

tantra to Pahcasiklia, while Varsaganya gets

the same credit in other’s opinion.

The HanJihyakd7‘iJ>d js tlie earliest

known work of the Sahkhya system. It is

belieyed that Isvarakrsna wrote this work in

the third century a.d.^ An important com-

mentar}’’ on the Kdrikd is that of Gaudapada.^

The Mdlliaravriti is another commentary

which is regarded by some to be the source

of Gaudapada’s commentary while others

^ A Chinese tradition ascribes to Vindhyavasin the

writing of a work of Varsaganya. Professor Takakusu

indentifies Vindhyavasin with Isvarakysna. In that

case the KariM of Isvarakrsna has an earlier basis.

Gunaratna, however, regards Vindhyavasin and

Isvarakrsna as different. Isvarakrsna was earlier

than Vasubandhn who is now assigned to the fourth

century a.d. The Km'ihd was translated into

Chinese by Paramartha (sixth century A.D,)

® Whether he is the same as the author of the

Works on
Sankhya
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assign a later date to it. Yet another com-

mentary on the SdnkJtyakdnkd is the

Yuktidlpika which is wrongly ascribed to

Vacaspati. The Sdiikhyatattvakmimudi of

Vacaspati (middle of the ninth century a.d.)

is a most popular work of this system.

Another popular work is the Hdnkhyaprava-

canaslitra which contains six chapters.

The authorship of this work is attributed to

one Kapila. But this Kapil a cannot be iden-

tical" with the founder sage of this system,

for the work cannot but be assigned to such

a late date as the fourteenth century a.d.
;

sirKic it is not referred to even in the Harva-

daHanasamgraha of Madhava (fourteenth

century a.d.). Aniruddha’s Sdnkhyasfitinortti

which was composed in the fifteenth cen-

tury A.D., is an important work comment-

ing on the Sdnkhyapravacanasutm. But

the Hdnkhyapraoacanahliasya of Yijn§.na-

bhiksu, (sixteenth century a.d.) a commen-

tary on the HdhkhyapravacajiasliU'a, is the

most important work of the system. Vijnaiia-

bhiksu wrote another work on Sahkhya

known as the Hdhkhyasdm.

Matuiukyahariku cannot be decided, and some seek

to place him in the eighth century A.D.
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The Sahkhya system is essentially diia-

listic, inasmuch as it speaks of Purusa

(Spirit) and Prakrti (Matter) as the two

Ultimate Realities. The fundamental posi-

tion of this SA'stem is that ‘cause’ is the

entity in which ‘effect’ lies in a subtle

form. Thus this system advocates the

doctrine of Satkaryavada. The world is said

to be the evolution of Prakrti which is its

material cause. PrakUi has been described

to he of the nature of equilibrium of the

triple Gunas, sattva (purity-stuff), raja.s

(passion-stuff) and tanias (inertia-stuff).

Purusa is defined as Pure Spirit which is

different from Prakrti and Purusas are many

in number. A Supreme Spirit (Isvara) or (ilod

is not admitted to exist in so many words.

The Sankhya system acknowledges the

authority of three means of knowledge, viz.,

perception, inference and verbal testimony.

The Yoga and the Sahkhya systems are

used as complementary aspects of one whole

system. While the Sahkhya system signifies

‘theory’, the Yoga signifies ‘practice’. In the

Upanisads, the Mahahhdrata^ the Jaina and

the Buddhist literatures, Yoga practices have

beeai^entioned,

Jhe Yogmnfras of Patanjali form the

Fundamen^
tal concepts
of Safikhya

IV
Yoga

Introduc-
tion
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Works on
Yoga

earliest extant literature on the Yoga system.

The YogasUtras are divided into fom'

chapters known as Hamadhi (Concentration),

Sadhana (Practice), VibliUti (Miraculous

Powers) and Kaivalya (Emancipation). It

was Vyasa who, according to modern

scholars, is said to have written a masterly

commentary on the YogasUtras about the

fourth century a. I)., though traditionally

he is believed to be the same as the author

of the Mahahliarata. Vacaspati wrote

an interesting and learned gloss on the

Vyasahlia.sya known as the TattvavaUaradl.

Nagesabhatta of the eighteenth (century a.d.,

wrote another gloss on the Vyasabhayya

known as the Ghaya. Other important works

on the Yoga system are the liajamdrtanda

of Bhoja (eleventh century a.d.) and the

YogavarttiTia and the Yogasarasamgraha of

Vijnanabhiksu (sixteenth century a.d).

Vijnanabhiksu criticizes Vacaspati and

^ It is traditionally believed that Patanjali, the

author of the Yogasutras is the same person as the

great grammarian of that name who wrote the

Mahabhasya in the middle of the second century B.C.

But there is no positive evidence to prove the identity

and some modern scholars are positively against this
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brings the Yoga system nearer to the philo-

sophy of the Upanisads.

The Yoga system discusses how through

methodical effort of concentration of mind

we can attain perfection. It teaches us how

to control the different elements of human

nature both physical and psychical. The

Yoga system explains fully the principles

according to which The physical body, the

active will and the understanding mind are

to be harmonically brought under control’.

This is technically known by the

name Koyal Yoga (Rajayoga). There

is yet a magical side of Yoga (Hathayoga)

which describes how to perform miracles

of various nature. Too much indulgem-e in

this Hathayoga serves as an obstacle to

the attainment of real PerfecTion.

The Yoga system materially differs from

the Sankhya at least in one essential point,

viz., that while the latter system does not

explicitly speak anything of God, the former

regards God as a third category besides

view. Bhoja in the introductory verses of the Bajamar-

tan(ia makes a suggestion to the effect that Patanjali

(author of the Mahubhai^ya), Patanjali (author of the

Yogasutras), and Caraka (author of the Carakascifnhita)

are identical.

RSjayoga &
Hathayoga

Yoga &
Sshkhya :

comparison
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V
Purvami-
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Introduce
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Works on
Purvami-
mdihsd

Prakrti and Purusa and holds that devotion

to the Lord is also one of the means of

Release (Eaivalya)^

The Purvamimamsa, Karmamimamsa or

the Mimaihsa system mainly interprets and

explains Vedic injunctions and their appli-

cations, and as such it has a unique im-

portance of its own.

The earliest literature on the Purva-

mimamsa are the Plii'vamlmamsasiitraa

of Jaimini who, according to modern

scholars, wrote in all probability in the

fourth century r.c. The orthodox tradition,

however, makes Jaimini a disciple of Vyasa,

the author of the Malidbhdrata. It is held

by some that the MmidmsdsUtras are later

than both the NydyasTitras and the Yoga-

sUtras. Sahara wrote his commentary on the

MlmddisdsUtras probably in the first century

Professor Jacobi thinks that the Vrtti

quoted by Sahara, belongs to a period

between 200 a.d. and 500 a.u., while Dr.

Keith holds 400 a.d. to be the earliest date

for it. Sahara’s predecessors were Opavarsa,

Bodhayana, Bhartrinitra, Bhavadasa and

Hari. MM. Sir Ganganath Jha identifies

Bhavadasa with the Vrttikara referred to

in the Sdbarabhdsya. Both the Mtmdmsd-
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sUtras and the JBha^ya were interpreted

differently by three different schools of

thought associated with the names of

Prabhakara, Kumarila and Mur§.ri. The
school of Murari is known by name alone.

Prabhakara who - was called ‘Gauda-

mimamsaka’ and ‘Guru’ wrote the Brhati, a

commentary on the Bhd.^ya of Sahara, pro-

bably about 600 A.D. According to some

Prabhakara preceded Kumarila, while the

tradition runs that he was a pupil of Kuma-
rila. Sa.likanatha’s Bjuvimald which is a

commentary on the Brhati, was written

about the ninth century a.d. Another im-

portant work of the same author is the Pra-

harayapahcihd, a good and useful manual of

the Prabhakara system. Salikanatha has re-

ferred to Dharmakirti. Bhavanatha’s Naya-

viveJca (c. 1050 a.d.—1150 a.d.) is another

important work of this school. Vacaspati in his

Nydyahanikd differentiates between two sub-

schools of the Prabhakaras, viz., old and new.

Kumarila is a great name in Indian

philosophy, noted for his spirited zeal for

Brahmanical orthodoxy. It was he who

fought courageously against the onslaughts

of Buddhism, and but for the stand he took

up, much of Brahmanical heritage of which

14

PrdbhSkara
school

BhS(t:a
school
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we feel proud today, would have been

lost. Kumarila’s Slokavarttika, Tantra-

rarttika and Twpilka are the three great

works. The first one, which is in verse,

is a commentary on the first part of the

first chapter of the 3[lmamsdsiitras. The

second which is in prose, occasionally

interspersed with versos, takes us to the

und of the third chapter, while the third

covers the rest. Kumarila is earlier than

Sankara and is usually assigned to 750 a.d.,

though some new data point to the fact

that he lived in the seventh century A.D.

The Slokavdrttika was commented upon by

(Imbeka or Bhavabhuti (eighth century a.d.),

by Sucaritamisra (not later than the middle

of the thirteenth century a.d.) in his KoAikd

and by Parthasarathimisra (according to the

.orthodox tradition, tenth (century A.D.
;

ac(‘ordingto Professor Badhakrishnan, 1300

A.D.) in his Nydyamtndkara. The Tantra-

vdrttika was conimented upon by Bhava-

devabhatta (eleventh century a.d.) in his

Tautdtiiamatatilaka and by Somesvarabhatta

{c. 1200 a.d.) in his Nydyasudha. Vehkata-

diksita wrote his commentary on the Twpllkd

known as the Vdrttikdhharana. Mandana

{eighth century a.d.) is the next great
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name after Knmarila who is reported

to be Mandana’s teacher and father-in-law.

Mandana who is earlier than Vacaspati and
is traditionally identified with Snresvara and

Visvarupa, wrote his VidhivivelM, BhdvanCi-

viveka, VibJiramaviveka and Mlnidmsdnuhra-
maril} The first was commented npon by

Vacaspati in his Nydyakamkd.

Among independent works on the

Mimamsa system, may be mentioned the
/

Sastradlpika of Parthasarathimisra, the

Jaiminlyanydyamdld of Madhava (fourteenth

century a.d.), the Upahramapamkrama and

the Vidhirasayana of Appayyadiksita, the

MlmanisdnydyaprakaJia of Apodeva (seveo-

teenth century a.d.), the Arthasafngraha

of Laugaksibhaskara (seventeenth century

A.D.), the Bhattadlpikd, the MlmdmHdkmiatu-

hha and the Bhdttamhasya of Khandadeva

(seventeenth century a.d.), the BhdMacintd-

mani of Gagabhatta (seventeenth century

A.D.), the Mdnmneyodnya of Narhyanabhatta

(seventeenth cientury A.D.) and the Mlmdmsd-

paribhdm of Krsnayajvan (eighteenth century

A.D.). Ramakrsnabhatta, author of the Yukti-

^ The Sphotasiddhi of Mandana which explains the

grammarian’s doctrine of Sphota is an important work.

Independent
works on
MimSmsS
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Introduc-
tion

snehaprapUraM, Soman5tha, author of the

MayiihJiamaliha, Dinakarabhatta and Kama-

lakarabhatta belong to the BhStta school.'

The Purvamimariisa system recognizes

tfe; self-validity of knowledge. Jaimini

accepts only three means of knowledge

—

perception, inference and verbal testimony.

To these thj^ee Prabhakara adds two more, viz.,

comparison {upamana) and implication

{arthapatti). Kiimarila also recognizes non-

apprehension {anupalahdhi) as a means of

knowledg^ It is generally believed that the

Purvamimahisa has not accorded any signi-

ficant status to God, though, in the Vedanta-

siitras, Jaimini has been represented as

theistic in his views.^

The Uttaramimamsa, Brahmamimainsa

or the Vedanta is the most popular of all

orthodox systems of Indian philosophy. The

earliest teachers of the school were Asmara-

thya, Badari, Karsnajini, Kasakrtsna, Audu-

lomi and Atreya. These teachers along with

Jaimini are mentioned in the VedantasUtras,

Scholars differ with regard to the age

when the VedantasUtras or the BrahmasUtras

^ Introduction to the PurvamimariiBa, Dr. Pashu-

patinath Shastri, pp. 132-8.
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of Bsdarayana were composed. Modern Indian

scholars are inclined to assign as early a

date as the sixth century b.c., while others

would prefer to fix the date between 400

B.c. and 200 a.d.'

The Vedantaslitras contain four chap-

ters. The first discusses the Brahman as the

Ultimate Reality. The second deals with

objections raised by rival schools of philo-

sophy. The third proposes to study the

means of attaining Brahmavidya, while

the fourth discusses the results of Brahraa-

vidyfi. The Vedantastitras are in intimate

agreement with the teachings of the

Upanisads. As such Badarayana has evinced

his great and abiding reverence for the

Vedas. Unlike the Sankhya, the Vedanta

^ The orthodox Indian tradition makes the author

identical with Vyiisa, the author of the Mahabhdrata.
/

8aiikaracarya, however, does not clearly state any-

where that Vyasa (or, Krsiiadvaipayana born as an

incarnation of the Vedic sage Apantaratamas by the

•direction of Lord Vi.^nu) was the author of the

Brahmasutras. He calls this author invariably as

Badarayana and never as Vyasa and does not explicitly

say that the two are identical. But Vacaspati,

Anandagiri, Eamanuja, Madhva, Vallabha and Bala-

<3eva identify Badarayana with Vyasa.

The
VedSnta-
sutras
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Early
teachers of
VedSnta

of Badarayana champions the cause of

monism when he holds that it is the One

Brahman which is the Transcendent Reality.

Badarayana openly refutes the Sahkhya

doctrine which conceives Purusa and Prakrti

as two independent entities. The conception

of Maya as the illusory principle which

shuts out the vision of the Brahman and

reflects It as many, is a great contribution

to the philosophical thought of the world.

The world exists so long as the vision of

the Brahman does not dawn upon U8>

While the Bankhya maintains that the world

is an evolution (parinama) of Prakrti, the

Vedanta holds that the world is an

appearance (vivarta) of the Brahman.

Among the early teachers of Vedanta

mention must be made of G-audapada who
in his famous KariJcas has made a systematic

treatment of the monistic Vedanta. Another

important author is Bhartrhari (probably

belonging to the first part of the seventh

century a.d.) who is said to have written

a commentary on the BraJimasiitras. Yet

another author hinted at by Sankara is

Bhartrprapanca according to whom the

Brahman is at once, one and duaL

Besides him Sankara speaks of one
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Vrttikara, who remains even now nnideiiti-

The greatest of all thinkers on monistic

Vedanta is Sankara who, according to Pro-

fessor Max Miiller and other modern scholars,

wrote his immortal Sdrlralmblidsya during

788 A.n.—820 a.d. The orthodox tradition,

however, assigns him to the latter half of the

seventh century a.d. (G86 a.d.—720 a.d).

Besides the philosophic*.al insight which

marks his writings, his style and diction

have always lent a uniciue distinction to them.

Sankara has written commentaries on

the ten major Upanisads and his commen-
tary on the Brhadaranyakopanisad has, in

particular, attracted the attention of many
an able thinker. Sankara’s expositions have

earned for him a distinction which may be

described in this way that by the expression

Vedanta we seem invariably to understand

his views on it.

The Sdnrahahhd^ya was commented

upon by tivo schools of thought known as

^ Whether he is the same as Upavarsa, a brother

of Var.?a, the teacher of Panini, or Bodhayana, or

whether the two sages are identical, or whether there

was a third author who passed as Vpttikara, cannot be

definitely ascertained.

Sankara
age &
works
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Vivarana
school

BhSmati
school

the Vivarana school and the Bhamati school.

The original source of the former school is

found in the Pancapadika of Padmapada

who is said to have composed the commen-

tary on the first five quarters (padas) of the

BrahmasUtra-^arlraTcahhasya of which only

the commentary on the first four Sutras are

now available. The age of Padmapada is

about the end of the seventh and the beginn-

ing of the eighth century A.D., as he is re-

presented as the senior-most disciple of

Sankara. The Vivarana which is a gloss on

the Pancapadika^ was composed by Prakasat-

maii (probably, ninth century a.d.
;
1200 a.d.

according to Professor Badhakrishnan).

According to him the Brahman is both the

content (vimya) and the locus {oAraya) of

Maya. Vidyaranya who is generally identified

with Madhava (fourteenth century a.d.),

wrote a summary on the Vivarana known

as the Vivaranaprameyasamgraha.

The Bhamati school has been well re-

presented in the Bhamati of Vacaspati,

the Kalpataru and the Sdstradarpana of

Amalananda (thirteenth century a.d.) and

the Parimala of Appayyadlksita (sixteenth

—seventeenth century a.d.).

The literature on monistic Vedanta, as
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interpreted by Sankara, is extremely rich.

Suresvara (who is traditionally identified

with Mandana who later became a disciple

of Sankara), wrote his Taittirlyopaid^ad-

hha,fyavdrttika, Brhaddrayyahahhdsyavart-

tika and Naiskarmyasiddhi about the end of

the seventh or the beginning of the eighth

century a.d.^ Mandana’s is an

outstanding work in which he puts forward

many original ideas. The Sarhh^epa^driraJca

was written in verse by Sarvajnatmamuni

in the ninth century a.d. The Id/isiddhi of

Avimuktatman (or Vimuktatman) is ano-

ther notable work of the school. In 1190 a.d.

Sri-Harsa who is noted for his trenchant

logic and Advaita polemics, composed his

Khaydanakhandakhadya—a masterly contri-

bution. In the thirteenth century a.d.

' Citsukha wrote on the same lines his Pra-

tyaktattvaprad/lpikd or Citsukhl. In the four-

teenth century a.d. Vidyaranya wrote his

Paricada.^i, a highly popular work in verse,

and the Jivanmuldiviveha, a work of consi-

derable importance. Vidyaranya and his

teacher Bharatitirtha jointly wrote the

^ Some would rather place him in the first half of

the ninth century A.D.

Works on
Monistic
VedSnta
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VaiydsiJcanyayamala. The Veddntasdra

of Sadananda, is a good manual of monistic

Vedanta. It was composed in the fifteenth

century a.d. Another epistemological manual

on monistic Vedanta is the Vedantaparibham

which was composed by Dharmar§.j§.dh-

varindra in the sixteenth century a.d. His

son Raniakrsna (sixteenth—seventeenth

century a.d.) wrote the commentary SiJdid-

mayi on it. Anandagiri’s Nydyanirrjaya

(fourteenth century a.d.) and Govinda-

nanda’s Hatnaprahhd (fifteenth century a.d.)

are two other commentaries on Sankara’s

Brahmasiitrahlid^ya. PrakSsananda’s 8id-

dhdntamuhtdvall (fifteenth century A.D.)

and Appayyadiksita’s Nydyarahsdmayi and

Siddhantale^asamgraha are other valuable

manuals of the monistic school. Madhu-

sudana Sarasvati, a Bengali of the sixteenth

century a.d., wrote his monumental work

the Advaitasiddhi which contains an intri-

cate and abstruse criticism of the rival

school of Madhva as represented in the

Nydydmrta of VySsatirtha or Vyasaraja

(last part of the fifteenth century a.d.). The

Gaudabrahmdnandi or LagJmcandrikd of

Brahrnananda, is a defence of the Advaita-

siddhi against the criticism of Eamacarya,
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(alias Eamatirtha or Vyasarama) in his

Tarangim (latter part of the sixteenth

century a.d.).

The Bralimasntras of Badarayana have

been differently interpreted by a nniriber of

great thinkers of different schools, all of

whom wrote their works after Sankara. One
such thinker was Bhaskara who wrote his

Bhdsya sometime about the end of the

eighth or the first part of tlu' ninth century

A.D. Bhaskara was a champion of the

doctrine of the siniultaneotis identity and

difference (Bhedabhedavada).

Ramanuja is another great (‘ommentator

on the BrahmasUtras whose age is assigned

to the eleventh century a.d. His philoso-

phy is based on the doctrine of qualified

monism (Visistadvaitavada) according to

which God is the one Reality, but is a com-

posite of the conscious individual selves and

the nou-cons(‘ious material world. Rama-

nuja’s chief sources of inspiration were the

Tamil Gathas of the Alvaras or Vaisnava

saints of South India, the chief of them

being Nathamuni and Yamunacarya (tenth

century a.d.). The name of his commen-

tary is the Snhlmya. The SrutapraMHlca

Schools of
VedSnta
(i) Bhaskara-

(ii) Rama-
nuja
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of Sildarsana (thirteenth century a.d.) is a

well-known gloss on the Srlbhdsya. Vehkata-

natha Ved§.ntadesika (thirteenth century

A.D.) was perhaps the greatest successor of

Ramanuja. He was the author of the Sata-

ddsarjl, the Tattvatlhd (a commentary on

the Srihlimya) and the 8e.^varamJwdmsd.

Nimbarka is another commentator on

the Brahmasiitras. His commentary is

called the Vedantaparijatasaurabha. He
advocates the doctrine of dualistic non-

dualism (Dvaitadvaitavada) which is some-

what akin to the view of Bhaskara with

but minor technical differences. Nimbarka

lived about the eleventh century a.d. His

disciple Srinivasacarya wrote a commen-

tary known as the VeddntaJcaustubha.

Kesavakasmirin, a follower of this school

(fifteenth century a.d), wrote a commentary

on the GUd known as the TattvaprakdHkd.

One more commentator on the Brahma-

siitras is Madhva who was born in 1199 a.d.

Besides the commentary he wrote, he

justified his interpretation in another work

called the Anuvydhhydna. He advocates

the theory of pure dualism (Dvaitavada).

Yet another commentator is Vallabha

who lived in the last part of the fifteenth
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century and the first part of the sixteenth

century a.d. His commentary is called the

Ayubhmya. The theory he advocates is

pure non-dualism (Suddhadvaitavada). He
looks upon the world as a reality which is

in its subtlest form the Brahman.

Last, though not the least, is the school

of the Graudiya Vaisnavas who advocate the

doctrine of inscrutable identify and difference (v) Gau<jiytt

(Acintyabhedabhedavada). Though they call

themselves a branch of the Mfidhva

school yet in views they are more akin to

the school of Nimbarka and sometimes follow

Sankara also. The school traces its origin

to the teachings of Sri-Krsna-Caitanya who

flourished in Bengal in the sixteenth century

A.D. In the Cxaudiya Vaisnava school, Kupa-

gosvainin, a contemporary and disciple of

Sri-Caitanya, was a great versatile scholar

who wrote many works on drama, rhetoric

and philosophy. His Vaisnavatodm, a com-

mentary on the tenth chapter of the

Bhagavata, is an important contribution to

the literature of the Cxaudiya Vaisnavas.

His nephew and disciple f7ivagosvS,min also

was a great scholar and a prolific writer.

His six Handarhhas {Eramasandarhha, Tatt-

vciscLTiddTblici-^ BJidTitiscinddi bJid
j

etc.,) and
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the Harvasamvadinl are outstanding works

on Graudiya Vaisnava philosophy. Baladeva

Vidyahhusana (eighteenth century a.d.) wrote

the Govindahhasya, the commentary on

the BrahmasTitras, written according to the

Gaudiya Vaisnava point of view. His Pra-

nieyarat)! avail is also a popular work.

B

HETERODOX SYSTEMS

The Buddhists are the followers of

(xotama Buddha who preached his doctrines

in the languagt' of the people sometime in

the sixth and the fifth centuries n.c. The

Buddhist Canonical literature or the Tipi-

taka which was written in Pali, has three

divisions : (1) the Vinayapiiaha, (2) the

Hattapifaka and (d) the Ahhidharnmapitaka.

Besides the Canonical works, the Buddhist

literature possesses a rich number of non-

Canonical works which were also written in

Pali. It must be mentioned here that the

Buddhist literature has a still wider scope

and it includes fairly a long list of Sanskrit

works an account of which has already been

set forth in a previous chapter.'

^ Chap. V, pp. 51-75.
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The Buddhist philosophers are broadly

divided into the four schools—the Sautran-

tikas, the Vaibhasikas, the Madhyamikas and

the Yogacaras. Jjike Jainism, Buddhism also

does not accept the authority of the Vedas.

The Buddhists acknowledge only two

means of knowledge—perception and infer-

ence. Though there are sharp lines of

demarcation among the four sc'hools

referred to above, they are unanimous in

their attitude against Brahmanic culture.

I-tsing, the Chinese traveller, says

—

Those who worship the Bodhisattvas and

read the Mahayaiiasutras are the Mahaya-

nists and those who do not perform such

acts, are the Hinayanists. The Mahayanists

are divided into two branches— (1) Madhya-

mika and (2) Yogacara. The Hinayanists

also have divisions—(1) Vaibhasika and

X2) Sautrantika.Both are calledSarvastivadins.

The Vaibhasikas reject the authority

of the Sutras and attach themselves to the

Vihham, the commentary on the Ablndha-

mma. Katyayaniputra’s Jfianaprasthdna

(composed about *three hundred years after

Buddha’s Nirvana) is their chief work. The

commentary Mahdvibhdsd was cpmpiled by

five hundred Arhats led by Vasumitra, pro-

Four
schools of
Buddhism

(i) VaibhS-
i^ika
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bably after the great council under Kaniska.

Fragments of Udanavagga, Dhammapada,

EJcottardgama, Asvaghosa’s Buddhacarita

and Aryasura’s Jdtakamdld seem to belong

to this school. Bhadanta (third century a.d.)

DharmatrSta and Ghosaka are other promi-

nent exponents of this school.

According to Hiuen Tsang (Yuan

Chwang) Kumaralata (or Kumaralabdha), a

contemporary of Nagarjuna, was the founder

of the Sautrantika school. The SautrSntikas

derive their name from the fact that they

take their stand on the Sutras. To be precise,

unlike the Vaibhasikas, they adhere to the

Suttapitaka, (the section consisting of the

discourses of Lord Buddha) to the rejection

of the two other Pitakas. It is imfortunate

that all works of this school are no longer

extant. Dharmottara, the logician, and

Yasomitra, the author of the commentary

on Vasubandhu’s AbhidJiarmakom, are said

to be the followers of this school.

The founder of the Madhyamika school

was Nagarjuna who is said to have written

(iii) Msdhy- the Satasdhasrikd-prajhapdramita, the latest

of the Mahayanasutras. It may be mentioned

in this copnection that the Praj%apdramitds

declare that the highest wisdom consists of
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the knowledge of Void (STmyata). The most
representative work of the MS,dhyamika
sc'hool is the Ma(i,hya7nihaharika or the

MaxJJiyamihasiitra of Nagarjuna which con-

sists of /o?/r verses in tivciity-seven

chapters. Nagarjnna wrote a commentary
of his own work, which is named the

Ahutohliaya. Unfortunately the work
has not con:ie down to ns in Sanskrit.

Among other works written by Nag5r-

juna are the YttktisadiJid, the Sdnyata-

saptati, the Pratltyasmimtpddalmiaya, the

31alidydtiavinikika and the Vigraliavydvar-

fanl. Nag§.rjuna is usually placed between the

first century n.o (according to the tradition

preserved in the archives of the Dalai-Jjama)

and the fourth century a.d. (according to Dr.

S. C. Vidyabhusana). In any case he cannot

be later than 401 a.d., when Kumarajiva tran-

slated his life into Chinese. Santideva (seventh

century a.d.), the author of the BodMcar-

ydvatdra and the Sikmmrrmccaya, is named

sometimes as a Madhyamika and sometimes

as an advocate of the Yogacara doctrine. The

commentary named the Pramnnapadd, writ-

ten by Candrakirti in the sixth or the seventh

century A.D., is an important contribution to

the Madhyamika literature. Aryadeva who

15
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{iv) Yoga-
c§ra

is a disciple of Nag5,rjuna, wrote the Gatu^-

Aataha which is another important work of

the Madhyamika school. It was commented

on by Candrakirti. Other works by Aryadeva

are the CittavUnddhi'prakarava, the Hasta-

rdlaprakarana and two other small treatises

constituting a kind of commentary on some

sections of tlie Laiikdvatdra.

The founder of the Yogacara school was

Maitreyanatha, the teacher of Asahga who

is generally believed to have clearly expressed

the implications of his system. Asahga is

at least as late as the third ceutury A.D.,

though some would place him in the fourth

or the fifth (century a.d. According to the

Yoghcara school nothing exists beyond

consciousness {oijhdiui). The Ahhisamayd-

lahkdrakdrikd^ and probably the text of the

AlaJidydnasUtralanl'dra attributed by Pro-

fessor Levi to Asahga and the Yogdcdra-

bhnmi^dstra, a ))rose work after the

manner of the Ahhidliarma text, are the

works of Maitreyanatha.^ Asvaghosa

^ The name of Asanga has become more famous

than that of his teacher Maitreyanatha. This explains

why the works of the latter are attributed to the

former. According to the Tibetans and Hiuen Tsang

the YogdcdrabhumtAdstra has been ascribed to Asahga.
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was a follower of the YogScara school

who wrote among other works the

Mahayanah-addhot'padasiitra as detailed in

a previous chapter/ Vasubandhn Asahga is

a great name in Buddhist literature who is

assigned to the fourth century A.J)., though

some place him in the fifth century a.d.

Hi s Y'ork the Ahhid,haniialw.^a in six hundred,

verses which has not reached us in the

Sanskrit original, is a lasting contribution

to Buddhist philosophy. In this work tlu^

author has refuted (‘hiefly the views of the

Vaisesikas. The Sahkhya theory has been

criticized in his ParamdrthaHaptaii. Yaso-

mitra wu’ote a commentary on tlu' Abhi-

dhiDnako^a known as the Ahhiddiarmahn^a-

ryiikhyd, the earliest translation of which

into C/hinese was done in the sixth century

v.D. The w'ork is highly important as it

enables us to know the views of the

Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas. Vasu-

bandhu wrote his monumental treatise, the

Vijha'pfimdtratdsiddJii c.onsisting of two

wmrks the 'VihiAatiha and the TniMikd which

explain the doctrine of the reality of con-

eiousness, A few other works, viz.,

Pancaska7idhapraharana, the Vydkhydyukti,

^ Ch. V. p. 66
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the Karmasiddhiprakarana and two com-

mentaries on the MahayatlasfiU'dlankara a,nd

the PratityasaniutpadasUtra, the 3Iadhyd-

iitaviblidga and the Aparimitayusslitropadeki

are said to have been written by Vasn-

bandhu. Among the adherents to the school

of Vasubandhn mention must be made of

Sthiramati, Dignaga, Dharmapala and

Silabhadra. Sthiramati wrote a commentary

on Vasnbandhn’s Triiii.Hhd-Vijhajdi while

Dharmapala had a commentary on the

Vim^atikd-Vijhapti. Dignaga was the disciple

of Vasubandhn, brother of Arya Asahga.

Digiiaga’s date also is not accurately fixed.

Thus while some assign him to the fifth

century A.D., others place him between 520'

A.D. and 000 a.d., and make him a contem-

porary of Gunaprabha, the teacher of King

Sri-Harsa of Kananj. Mallinatha, the famous

commentator of the fifteenth century a.d.,

seems to find a reference to this Dignaga in

Kalidasa’s Meghaduta. DignSga’s Pra-

vidnasanmccaya, Pramdya^dstraprave^a and

other works are preserved in Tibetan trans-

lations, and are' very popular in Japan.

The only Sanskrit work of DignSga

which has recently come down to us is

the Nydyapraveki. Dharmakirti (sixth or
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seventh century a.d.) wrote a valuable

work the Nyayahmdii which was
<‘ommented on by Dharniottara (ninth

century A.D.) in his Nydyabindupka.

Sllabhadra (seventh century a.d.) was
the head of the Buddhist Vihara at Nalanda

and Yuan Chwang (Hiuen Tsang) acajuired

from him his knowledge of Buddhist

philersophy. Santaraksita in the eighth ('.en-

tury A.D. wrote a voluminous work, tin*

Tattvasaniyraha, in which he has c.riticuzed

the views of many rival schools of philoso-

.phers. His work was commented on by

Kamalasila in his PahclkCt.^

The Jainas are the followers of Jina

which is a title applied to Vardhamana,

the last prophet. Vardhamana said that

he was the expounder of tenets that had

been successively held by twenty-three earlier

sages. The Jainas are divided into two

schools ; (1) Svetambara (white-robed) and

'(2) the Digambara (sky-robed or nude).

We are told that this division took place

as early as the first century a.d. Idie

^ A late treatise on the Buddhist philosophy is the

work of Advayavajra who is assigned to the close of

the eleventh or the beginning of the twelfth century

]]

Jainism

Two school®

A.D.
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(i) Digam-
bara

/

Svetaiiibara Jainas possess both Canonical

and philosopliical works, while the

Diganibara Jainas have no Canonical

literature. The Canonical literature of

the Svetainbara sect comprises eighty-four

books among whiidi forty-one are Sutras.

Both the schools disregard the authority

of the Veda and are. therefore, called

heterodox schools of philosophy by the

orthodox Hindu philosophers.

The earliest Digambara author who is

also held in high esteem by the Svetainbara

sect, is Kundakunda whose works ai’(' all

written in Prakrit. The first known

Digambara writer in Sanskrit, is Umasvamin,

also called Umasvati (third century a.d.)

whose Tattvarthadhigarnasiitra (in ten

chapters) is regarded as an authoritati^e

text by both sects. Siddhasena Divakara is

also a well-known Digambara philosopher

who wrote probably in the fifth century a.d.

His commentary on the Tattrartliddhigama-

aUtra and his two other works the Nydydva-

tdra and the Sammatitarhasutra are all

important contributions. In the first half

of the eighth century a.d., Samantabhadra,

a Digambara, wrote a commentary on the

Tattvdrthddhigamasntra which contains an
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introdu(;tioii called the Aptami ni (i/nsd which

was known both to Knniarila and Vacaspati.

Saniantabhadra’s other works are Yuldpa-

uuMsana and Hatnaldra nda^rdraldcdra

.

To
the same century, in all probability, lived

Akalahka anion^ whose woi'ks the Taftndr-

tliardjavdrtfika and the Ada^ntl, connnen-

taries on the TaftvdrfJ/ddhigania-sntra and

the Aptanmndnisd res{)ec,t]vely, may be

mentioned. His views were stronjj^ly opposcal

by Kumarila. It was Vidyanandai who
defended Akalahka against the critudsms oi

Kumarila by writing the Adasahasrl, the

Tattvdrtha-Uokai'drffika, tlu' Aptapn rikm,

the Patraparikm the J^ramdijajxirlkm and

the Pranulyaninjaya. Manikyanandin wrot(‘

his ParlkmrmtkhaHiifra which is based

on th(' Nydyavinih-aya of Akalahka.

Prabhacandra who is said to be a ])U])iI

of Kundakunda, wrote two ind('pendent

works on logic, the Pra7neyaknnialn-

nidriayida and the Nyayakiimudacandrodaya.

Tt is usually believed that Prabhacandra

was a pupil of Akalahka, but it is stated in

the epilogue of the Prarneyakamalamdrtayda

that the work was composed during th(‘

reign of Bhoja of Dhara. Subhacandra is

another Digambara Jaina who wrote his
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(ii) Svetdm<
bara

Jnd7idrnava, a philosophical work in verse,

at the close of the eighth or the beginning

of the ninth century a.d.

Haribhadra is the earliest Svetainbara

Jaina philosopher who wrote two important

works, the HaddciHanasamuccaya and the

Loliatattvaniiniaya, besides a commentary

on the Nydyayraveki of DignSga, the

Yogad.rduanmccaya, the Yoyahindu and the

Dharmahind.u

.

His date is believed to be

the ninth (century a.d. Towards the close

of the ninth century a.d. Amrtacandra wrote

the Tattodrthasdra and the Purumrflia-

dddhynpdya besides a few commentaries.

Hemac-andra is a groat Jaina philosopher

whoso PvamduaimmdrhHd is an important

work on Jaina philosophy. Mallisena in

the thirteenth century a.d. wrote his

Hyddoadamanjan

,

a commentary on Hema-

candra’s Atiyayoyaoyavacchedilid. To the

same c-entury belongs AbSdhara among whose

works mention should be made of the

Dharmdinrta. Devendrasuri, another writer

of the same (iontury, wrote the SiddhapaTicd-

.iikd, the Vanddruvrtti and the Upamitihha-

vaprapancd-kathd-sdroddhdra. In the fifteen-

th century Sakai akirti wrote a voluminous

work the Tattvdi'tJuisdradlpaJca in twelve
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<ihapters. To the same (‘ontury belonged

Srutasagara wlio \vrok> the Jinendra-

ijaj'navidhi and tlie Tati varfhadlpiku. In

the seventeenth centnry Hourisln'd Vaso-

vijaya who wrote the dhanahindupfakaratja

and the Jiidiiasara

.

The snbstanee of tin' doctrine of the

Indian materialists is aptly and very hrielly

summed up in the alh'gorical drama, tin*

Prahodhacaiidriphiiia—‘Lokayata is tin' only

Sastra. In this systc'in ))er(‘('))tual ('vidi'iicc'

is the only authority. Tin' elenn'iits are

four in numher—earth, wati'r, fin' and wind.

Wealth and enjoyment ai’c' the ohji'cts of

human existence. Matti'f can think
;
then'

is 110 other world. Death is tin' I'lnl of all.’

‘Lokayata’ (directed to tin' world of

enjoyment through senses) is tin' Sanskrit

expression for mati'rialism. It is the name

of the Sastra. The mati'rialists an' called

Lokayatikas or (larvakas calhni as such afti'i*

the name of the foundi'r of tin' school.

Carvaka’s story is found in the Maltd-

hhdrata while the doctrine is referred to in
/ /

the Mahdhlidrata (Salyaparoan and Sdnii-

parvan), the Vi.pjupardija and tln^ Manu-

-smrti, as that of the Nihilists and the

HI
Materialism
(CSrvSka)

Introduc
tion

References
to CSrvfika
philosophy

Act II.
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Early
teachers

Schools of
Materialism

Heretics. Soiiietinies Carvaka is identified

with Brhaspati, who iin^arnated himself'

as an atheist in order to bring ruin unto

the demons. The classic authority on

the materialist tlu’ory is said to be the Hutras

of Brhaspati, which have perished. The

^arvadarkmamvicjraha of Madhava gives a

summary of the teaching of the school in

its first chapter. Fragmentary quotations

of Sutras and passages from works of the;

school now lost to us, can be traced in thc'

polemical works of other philosophical!

schools.

Among the earlier heretical teachers,,

mention may be made of Sahjaya the

sce})tic, Ajita Kesakambalin the materialist,

Purana Kasyapa the indifferentist, Maskarin-

Gosala the fatalist and Kakucla Katyayana

the elementalist.

The materialists, again, were subdivided'

into several schools—those who identified

the body with the self, those who confused

the self with the external senses,’ those who

regarded the internal organ iantahJcaraija)

as their self and so on. The oft-quoted verses

quoted by Madhava, give a popular view

of the materialists
—“While the life remains,

let a man live happily ; let him feed on
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ghee, evpH if he rmis in debt; \\hcii once tlie

body becomes ashes, bow can it ('ver return

again ?” “The three authors of tlu' Vedas

were the hypocrites, kiunc's and night-

])rowlers”, etc., etc.

(’

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS ON
PHILOSOPHY

SukautJiablKf^i^a a comnuHitary on the IhahviasTitras

by Srikantha alias Nilakantha (thii -

teentli or fouite^ntli century A.D.).

—written from the Visistasiva-

(Ivaita point of view ~ inucli in the

same lino as that adopted by

Eamunu]a.—commented on by

Appayyadiksita m bis Sivarka-

iiKujtdJpt kd (It is said that

Appavya was at first a Saivaiti^

and later was converted into an

Advaitin.)

Snkarabhdsya a commentary on the Brahmdmtrcis

by Sripati Pandita representing

the Dvaitadvaita point of view.

Coiicvicntaries on by Srldharasvamin (twelfth or

the GJtu [named thirteenth century A.Ii.)—who

Suhodhint), the is claimed to be an exponent
/

BJidgavata, and of the Suddhadvaita school,

the ViiiuupurUya : inasmuch as he refers to*
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ISa rcadarsana-

mfugraha

Visiiusvamin, the founder of the

Suddhadvaita school in the com-

mentary on the Bhdgavata, [Valla-

hhacarya (fifteenth-sixteenth cen-

tury A.D.) was a later exponent of

this school. But as he has also

referred to Citsukha, it may also be

possible that he was a thinker of

the Advaita school, who was

rather inclined to the doctrine of

Devotion {Bhakti). This sort o

compromise between the doctrines

of Devotion (Bhakti) and Know-

ledge (JvUna), is also found later

in the BImktirasdyana of Madhu-

sudana Sarasvati who wa^ a

sturdy champion of the Advaita

philosophy.]

by Madhavacarya who along

with his brother Rayaiia, the cele-

lirated commentator of Vedic litera-

ture. was in the court of Kings

Harihara and Vira Bukka of Vijaya-

nagara (fourteenth century A.D.

and subse(iuently turned a Sannya-

sm and passed his days in the

Srhgeri Matha.—a valuable ency-

clopaedia of Indian philosophy,

which contains the summary of

the views of at least seventeen

different orthodox and heterodox

schools^of Indian philosophy.
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Sarvasiddanta- ascribed to Naiikaracarya

sdrasdfn^raha '

but seems to bo the work of

a more modern hand who was

possibly one of tlie later chiefs of

the Sankara Mat ha—a work in the

line of tho Sarvadai sanasahtg ralui

thougli written in easy verses.

VijTidndmrtahlid^lfa hy Vijnanabhiksii (sixteent h

century A.D. ) who hv writing this

commentary on the B)(iliniasNtia'i

tried to make in the body of

this work a sort of compromise;

between the Sahkliya and Yoga

views on one liand and tlie

Vedantic (iTpanisadic) views on

the other.

SakttbhTi^fja hy Pancanana Tarkaratna ol tin;

twentietli century A I), -an inge-

nious work in the form of a

comm(;ntary on the fh akiyiisutras.

It does not, however, strictly con-

form to the orthodox Saktagama

standpoint.
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APPENDIX

HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF SANSKRIT IN THE WEST

It was ill the seven teentli century that the European jieople,

particularly missionaries and travellers, came to know of the

Indian languages. In IfiSl A. l) Ahraham Kozer piihlishod a

Portugese translation of Bhartrhari’s ])oems, In I GO!) A. I>. the

Jesuit Father Johann Frnst Hanxleden came t-o India and after

getting himself acquainted with the Sanskrit language wrote the first

Sanskrit grammar in a European language. Tlie hook, however, was

not printed but was consulted hy Kra l^aohno de St. Bartholomeo

who wrote two Sanskrit grammars besides a niimher of important

works. It v>as during the administration of Warren Hastings

that the work called * Vivadarnavasetid was comiiiled. Under

the title *A Code oi (lentoo Law’ it was indilished in

English in 1776 A l) Nine yiiars later, I the liJuiqaradqlUi

was translated into English ])y Charles Wilkins who also
/

rendered into English the U itopadesit and the Sakimtala

episode of the MahdbJidraia. It was, liowever, Sir William Jones

who did most to arouse the interest of l^hirope.ans in Indian

literature / In 17H9 A. I), he published Ins Fnglish transla-

tion of Kalidasa’s SdJcimtala, and this was followed h\

his translation of the Maiizi.wirti, the most important legal

literature of ancient India. ^ It was again tlirough his

enthusiasm that the Btusafnhdra of Kalidasa was imblmlied in

the original text m 1792 A. D. The English translation of

Kalidasa’s works by Sir William Jones was followed hy the

German translation of ^dkuniala hy Georg Forster in 1791 which

attracted the attention of men like Herder and Goethe. The

work of Jones was followed up hy Henry Thomas Colebrooke who
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published ‘A Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts aud Successions'

based on a composition in Sanskrit by orthodox Indian scholars. Ho
also edited a number of Sanskrit works including the Amarajmsa *

the A^tudhyayl, the Tliigpade^a and the Ktrdjd rjuniya Another

Englishman who studied Sanskrit in India was Alexander Hamilton

who, while returning to England in 1802 A. T>
,
was imprisoned

witli other Englishmen at Paris under orders of Napoleon Bona-

part«e. During the period of his imprisonment Hamilton trained

up a band of European scholars who took to the study of Sans-

krit with earnest zeal. This is commonly referred to as the

'Discovery of Sanskrit' in the West. One of Hamilton’s most

distinguished students was the great German scholar and poet

Friedrich Schlegel, who wrote that epoch-making work *On the

Language and Wisdom of the Indians’ This work introduced

for the first time the comparative and the liistorical method. It

also contained translations in German of many passages from the

Bdmdyaya, the BliagavadifitU, the Mantismrti and other

early works Friedricir^ Schlegel’s brother August Wilhelm

von Schlegel. student of Professor A. L. Ch^zy, the firS^

French scholax in Sanskrit, not only contributed much to

the study of Comparative Philo^gy but also helped the

study of Sanskrit by editing texts and writing translations.

One of Schlegel’s students was Christian Lassen who was

deeply interested in Indian culture. The science of Com-

parative Philology was founded by Franz Bopp, a student

of Professor Chezy and contemporary of August Wilhelm. Bopp
also rendered great service to the investigation of Sanskrit litera-

ture by incorporating in his work “Conjugations-System” transla-

tions from and the Mahubhdrata. His Sanskrit

Grammars considerably furthered the study of Sanskrit in Ger-

many. The work of Bopp in the domain of Comparative Philo-

logy was developed in a most comprehensive manner by Wilhelm

von Humboldt whose interest in the philosophical works of the
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Indians was of an abiding chaiacter. Another noted German,

Fredrich Ruckert, was also highly interested in Indian poetry.

The Latin translations of the Upanisads in the beginning of the

nineteenth century inspired German philosophers. Scholling,

Kant, Schiller, and Schopanhauor were highly charmed to

discover ‘hho production of the liigliest human wisdom’
.
^The

actual investigation of Vedic literature was first undertaken by

Friedrich Rosen in 183H ^ind was subseiiuently continued by a

band of illustrious students of the groat French Orientalist

Eugene J3urnouf, including Rudolf Roth and F. INIax Muller, who

brought out his famous cditio princep^ of the Jigreda with tlie

commentary of Sa>ana in the years 1849-75 One of Roth s dis-

tinguished students was 11. Grassmann who published a complete

translation of the Jpjveda It was during this porioil that

Horace llayman Wilson wdio came to Calcutta represented tlie

orthodox interpretation of the Rifceda by translating it on the

lines of Bayaua’s commentaiy Similar w^ork was done by Alfred

Ludwig, who IS lookecl upon as a forerunner of R. Piscliel, and

K. F. Geldiier, the joint authois of ‘ Veche Siuclies’. The

name of Theodor Aufreclit is also associated wuth Vodic

investigations

The publication of the great St. Fetersliurg Dictionary (Sanskrit-

Worterbuch) in 185l^ is an ini])ortant event in tlie ]iistor> of pio-

gressive studies in Sanskrit in tlieW^t.The Dictionary was complied

by Otto F3ohtlingk and Rudolf Roth and imhlishod by the Academy

of Fine Arts and Sciences, St. i'etersliurg. ‘The History of Indian

Literature’ whicli was jiuhhslied hy Allirecht Wehoi in 1H52 A. D

and was edited for the second time in J87G A l)., is anothc^r

important work The (slition of tlie SatapatkabrfilmLatja h\

the same author is another outstanding contribution. The Cata-

logus Catalogorum’ puVilished by Theodor Aufreclit in tlie years

1891, 1896, and 1900, forms a most comprehensive list of Sans-

krit authors and works and is a monumental work of its kind

16
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Arthur Anthony Macdonell’s ‘Vedic Grammar’ and ‘Vedic Mytho-
logy’ and th^e ‘Vedic Index’ by Macdonell and Arthur Berriodale

Keith, have all proved helpful works for the study of Sanskrit

in Europe. Maurice Bloomfield’s ‘Vedic Concordance’ is another

great work which has been of immense help to Vedic studies in

the West. William Dwight Whitney’s ‘Sanskrit Grammar’ is yet

another important treatise. Edward Byle Cowell, who was

Principal, Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta, gave a distinct

fillip to Sanskritic studies by his translations of the Sarva-

darsanasafngraha and many other important Sanskrit works.

Arthur Venis, Principal. Government Sanskrit College, Benares,

also did a lot to help Sanskritic studies. Amongst European

scholars who lived in India and took interest in Sanskrit learning

and literature, mention may be made of J. F. B^et,_ Vincent

A. Smith, Sir Alexander Cunningham, Sir John H. Marshall,

Sir M. A. Stein, Sir George Grierson and J. Fergusson. )

Among later European scholars who have done invaluable

service to the cause of Sanskrit studies, the names of George

Biihler, J. Muir, Frank Kielhorn, E. Boer, H Luders, Hermann

Jacobi, E. Senart, Sylvain Levi, Edward Washburn Hopkins,

E. Hultzch, Arthur Coke Burnell, Monier Williams, Theodor

Goldstuker, Kicliard Garbe, Paul Deussen, Julius Eggeling,

George Thibaut, Julius Jolly, and Maurice Winternitz are

rememliered by all lovers of Sanskrit
|

Of living western Indologists, the more important names

include F. W. Thomas, A. B. Keith, L. D. Barnett, T.

Tscherbatsky, Ston Konow, Vallee Poussin, Otto Strauss, C B.

Lanman and Giuseppe Tucci. /
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Lilasuka, 127.

LUdvatly 189.

Ltiigunusa sandy 155.

Liitgapurunay 42.

Locana, 615.

Locanarocant
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Lokatattvamrnaya^ 232.

Lokayata, 233.

LokesvaJ atantra, 123n.

Lokottaravadin, 52, 54-5, 153.

Lolimbaraja, 86, 186

Lollata, 64, 163
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Machiavolli, 180.

MaddlamcainpTi

,
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MadanapRri/jflta, 178.

Madhava, 158, 178, 204, 211,

216, 234, 236.

Mfld]iavas(fdliana, 1J7.

Madhva, 213n, 218, 220

Madhva school, 221.

Mad havakara
,
185.

Madhyamavyu/yoga, 97. 102.

Madhyaiuika, 71, 71n, 72, 223-6.

Madhyajmkakdnkd

,

70, 225
Madliyamikasutia, 225.

Madh ydniavthhdga, 228.

Mad hya S'ldd liuntakau'tmidt ,
154.

Madliusiidana Sarasvati, 218,

236.

Magha, 83, 85, 152.

MaMibharata, 26-7, 27n. 31-6,

36n, 37, 45, 75n, 81, 83, 85,

99, 101-2, 108,112, 134, 143,

185, 202, 205-6, 208, 213n,

2e33, ii.

MahrihhiOiya, 99, 135, 152, 206n,
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“

Mahadeva, 117.

Mahdnciiaka, 113.

Mahanirvllija, 47.

MahdvastUy 52, 55-6, 63.

Mahdprasthdna, 75n.

Mahapurdna, 85.

MahUrdja-Kanikalekha, 68.

Mahaslifighika, 53-4.

Mahavagga, 4.

Mahtivafnsa, 53-4.

Mahaviracarya, 189.

MahTiviracaritay 86, 110

Mahdvihhflm^ 223.

Mahdvirastotra, 127.

Maliayana, 51-2, 56, 66, 68, 72.
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MahdyUnamtra, 68, 70, 223-4.

MahayrmasTitrulaiikdra, 226,
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Malidydnavwisaka, 70, 225
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Makes vara-iipapnra ua. 43.
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Mahimabhatta, l()6-7.

Mahimnaljsiotra. 127.

Maitkilikalydua, 116.

Maifcrayaiuya, 176.

Maitreyanatha, 71, 22(), 226n.

Maitreyaraksita, 158.

Mai treyasamitiy 68
Maitreyavyakarana, i)8.

Mdlinlvi'jaya, 46,

MalinivijayotiaravartUka, 46.

Mdlatlmadliava, 97, 110

Mdlavikd, 97.

Mdlavikdgmmitra, 78n, 107, 109,

MalUkdmdnitaf 116.

Mallinatha, 78, 152, 168, 228

Mallii^eiia, 232.
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Mdiiameyodaya, 211.

Maiiatuhga, 125-6.
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Manusmrti, 135, 175-7, 233.
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Maskari Gosala, 234.

Maria Stuart, 122.
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Math aravj'i ti, 203
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Mazumdar, K. C., 6 In

Medhatitlij, 135, L77
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MegliadTna,l\)x\, 85. 120, 125,
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Megha])ra])bacarya, 1 14
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M1 indfnsd .s uti a, 135

MitUk^aru, 177.
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Moharnndgara, 126.
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Mrcchakahha, 104-5.
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Mi(dn/)(fk'>a^a, 111

Mud) itahuvivdacajidra, 1 15
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n

Muqdkahndha, 157

viiikha, 95
MulxtilabhaWa
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Xdgtnianda^ 109
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Nagesa])liatt a, 153 15 In, i5il,
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carita, 76n, 83

N( 1 1 '<ka)inya siddln, 217.

Naisrdsa, 46.

Nakula, 192.

Nalacavipu, 146
Nalapaka, 193
Nauial i iaja an ka sail a

,
173

Narnisa41iu, 1()2

Nandana, 177
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J\a))dilesva)'a~apa]mra ijas, 13.
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NatyanXsaka, 98.
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Nydyakanikdj 209, 28
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NydyalHdvatu 201.
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Nydydmrta, 218.

Nydyapariszsta, 197.
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Nydyaraksdmam, 218.

Nydyaratndkaya, 210.

Nydyasdra, 197.
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Padarthadharmasafngra.ha, 200

.

Paddrtluikhamlana,198.
Padmanribha, 157.

Padinapada, 216.
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Padmapuru ija, 42, 108.

PadyacTi dUmaat
,
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.

Paksadharamisra, 198.

PdlaJidpya, 192.
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.
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Pancaskandhaprakaraaa, 227.
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ParamalaghumavjusU, 154n.

Paramartha, 203ii.

Paramarthasaptati, 71, 227.
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Paramasafnhitu, 46.
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Parasaramddha va
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Paribhd'^dvrttiy 158.

Pariksd?mikhasUtra, 231.

Parimala, 130.

Parimala, 216.

parmdma, 214.

Panfddapaivayi, 86, 132
Pdrkmhliy^idaga, 85.

Pdr^vandthacanla, 87.

Pdrthapardkrama, 115.

Parthasarathiinisra, 200-1

Pdn'fatIpanHaj/a, IKi

Pasakakevali, lOln
Pasupati, 178.

Paid la injaya,81.
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34* 135, 148, 149m 150-2,

207ti

Pataniali, Yogasdii'a, 205, 207n.
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Path(3tic, 110.

Patrdparlk^d, 231

Pau'^kai asafulutd
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PavanadUta, 125.

Peterson, P., 78n-79n

Phuyau-king, 58
Piugala, 171.
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Pitfdayitd, 178.

Prahandhacintamam, 133.

Prabandhakosa, 133.

Prabliacandra, 132, 231.

Prahhakara, 209, 212.

Prabhd cakacarita, 1 32.

Prabodhacaiulrodaya, 113, 233.

Prabuddharauhineya, 1 15.

Pradipa, 152, 154.

Pradyurnnasnri, 132.

Prahasana, 97, 109, 114-7

Prahludanadeva, 115
Pra] Tiadaadji, 7 1
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PrafNfq)(/ra7n/,i(fs, 70, 224.

Prakarana, 97, 104, 10(), 110,

115-6.

PrakaratjapaTtcikd
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Prakaranika, 98
Prakasananda, 218
Prakasatman, 216.

Praklnjaka mla,81.
Prukrta-paiiigala, 171.

Prakriy(/kaiimudt, 153.

P) ama aamimam .svi
, 232

P) ama aami njaya, 231.

Pramaijaparlk'^a
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231.

Piamu ijapi avcsa, 228.

Prama ijammuccaya, 72, 228.

l^rameyahimalamaria tpla , 23
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Prame ya ratnaralt, 222

.

Praijatosud, 47
Prapa.Ticasara, 47.

Prasdda, 153.

Pi asannaka ijd^a, 81.
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,
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Prasannanighava, 115
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Pratinuyaka, 89.
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225, 228.
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PratyabhijTirihrdaya, 46.

PratyabJnjnukdrika

,

46.

PratyabhipLuvimarsinl, 46.

Pratyaktattvapradlpika, 217.

Prau'lhamanoramd, 153, 159.

Praulhamanoramfikucamardinly
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Pravarasena, 137.

Prdyaf^cittavivaratja^ 177.

Preiikhanaka, 98.

Priyadar.hkdf 109
Priyaiiivada, 128v-

Prthuyasas, 190.

Prthvidhara, 156
Pfthvlra/iavi^aya, 132.
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Parana Kasyapa, 234.
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Purvarmmdfnsusutra, 208, 214.

Purvap'iihikd, 138.

Piirusaparlk'id, 145.

Purii'^arthasiddhyupdya^ 232.

Purusottama, 174.

Purusottamadeva, 158.
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Kabindranath, 121.
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Hdgavibodhay 193.

Ri^ghavanaisad hi ga, 87.

Eaghavananda, 177.

liUghavap'lnilaviya, 85.

Bugha vapu ryanai^sadhiya,

87.

Kaghunandana, 43n, 178.

Eaghunatha, 198.
/

Eaghunatha Siromani, 198.

Baghuvafma, 78n, 80.

Baivatamadamkd

,

98.

Rajamartanda, 206. 207n.

Eiijasekhara, 82, 84-5, 92,

98. 100, 112-3.
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133, 165.

Eajayoga, 207.

IR^jataranqifd, 106, 110. 129,
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Ra^endrakaryapura. 132.

Eamabhadrarnuni, 115.

Earnadiksita, 116-7.
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nanda, 115

Eainacandra, Nirbhayabhima-
vydyoga, 115.

Earnacandra, Bhaktimtaka, 128.
Eamacand ra , Praky^iydkaumudl ,
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Eamacarya, 219.

Eamakrsna, 218.

Eamakrsnabhatta, 211.

Ramalarahasya, 191n.

Eamainuja, 38, 213n, 219, 220,.

235.

Rumapulacarita, 131.

Eania Tarkavagisa, 157.

Eamatirtha, 219.

Rdmdyana, 21, 23-6, 27n, 28,

28n, 29, 30-1, 35-7, 43, 82,

85, 99, 101-2, 110, 113,
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RdmUyayacampu, 147.

Rdmd yauamaTijan ,80.
Eapson, E. J., 61n.

Easa, 75, 161-4, 166-9.

Rasagahgadhara, 170.
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168.

Basaratna kara, 185
Basatarangiuh 168

Basavath 157.

BasikaTi'jana, 87.

Bastrapala, 70.

BatimaTijarij 183.

Batirahasya, 182.

Batisdstra, 183
Eatnakara, 85.

Batnakdraijdasrdvak(lc(fm, 231

.

Batnapank^d, 193.

Batnakuia, 70
Batimvaddnama Id

,
7

4

Batnaprabhd, 218.

Batndvalu 97, 109, 109n, 114

rmidra, 75n
Bdvaijurj uni ya ,
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Bavanavadha, 81, 82

Bavisena, 85.

Eaychaudhuri, H ,
62n.

Bgveda, 29, 88, 92, 107, 114,

187, in.

Bjnvimaldy 209.

Rtusainhdra, 122. i.

Eidgeway, 91.

Eiti, 88, 161-3.

Eoer, E., iv.

Eosen, F., iii

Eoth, E., iii.

Eoy, S., 78n

Eozer, A., i.

Eucaka, 167.

Euckert, F., iii.

Eudradaman, 48

Eudrata, 162
Eudrabhatta, 144.

Budraydmala, 46.

Btiknit nlharana i 97, 115.

Eupagosvamin, 58, 116, 121n,

169, 221.
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Eilpaka, 97.

Euyyaka, 86. 167.

8(lbarabJia^i/a, 208-9.

Sahara^vdmin. 135,203, 208-9.

Sahdakalpadriima, 43n, 174.

8abdakaustiihlia, 153.

Sabda 7iusdsmia ,
11e inacandra.

156.

Sabddnusdmna, Sakatayana, 155

Sabddniisdsanab('hadv('tti, lo6.

Sabdaratna, 159.

Sabdm ijavacandrikn. 155.

Sabdasaktiprakafiikd

,

191.

Sadananda, 218.

Sadasiva, 192.

Saddliarmapudian ka, ()9.

Satidarsanammiiccaya, 232.

Sadhaniu 206.

Saduktikarndmjrta, 127.

Siigaranandin, 168.

Snhityadarpaua, 97, 116, 160.

Sakalakirti, 87, 232.

Sakatayana, 149, 155.

sakli, 164.

Sakuntala^ 78n, 79n, 90, 107-8.

Srilihotra, 192.

S^alikanatha, 209.

Samddhi, 206.

Samadhiraja, 70.

Saniantabhadra, 230-1.

Samardhganasu tradhara, 193.

Samavakara, 97, 103. 115

Sainaveda, 88.

Samayamdifka, 127.

Saml)a, 43.

Sarnbhu, 127, 132.
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Saihhita, 44-6.

Safnjfidtantra, 191.

Sam ksepasariraka, 217.

Safnksiptascira, 157.

Saiiilupaka, 98.

SammatitarkaHUtra, 230.

Safuskarapaddhatt, 177.

Sanskrit Grammar, ii.

Samudramantliana, 97, 115

Samudrat?laka, 191n
Saihvuda hymn, 92-3, 107.

SainyaktvamuktdvaU, 145
Sanatkumdra, 43.

Sandarbhas, 221.

sandhi, 76, 95
Sandhylil^arananclin, 131.

Saiuftiadarpana, 193.

Samp tamakm anda, 193
Sangltavatnd kara, 1 93.

Sahgltamdarsana, 195.

Sanjaya, 234.

Sa/iikaracetovi lUsacamp u, 147.

Sankara, 38, 126-7, 135, 210,
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213n, 214-5, 217-9, 221. 237.

Sankara, Upaskdra, 201.
/

Sahkhadliara Kavjraja, 115.

Snhkhya, 41, 71.

STi it kli yakanka, 203-4.

SdiikhyapravacanahhUpfa, 20 t.

Sd h kh ya,pravacanasntia, 201
Sdhkhyasfn a, 204
S(1 h khyasu tra vrtti, 204.

Sd hkhyatu ttva kaum udl , 204.

Sd,hkhyayanasran tasdtra, 33.

Saumukhakalpa, 193.

sdnta, 75n.

Santarakf^ita, 229.

Santideva, 72n, 225.

Sdntiparvan, 233.

Sdniisataka^ 128.

Saptapadarthi, 201 .

Satapancdsatikandmas totra
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Saptasait, 42.

Saradutanaya, 167.

Saraddtilaka, 47.

aiayadeva, 158
Sara svataprakriyd, ,

156-57.

SarasvatlkanihdbJiarana, 166.
sarga, 76.

Sdnpntraprakaraua, 66, 100

Sd rJrakahhd'iya, 215-16.

Sarmisljidyaydli, 97.
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Snrhgadatta, 192

Sarhgadcva, 193.

Siirhgadliara, 128.

Sdrhqadharapaddhati, 1 28.

Sarvadar^ana<^atnqraha, 204,
234, IV.

Sarvainamitra, 126.

Sarva]natmamiini, 217.

Sarvananda, 133, 173.

Sai vasaiiivddinl, 222 .

Sarvasiddlif/ntasamgraha, 237.
Sarvastivadin, 52, 56-7, 67, 71.

Sarvavarinan. 156.

Sa^Uiltantra, 203.

Sdstradarpana, 21 6.

Sd, s trad 1pi kd ,211
/
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Sastrin, Pashnpatinath, 212n.

Sastrin, T. Ganapati, 100.

Sdsvata, 174.

Satadfisaui, 220 .

Sataka, 122.

Satapathabrdhmana, 187, iii.
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Siltavab.ana, 120
Satkaryavada, ^ 04

SatruTijayamulifiim iia, 86.

Sattaka, 98, 113

Sattasat, 120, 127
SdttvatasaviJnta
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SaundaryaJaliarh 126.
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Senaka, 149
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SesakrBiia, 116.

Sesva f am'nna hisa, 220.
Slpf/7/.hn.ndhn ^J\7.

SevyaseiW^)ade,sa, 127

Shadow- Sita. 92

Siddha, 145.

Siddhantakaum udl
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Siddhantalesasahigraha, 218
Siddhdnta7nuktdvalh 218.

Siddhantapavnasika
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232.

Stddhuntah'romani, 189.

Siddhasena Divlikara, 126, 230.

Sikhdmaru, 218.

Siksdsamuccayay 225.

Silabhadra, 228-29.

Silabhattarika, 128

Silhana, l!)8
/

Silpaka, 98,

Silparatna, 193,

Sthihfisniiadidtriinsfkny 1 44

.

Slradeva, 158
Sin Puluniayi. 49

Sisupdlarad li((

,

83.

Sisiijadhli rddlniantra

y
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Sitabta'iga, 89

Sivadasa, 114, 115

Sivadatia. 106

Si vadharviay 43

Si\ji(litva, 201

Siradrsli, 46.
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y
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Sira rk ama n i dtp ihUy 2 35

SivasNaiuin, 85

Skandagupta, 77
Skajtdapiu a na, 38, 4 2, 10s

Slokasafngraha
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SlokararttiLdy 210
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iv.

Swrtikal'jiatarUy 177

S7nflira 171(1 kardy 178.

Soddhala, 147.

Sornadeva, 142, 146, 155, 181.

Somanan da, 46.

Somanatha, 193, 211.

Somaprablia, 128.

Romesvarabhatta, 210.

Somesvaradatta, 132.

Sphotasiddhiy 21 In.

Sphotayana, 149.

Sragdhaiastotray 126.

SiaiitasUtraSy 175.

Sribhdsyay 219, 220.
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Hricaitanya, 198.

Hridhara, 127, 167, 201.

Sridharasena, 82.

Kridharasvamin, 235.

iSrigadita, 98.
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